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ABSTRACT 
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Stefan Kremer 

 

Secondary structures are polypeptide chains folded into 3D conformations which 

forms the backbone of all proteins. Secondary structures form the foundation of 

structural motifs, which are integral in the understanding of structure-function 

relationships within proteins, as common motifs provide critical information regarding a 

protein’s function, suggesting the prediction of function from basic structural patterns.  

In this thesis, it was shown that secondary structures could be defined with 

algorithms using consistent objective patterns found within the structures. These 

algorithms could furthermore be implemented in Python resulting in the development of 

19 unique classification algorithms capable of determining the objective characteristics. 

Recognizing that different structural patterns may be of interest to different researchers 

with various needs, a system was designed, and a prototype was provided that would 

share these structural patterns within a community, as well as enable researchers to 

possibly refine the described sets and explore the categories using set operations. 
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LIST OF SYMBOLS, ABBREVIATIONS OR NOMENCLATURE 

Secondary Structure: Proteins at their most basic level consists of a long, continuous, 
unbranched peptide chain known as a polypeptide. These peptide chains fold and form 
local distinct three-dimensional conformations also known as secondary structures; 
which maintain their stability through the interaction of hydrogen bonds, between amino 
acid residues within repeating peptide units 

Structural Motif: A set of connected and continuous secondary structure elements that 
form a distinctive pattern. These patterns are important due to either their functional 
significance or their structural role within the entire domain. Structural motifs are 
normally defined by both the secondary structures within the motif as well as the 
connectivity between the secondary structures. 

Protein Domain: A protein’s overall structure is typically the combination of 
independent stable folds known as domains. Not only are domains typically conserved 
in terms of sequence and structure, they can function and evolve independently outside 
the protein.  

SSE: Secondary Structure Elements 

PDB: Protein Data Bank 

SVD: Singular-Value Decomposition 

CHOPSS: Categorizing Higher-Order Protein Secondary Structure  
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1 Chapter 1: Introduction 

1.1 Problem 

The pinnacle goal of structural genomics is to systematically solve and provide 
protein structures for all genes within a genome as well as determining the functional 
and biological role these proteins play. Algorithms exploring sequence similarity and 
abstracting these relations towards a functional level is limited in their approach as the 
success of these methods depend largely on the conservation of the sequence within 
related protein families (Orengo, Todd, & Thornton, From Protein Structure to Function, 
1999). Utilizing the 3D structure of proteins is by far more successful as evolution 
regularly chooses to conserve structure over sequence. While many tools do exist such 
as BLAST that provide a strong argument for determining functional hypotheses using 
sequence similarity tools, it is widely agreed that structural information provides far 
more information when attempting to interpret functional data (Hvidsten, et al., 2009). 
For example, detailed analysis of a protein’s activation site provides more information 
on the mechanisms and energetics required for the ligand binding than the residue 
information of the entire protein. Not to say sequence information is not useful for 
determining functionality, as there exists many tools that explore active sites based on 
sequence conservation as well as ligand binding orientation based on the residues 
surrounding the active site.  

There are many highly accurate experimental techniques that currently exist today 
which can easily detect secondary structure motifs within proteins. However, in terms of 
utilizing software automation and computerized detection, the field of bioinformatics is 
still in its infancy. Pattern recognition is one of the hardest and most sought-after 
problems in the field of machine learning due to the complexity involved with pattern 
representation. A pattern can be described in many ways. For humans, recognizing and 
identifying patterns is straightforward. Children at a very early age learn to easily 
recognize different shapes, objects, and words, transforming these patterns into 
meaningful information for learning and communication. A computer requires more 
effort to identify these same patterns and perform the same meaningful transformation. 
The easiest way for computers to identify patterns is by giving the machine a suitable 
definition that is both flexible and rigorous. For example, the name of a shape is given to 
objects which have similar mathematical and geometric properties. A circle for example 
is simply a series of points on a given plane that are of equal distance from the center. 
A square is defined as a quadrilateral shape with equal sides and all 90° angles. 

To define something slightly more complicated but not abstract like a chair, the 
problem becomes much more difficult. A chair could be defined in many ways: an object 
that possess four legs, an object to sit on, or an object which is built up of several 
varying shapes arranged in a specific manner. These definitions are all true of course, 
but none of them truly represent every possible chair in the world. Some chairs may be 
designed with more than four legs, an object to sit on may be a bench, a couch, or even 
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a pillow, and an object built by several shapes is far too general to be used as a proper 
definition. However, once a proper definition is created, every possible chair in the world 
would be bound by this definition. Objects which possess the exact attributes of the 
definitions would be considered chairs, while objects without the correct properties 
would be given another name. Proteins are much more complex than chairs. Not only 
do proteins possess a complex shape, but these structures are highly variable, 
possessing over thousands of varying folds, orientations, and functions. 

1.2 Motivation 

As it currently stands, the normal approach to understanding structure-function 
relationships in proteins begins with the exploration of the intermediate steps, or protein 
folds. There are currently two major areas of protein folds being researched known as 
either protein domain or protein fold. Protein fold is defined simply as the super-
secondary structure, generally seeking to find patterns within secondary structures and 
their connectivity (Levitt & Chothia, 1976). Many folds such as the Rossmann fold or 
TIM barrel are well known and studied. The presence of these folds alone provides a 
plethora of information regarding the protein itself such as the preferred binding sites 
and binding mechanisms involved with proteins exhibiting these motifs (Orengo, Todd, 
& Thornton, From Protein Structure to Function, 1999). Protein domains are much 
larger and describe the entire tertiary structure of the protein itself, generally 
representing a stable independent unit (Hvidsten, et al., 2009). Understanding how 
protein folds build into protein domains is critical in understanding basic structure-
function relationships. Protein folds, at the most basic level is the organization of 
secondary structure topology and connectivity, which exemplifies the importance of 
understanding secondary structure and their physical properties (Levitt & Chothia, 
1976). Therefore, an efficient and correct identification method to categorize protein 
secondary structure becomes critical for the betterment of protein structure prediction. 

Not only would the study and determination of secondary structure motifs be 
critical in breaking down and understanding the mechanisms behind each protein fold 
but it may serve another role in helping organize various lower-level classification 
systems. CATH and SCOPe are two classification databases which attempt to 
systematically divide protein folds into various groups and clades related by 
evolutionary and structural homologous roles. At the lowest level of both databases is 
the classification of secondary structure elements. However, both databases have 
stated that the manual classification of these structures at this specific level is not as 
accurate as it should be due to the classification utilizing loose putative definitions found 
in scientific literature, as opposed to rigorously defined algorithms (Orengo, et al., 
1997). New releases of both CATH and SCOPe continually explore utilizing more 
automated methods of classification, putting higher emphasis on the development of 
tools which can aid in the classification of noisy data (Greene, et al., 2007). If a tool 
could be developed that pursued this ideal specific for secondary structures, then it 
would give rise to a stricter classification method which can differentiate the variability 
and perhaps aid in the further classification of higher-level structures. 
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1.3 Objective 

In the following chapters, the creation, design, and the functionality of a prototype 
capable of pursuing the goals listed above will be explored and examined. The 
prototype for this thesis will divided into three separate parts. The first objective is to 
explore a variety of secondary structures within a variety of proteins and create non-
exclusive categories to classifying these secondary structures which are:  

a. User-defined to fit various applications and contexts 
b. Flexible, such that they can be extensible, contractible, and refinable 
c. Utilizing only mathematical definitions without human subjectivity 
d. Able to utilize set theory to discover further specificity (intersection) or 

generalization (superset and subset) 
e. Inclusive of all present and potentially new structures 
f. A standardized notation for classifying all secondary structure 

Secondly, by using the set of definitions, the next objective is to attempt to use 
these definitions to create a series of robust scripts capable of classifying secondary 
structure membership within each of the defined categories that: 

a. Serves as a starting point for the development of the prototype, to be later 
amended by user created or further refined scripts 

b. Possesses a high degree of specificity, correctly identifying to the human eye 
what appears to be true positives and negatives 

c. Allows flexibility to account for the variability within biological proteins 
d. When possible, utilizes geometric and mathematically defined concepts found 

in literature or proven to be true to build each script 
e. Can be accessed by the general populace for further development and 

improvement 

Lastly, the final objective of the work presented here is to create a working 
prototype capable of utilizing the classification system developed previously that: 

a. Manages to be a stand-alone system without requiring external resources 
b. Allows exploration and education of categories, proteins, and related sets 
c. Provides various categories catering to the needs of the user’s application or 

context 
d. Promotes user-based submissions, edits, and refinement 
e. Develops and grows through communal-based efforts via comments, critiques, 

and ratings 
f. Performs real-time set theory analysis (subset, intersection, superset) on user 

submissions allowing for up-to-date information to be quickly presented 
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2 Chapter 2: Background information 

2.1 Secondary Structure 

A protein at its most basic level consists of a long, continuous, unbranched peptide 
chain known as a polypeptide. These peptide chains fold and form local distinct three-
dimensional conformations also known as secondary structures, which maintain their 
stability through the interaction of hydrogen bonds, between amino acid residues within 
repeating peptide units. The two most common and important secondary structure, α-
helix (Fig. 1) and β-sheet (Fig. 2), was first hypothesized by Linus Pauling et al. in 1951. 

2.1.1 Discovery 

The key criteria for Pauling and his associates’ 
discovery was a series of stable state mathematical 
calculations utilizing both X-ray diffraction analysis data and 
recognizing that folded peptide chains should not only 
preserve their bond angles and planar configurations, but 
also prevent van der Waal’s interactions from destabilizing 
the structure (Pauling, Corey, & Branson, 1951). 
Furthermore, Pauling et al. also predicted that hydrogen 
bonds must exist at regular intervals to stabilize this type of 
peptide folding (Fig. 1), which ultimately resulted in the first 
computational and mathematical mention of what is known as 
the α-helix. 

Pauling et al. initially proposed two stable configurations 
for the polypeptide chain which he denoted 1) a “helix” with 
3.7 residues per turn and 2) another “helix” with 5.1 residues 
per turn. These configurations would soon be known as the 
familiar α-helix and the rarely seen γ-helix (Pauling, Corey, & 
Branson, 1951). As for the β-sheet, Pauling and his 
colleagues would later in 1953 begin the theoretical work for 
the pleated sheet, but only be confirmed experimentally by 
Max Perutz and Kohn Kendrew in 1957 (Kendrew & Perutz, 
1957) (Pauling, Corey, & Branson, 1951). 

2.1.2 α-Helix 

The α-helix is a right-handed coiled strand, which involves regularly spaced 
hydrogen bonds formed between the amide hydrogen of a residue and the carbonyl 
oxygen found four residues earlier in the formal pattern denoted as i  i+4 in 
consecutive residues along a polypeptide chain (IUPAC-IUB, 1970). As a rule of thumb, 
the right-handed nature of the helix moves from the amino to carboxyl direction with the 
carbonyl oxygens of the peptide bonds facing upwards and the opposing amide groups 

Figure 1. α-Helix depicting 
main chain atoms with 
residue atoms removed 
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facing downwards (IUPAC-IUB, 1970). Furthermore, all side chain groups face away 
from the helix (Kabsch & Sander, 1983). 

2.1.3 β-Sheet 

Hydrogen bonding within an α-helix strictly occurs within local peptide chains, 
whereas hydrogen bonding within a β-sheet generally occurs between backbone 
residues for adjacent peptide chains (Fig. 2). These hydrogen bonds are found 
connecting the amide hydrogen from one residue on one strand to the carboxyl oxygen 
of another residue on the other strand. The β-sheet structure consists of pairs of β-
strands lying side-by-side to one another, forming a ladder-like shape, with the 
hydrogen bonds forming the rungs, and the peptide chains forming the rails. 

 

Figure 2. Parallel and Anti-Parallel Orientations of the β-Sheet (Chan, 2016) 

Unlike the α-helix, in which the directionality of the carbonyls and the amides are 
the same, β-sheets have successive side chains pointing upwards, then downwards in a 
repeating pattern (Kabsch & Sander, 1983). This variation in directionality forms two 
different categories of β-sheets known as parallel β-sheets where both β-strands are 
orientated with the same orientation (Fig. 2) and anti-parallel β-sheets, in which strands 
are orientated in alternating directions (Kabsch & Sander, 1983). 

2.2 Ramachandran Plots 

Polypeptide chain configurations is not a novel idea. Along with Pauling et al., 
various other researchers had without success proposed many other stable state 
configurations for varying polypeptide chains and proteins (Ramachandran, 
Ramakrishnan, & Sasisekharan, 1963). That was before, Ramachandran et al. 
developed in 1963, what is now known as the Ramachandran plot (Fig. 4).  
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When two peptide groups are linked at an α-carbon, the N-Cα and Cα-C bonds are 
relatively free to rotate about in a standard configuration (Fig. 3). Consequently, the 
relative configuration of the two free rotating groups about the α-carbon can therefore 
be represented by the torsion angles of their respective groups using the notation phi 

(φ) and psi (ψ) respectively (Ramachandran, Ramakrishnan, & 
Sasisekharan, 1963). 

Ramachandran et al. categorized these phi and psi angles by 
utilizing small polypeptides to systematically vary the phi and psi 
angles and look for stable conformations. For each conformation, 
the structure was examined for close contact between atoms. Each 
atom was treated as a hard sphere with specific minimum contact 
distances corresponding to their van der Waals radii between 
various known bonds e.g. C-C, C-O, O-N, etc. Therefore, angles 
which caused these contact spheres to collide resulted in 
disallowed conformations which ultimately resulted in the 
Ramachandran plot (Ramachandran, Ramakrishnan, & 
Sasisekharan, 1963). The only amino acid to escape this rule is 
glycine which lacks a side chain, therefore making it unique to the 
rule since there is very little disallowed conformations which would 
affect the minimum 
contact distances 
between glycine and 
other residues 

The Ramachandran plot examines each 
specific residue within the polypeptide chain, 
plotting the relation between the phi and psi 
angles found within the residue itself. The 
resulting relation is compared to the existing 
plot density to determine which specific 
configuration the residue seemingly belongs to 
(Fig. 4). White areas correspond to 
conformations where atoms in the polypeptide 
come closer than the sum of their van der Waals radii and black regions correspond to 
conformations where there are no steric clashes, denoting stable known configurations 
such as the α-helix and β-sheet (Ganguly & Prasad, 2012).  

2.3 Experimental Determination 

There are various methods to determining a protein’s overall structure. While 
computerized modelling and automated methods are still in their infancy, experimental 
methods such as NMR spectroscopy, X-ray crystallography, and Cryo-electron 
microscopy are just some of the many ways researchers determine the physical 
structure of a protein. 

Figure 3. Dihedral 
angles phi (φ), psi (ψ), 
and omega (ω) 
depicted in a standard 
polypeptide chain 
(Redzikowski, 2011) 

Figure 4. Generated Ramachandran Plot 
(Chan, 2016) 
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2.3.1 Spectroscopy 

In the field of spectroscopy, there are two widely used methods used for protein 
imaging and structure identification, infrared spectroscopy and the more widely used 
NMR spectroscopy. In simplistic terms, spectroscopy is a resonance and its 
corresponding resonant frequency (Surewicz, Mantsch, & Chapman, 1993) (Cavanagh, 
Fairbrother, Palmer, & Skelton, 2007). For example, many systems on earth will vibrate 
or oscillate if given their proper resonant frequency, a famous example being the 
Tacoma Narrows Bridge in 1940. Infrared and NMR spectroscopy exploit the fact that 
molecules will emit or absorb specific resonant frequencies depending on the 
characteristic of their overall structure given external factors (Cavanagh, Fairbrother, 
Palmer, & Skelton, 2007).  

In the case of infrared spectroscopy, varying infrared wavelengths are applied to 
the given protein and depending on the composition of the protein, the molecules within 
the protein will absorb varying infrared energies depending on their potential energy 
surfaces, the total mass of the atoms present in the molecule, and the associated 
vibrionic coupling (Surewicz, Mantsch, & Chapman, 1993). These absorptions are not 
random or gradual, they only occur at specific resonant frequencies where the 
molecular bond “stretches” or “vibrates” due to the energy being presented to the atom. 

Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy works in a similar manner. 
When a group of atoms are static with no magnetization, the direction of spin for the 
group of atoms is random. However, once a magnetic field is applied to the atoms, the 
atomic nuclei will spin aligned with or against the field. This magnetization can be 
changed and varied causing the atoms to constantly transition between their two spin 
states which will then emit electromagnetic radiation which can then be used to 
determine the correct resonance for the atoms involved (Cavanagh, Fairbrother, 
Palmer, & Skelton, 2007). 

An example of this technique can be seen using a simple 
molecule such as ethanol. Ethanol (Fig. 5) has three distinct regions: 
CH3, CH2, and OH. Each of these regions will have different 
resonance frequencies for either technique such that if the molecule 
was run through either technique, there would be three very distinct 
chemical shifts or radiation shifts due to the different constituents that 
build up the molecule. 

Figure 5. Structural 
Formula of Ethanol 
(Chan, 2016) 
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Figure 6. NMR spectrum of ethanol plotted as signal intensity vs chemical shift (adapted from Vaschaik, 
2009) 

However, the determination of the tertiary structure of an entire protein proves to 
be a much more challenging problem. The solution cannot be found with spectroscopy 
alone, four other principals: nuclear Overhauser effect (NOE) which is used to collect 
distance information between the various atoms, a primary sequence assignment that is 
used to label each sequence with its proper chemical shift determined from 
spectroscopy, specific restrictions which are used to limit the possible constituent 
combinations due to angle conformation and distance restraints, similar to that of 
Ramachandran, and various computational algorithms are combined together to 
determine the overall protein structure (Wuthrich, 2001).   

The limitation of this method besides the copious amount of time and effort to 
perform the method correctly deals with noise and accuracy. This technique works very 
well for proteins that are smaller than 35 kDa, which exludes it from many larger more 
complicated structures (Surewicz, Mantsch, & Chapman, 1993) (Cavanagh, Fairbrother, 
Palmer, & Skelton, 2007). 

2.3.2 Crystallography 

One of the most widely used methods to determine 
protein structure is X-ray crystallography. X-ray 
crystallography alone contributes to 89.4% of all structures 
currently registered on the Protein Data Bank (PDB Data 
Ditsribution by Experimental Method and Molecular Type, 
2018). X-ray crystallography is not only fast and easy to 
perform, but the resolution detail is much higher than other 
traditional experimental methods (Fig. 7). Furthermore, 
there is no bound restriction of protein size, and many 
protocols can be automated (McPherson, 2003). The 
concept for x-ray crystallography stems from the fact that 
many inorganic and organic biological molecules can form 
crystals; as seen in salts, metals, and minerals (Rhodes, 
2006). These crystals when exposed to x-rays can produce 

Figure 7. 1GZX Oxy T State 
Hemoglobin. 3D Model 
Generated using data obtained 
from X-Ray Crystallography 
(Paoli et al., 1996) 
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a clear distinguishable diffraction pattern which can then be used to create electron 
density maps (Rhodes, 2006).  

Ironically, the hardest part of x-ray crystallography is to initially grow the crystal. 
Various molecules cannot be crystallized, such as molecules which cannot interact with 
water, as well as proteins with a high degree of intrinsic disorder – large floppy loops or 
independently moving domains (Rhodes, 2006). To grow a crystal, a highly 
concentrated protein solution is forced to precipitate. This forced precipitation can force 
the protein to interact with its neighbours, forming a highly-ordered lattice due to the 
identical proteins preferring identical stable states and orientations (Rhodes, 2006).  

The crystal then 
undergoes the diffraction 
process, in which various 
computers analyze the angles 
and intensities of the diffracted 
beams as well as the rotational 
position of the crystal through a 
goniometer (McPherson, 2003). 
Once the diffraction process is 
complete, there is a large set of 
data that can be used along 
with the Fourier transformation 
to calculate an electron density 
map, which shows the 
probability of finding electrons 
at each point of the unit cell 
(Fig. 8). From the electron 
density map and knowing the 
primary sequence of the protein beforehand, researchers can then easily fit the specific 
residues with their corresponding electron density (Fig. 8). As mentioned before, the 
crystallization method does not work well with intrinsically disordered proteins, and as 
such, sections of the proteins which are flexible need to be corrected and refined based 
on known interactions and experimental data to fix the otherwise incorrect orientation 
resulting from the crystallization process (McPherson, 2003). 

2.3.3 Cryo-Electron Microscopy 

Like X-ray crystallography, cryo-electron microscopy utilizes the basic physical 
attribute of scattering, which is the physical process in which radiation is dispersed due 
to interacting with matter. Much like diffraction, the scattered radiation’s properties, also 
known as direction and phase, depend on the properties and the position of the “object”. 
This scattering phenomenon therefore contains crucial structural information about the 
“object” and the collection and analysis of the scattering process allows for the 
construction of an image of model of the resulting scattering “object”. 

Figure 8. Experimental Electron Density Map from 196D along 
with the atomic model that was fitted based on the X-ray 
crystallization data generated by LiteMol (Berman et al., 2000) 
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In cryo-electron microscopy, high energy electrons are used for the scattering 
process to encode information about the individual atoms. Not only are electrons at the 
correct wavelength to properly collide with individual atoms, but they are already widely 
used in many precise measuring apparatuses. The only problem, however, is the fact 
that high energy electrons contain approximately 1.5x104 kJ/mol energy, which could 
easily break covalent bonds, which only require 350 kJ/mol to break (Carroni & Sailbil, 
2016). Additionally, the use of electrons also requires high-vacuum conditions, which 
would cause the water surrounding biomolecules to evaporate denaturing or even 
destroying the proteins in the process (Carroni & Sailbil, 2016).  

The immediate solution to the first dilemma of radiation damage would be to utilize 
similar methods as x-ray crystallography, create a high-density sample which can 
withstand continual bombardment from the high-energy source. However, electrons 
cannot pierce through multiple thick protein layers and thus a different solution was 
proposed. Rather than producing thicker layers of multiple proteins, Joachim Frank 
(1996) developed a method to have a single thin layer possess multiple proteins and 
bombard them simultaneously (Frank, Radermacher, & Penczek, 1996). The denser 
proteins scatter the electrons and the scattering patterns are recorded by a computer at 
different tilt angles allowing for a wider range of perspectives, useful for the construction 
of the 3D model (Frank, Radermacher, & Penczek, 1996). Once all the projections have 
been completed, the computer groups images by their fuzzy backgrounds and then 
back traces the paths of the scattering from the various angles to determine the original 
object (Frank, Radermacher, & Penczek, 1996). The total sum of all individual scattering 
projections will therefore result in the original image after all the calculations have been 
completed. An added advantage of this methodology is the fact that the back 
propagation captures the electrons over a 3D volume of space, allowing the constructed 
3D image to be sliced, partitioned, and projected (Carroni & Sailbil, 2016).  

As for the high-vacuum evaporation, Dubochet et al. (1982) developed a method 
to rapidly freeze the aqueous protein solution to prevent the crystallization of water, 
resulting in a “disordered glass” water structure. This was crucial in furthering cryo-
electron microscopy because if the aqueous solution had been frozen slowly, the water 
molecules would have time to form crystals, which would potentially diffract the electron 
beams, preventing information about the protein from being collected (Dubochet, 
Lepault, Freeman, Berriman, & Homo, 1982). With the rapid freezing however, the 
protein could maintain stability within the aqueous solution, without the water molecules 
interfering with the sampling process.  

Cryo-electron microscopy is slowly becoming more popular due to its advantages 
over traditional structural techniques. Cryo-electron microscopy does not require 
crystallization which was one of the main drawbacks of x-ray crystallography. 
Furthermore, because of the lack of crystallization, proteins with hydrophobic properties 
and flexible structures can easily be determined with the use of cryo-EM. Large and 
complex proteins which cannot be determined through spectroscopy are not an issue 
due to the nature of the back tracing allowing the 3D structure to have “depth” (Frank, 
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Radermacher, & Penczek, 1996). Additionally, cryo-EM regularly breaks the 3-angstrom 
resolution barrier due to the details provided through the short wavelengths of electrons 
(Berman, et al., 2000). 

2.4 Computational Determination 

Experimentally determining the structure of proteins can be difficult and time 
consuming. Various factors must be determined and accounted for to accurately 
determine the structure and its functional role. What if, instead of utilizing various 
experimental techniques, it was possible to remove entirely or shorten the process all 
together? The field of bioinformatics continually seeks to pursue this possibility 
exploring many different avenues of research in hopes that one day, accurate protein 
structure prediction can be possible. 

2.4.1 DSSP 

When Pauling theoretically proposed the idea of the α-helix and the β-sheet, the 
main reasoning for these stable states was due to the presence of hydrogen bonds and 
the relation between the presence of those bonds and the stable energy state of the 
resulting backbone chain (Fig. 1, Fig. 2). DSSP, also known as the Dictionary of Protein 
Secondary Structure elevated the hydrogen bond concept as a means of 
computationally determining secondary structure. Kabsch and Sanders, 1983, believed 
that utilizing the dihedral angles or the positional backbone elements as seen by 
Ramachandran et al. (1953) required far too many parameters. Additionally, Kabsch 
and Sanders believed that these parameters would also vary between elements and 
would add a level of complexity not needed for a simple classification system. As such, 
Kabsch and Sanders proposed to utilize purely hydrogen bonding patterns as a means 
of determining the presence of secondary structures. 

α-helices can be classified with the presence of an internal hydrogen bond 
between the carboxyl oxygen and the amide hydrogen within n-turns, where n = {3, 4, 
5}. Similarly, a β-sheet can be classified by the bridges that connect two β-strands 
together forming the hydrogen bond, if the bridges are not “near” each other within the 
sequence simply because they are not within the same structure but adjacent to the 
structure. Ultimately 8 definitive secondary structures were proposed that could 
potentially be present in all proteins given various hydrogen bonding conformations. 

The first step of the DSSP algorithm is to classify what constitutes a hydrogen 
bond. Given a well-defined electrostatic model, the electrostatic interaction energy 
between two hydrogen bonding groups can be calculated given the following equation 
found in Fig. 9, with e being the unit electron charge of 0.084, r(AB) being the 
interatomic distance from atom A to atom B and f = 332 kcal/mol of energy. 

𝐸 = 0.084 {
1

𝑟𝑂𝑁
+  

1

𝑟𝐶𝐻
−  

1

𝑟𝑂𝐻
−  

1

𝑟𝐶𝑁
}  × 332 𝑘𝑐𝑎𝑙/𝑚𝑜𝑙 
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Figure 9. A classic hydrogen bond that may be present in both helices and sheets with their 
corresponding interatomic distances. Only bonding groups which have an electrostatic interaction energy 

below -0.5 kcal/mol can form hydrogen bonds. There are four coloured interatomic distances possible 
between two bonding groups denoted as: rCN, rON, rCH, and rOH which is the interatomic distance 

between the carbon-nitrogen, oxygen-hydrogen, carbon-hydrogen, and oxygen-hydrogen atoms. 

Thus, utilizing this equation (Fig. 9), if the resultant energy is less than -0.5 
kcal/mol, then the bond in question is defined as a hydrogen bond. By iterating through 
the entirety of the sequence and utilizing the computation data along with this 
classification, every “possible” hydrogen bond can thereby be classified. All that matters 
would then be going through and defining whether the presence of the hydrogen bonds 
results in a secondary structure. 

To do this, the secondary structure must be defined. Kabsch and Sanders utilized 
the same classification system as defined by Pauling et al. (1951), where a single 
hydrogen bond within an n-turn would be classified as a helix if the hydrogen bond was 
from the carboxyl to the amide and the turn was within the range of 3, 4, 5 (Fig. 10). The 
resultant classification given to these structures would be the 310 Helix, the α-helix, and 
the π-helix respectively. If the pattern only occurred for a single turn, then the resulting 
structure was classified simply as a turn and not a helix. In DSSP’s definition, a helix 
can only occur given a minimum of two consecutive turns present. 

 

Figure 10. A classic 4-turn that involves 4 residues between the carboxyl and amide hydrogen bond, 
denoted by the red line. (adapted from Berg et al., 2010) 

For β-sheets, the classification of a bridge needed to be further defined. While 
turns were defined for helices, bridges were what defined sheets. A bridge is defined as 
the hydrogen bond connecting two β-strands to one another. The difference between 
this bond and the ones defined in the helix stems from the fact that the hydrogen bonds 
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formed between two β-sheets are not local based on the sequence and form much 
farther apart (Fig. 2). 

A general pattern can be seen with anti-parallel β-strands forming hydrogen bonds 
with the immediate direct residue on the opposing β-strand, whereas parallel β-strands 
form hydrogen bonds with residues that are either prior to or after the opposing residue. 
This can be defined as:  

𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑙 (𝑖, 𝑗) = [𝐻𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑑(𝑖 − 1, 𝑗) 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐻𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑑(𝑗, 𝑖 + 1)] 𝑜𝑟 [𝐻𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑑(𝑗 − 1, 𝑖) 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐻𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑑(𝑖, 𝑗 + 1)] 

𝐴𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑙 (𝑖, 𝑗) = [𝐻𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑑(𝑖, 𝑗) 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐻𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑑(𝑗, 𝑖)] 𝑜𝑟 [𝐻𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑑(𝑖 − 1, 𝑗 + 1) 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐻𝑏𝑜𝑛𝑑(𝑗 − 1, 𝑖 + 1)] 

This definition states that the current amino acid being examined should connect 
to the adjacent strand’s pre- and post-amino acid if the bridge is to be considered 
parallel. Similarly, for the bridge to be considered anti-parallel, the current residue in 
question must connect to either its adjacent residue or its previous residue on the 
adjacent strand. This definition forms the basis behind the ladder as defined in DSSP, in 
which multiple ladders laid side by side form the β-sheet. 

Finally, the last classification discussed by Kabsch and Sander involve the bend. 
For the bend, Kabsch and Sanders defined them as areas with high curvature, whereas 
a new parameter is introduced as the angle of the Cα relative to its previous neighbour 
and posterior neighbour.  

𝐵𝑒𝑛𝑑(𝑖) = [𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒{(𝐶𝛼(𝑖) − 𝐶𝛼(𝑖 − 2)), (𝐶𝛼(𝑖 + 2) − 𝐶𝛼(𝑖))} > 70°] 

The value of 70° was chosen as a cut-off curvature based on studies performed by 
Rose and Seltzer (1977) as well as Rackosky and Scheraga (1978). Lastly, the coil 
would be anything within the protein structure that could not be defined in the above 
seven categories, leaving it as an outgroup. 

2.4.2 STRIDE 

While DSSP is currently one of the most popular algorithms to detect secondary 
structures and is regularly used by various databases such as PDB (Berman, et al., 
2000), there are many great alternative algorithms developed by various other 
researchers. STRIDE is one of the more popular alternatives developed by Frishman 
and Argos (1995). Many algorithms used to identify secondary structures seek to ignore 
the use of the dihedral angles, either claiming the angles defined by Ramachandran et 
al (1963) were either too difficult to account for due to the increase in complexity and 
parameters that would be needed to account for their variation, or that if dihedral angles 
were to be included, the definition would then become too lax creating false positives 
and false negatives. STRIDE ignores these issues and combines both the hydrogen 
bond energies as discussed in DSSP (1983) and applies the dihedral angles as 
discussed in the Ramachandran plots (1963). Additionally, STRIDE also includes the 
Chou-Fasman method (Chou & Fasman, 1974), which is an empirical technique that 
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predicts secondary structures by determining the frequency of amino acids appearing in 
each secondary structure from empirical data.  

The first step of utilizing the STRIDE algorithm is to calculate the hydrogen bond 
energy. Using a large analysis of experimental data on hydrogen bond geometries in 
crystal structures of polypeptides, peptides, amino acids, and small organic compounds, 
the derived formula for the resulting hydrogen bond energy was Ehb = Er x Et x Ep, 
where Et and Ep are the description properties for its direction and Er was the distance of 
the hydrogen bond as defined by:  

𝐸𝑅 =  
𝐶

𝑟8
+

𝐷

𝑟6
 

Where C = -3 Emrm
8 kcal A8/mol, D = 4 Emrm

6 kcal A6/mol, r is the distance 
between the hydrogen bond acceptors and donors, and Em and rm are the optimal 
hydrogen bond energy and length, respectively. This is unlike the DSSP formula that 
only sought for the presence of the hydrogen bond, whereas STRIDE utilizes more 
information about the interactions of the hydrogen bonds as well as the distorted 
geometry that may have been occurring. 

The next step of the algorithm is to account for the dihedral angles. Using the 
Ramachandran plot, a probability distribution is constructed considering the specific 
dihedral angles found for residues meeting the hydrogen bond energy thresholds and 
identifying them as either α-helices or β-sheets as defined by: 

𝑃𝑖
𝛼 = {

𝑁𝑖
𝛼

𝑁𝑖
𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙  𝑖𝑓 − 180° <  ψ <  10° and − 120° <  φ <  45°

0 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒

 

AND 

𝑃𝑖
𝛽

= {
𝑁𝑖

𝛽

𝑁𝑖
𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙  𝑖𝑓 − 180° <  ψ <  0°, −180° <  φ <  −120° or 45° < φ < 180°

0 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒

 

Once these mathematical calculations have been determined, the perceived 
structures are then further classified into their respective classifications. For helices, 
STRIDE utilizes the same definition as Pauling et al. (1951), where two consecutive 
hydrogen bonds that follow the n-turn rule is applied (Michie, Orengo, & Thornton, 1996) 
(Levitt & Chothia, 1976) (Martin, 2000), if the energy and the probability value calculated 
above is less than that of a defined threshold (which at the time was not optimized) of: 

𝐸ℎ𝑏
𝑘,𝑘+4 (1 + 𝑊1

𝛼 + 𝑊2
𝛼 ×

𝑃𝑘
𝛼 + 𝑃𝑘+4

𝛼

2
) < 𝑇1

𝛼 
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While the definition of the helix was essentially the same as DSSP, STRIDE’s 
version of the helices allowed for the helices to be slightly elongated to comprise the 
edge residues if the edge residues had acceptable dihedral angles. Interestingly, this 
method performs worse with shorter helix segments, especially if their dihedral angles 
are not within the defined threshold. 

For β-sheets, again like DSSP, a strand can only be considered a sheet if and only 
if there are two or more consecutive hydrogen bonded β-bridges together. STRIDE 
does not account for whether sheets are parallel or anti-parallel, because its factor 
greatly relies on the fact that dihedral angles present within the segment do not exceed 
another given threshold. This method does not possess the same detail that DSSP has 
in determining the directionality of the β-sheet, but it still attempts to do so through the 
given thresholds: 

{
𝐸ℎ𝑏1(1 + 𝑊1

𝛽
+ 𝑊2

𝛽
× 𝐶𝑂𝑁𝐹𝐴𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑙) < 𝑇𝐴𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑙

𝛽

𝐸ℎ𝑏2(1 + 𝑊1
𝛽

+ 𝑊2
𝛽

× 𝐶𝑂𝑁𝐹𝐴𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑙) < 𝑇𝐴𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑙
𝛽

 

2.4.3 β-Barrel Mathematical Structure 

The amino acid components found within β-sheets possess far greater flexibility in 
their conformations than their rigid counterparts, the α-helix. This is in part due to an 
intrinsic flexibility resulting from the dihedral angles and chirality, that is possible from 
their hydrogen bonding. In part, two general motifs can be formed from one or multiple 
β-sheets. The first motif is known as the sandwich or propeller face conformation. β-
sheets in this motif are aligned face-to-face with one another forming a “sandwich” 
structure. The second motif is known as a β-barrel structure where rather than forming a 
sandwich with other β-sheets, the β-sheet will twist and coil to form a closed loop.  

Of the two main motifs, β-barrels and β-sandwiches, that β-sheets tend to conform 
to, β-barrels are certainly much more rigid than β-sandwiches. As such, it would 
theoretically be possible to examine the geometrical features of the β-barrel and 
potentially derive the necessary coiling and twisting a β-sheet would need to form this 
conformation. 
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In 1979, McLachlan derived two equations 
relating the mean angle of the β-strands found 
within the β-barrel and the shear number of those 
β-strands with the hypothetical radius of the β-
barrel (McLachlan, 1979).  

tan 𝛼 =  
𝑆𝑎

𝑛𝑏
 and 𝑅 =  𝑏

2 𝑠𝑖𝑛
𝜋

𝑛
𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝛼⁄  

The angle, α, of the β-strands was defined 
as the slope of the β-strands from the axis of the 
barrel (Fig. 11). The two constants, a and b, were 
the residue distances within the β-strand and 
between two neighbouring β-strands respectively. 
The number of β-strands, n, was the total number 
of β-strands within the structure. Lastly, the shear 
number, S, was a hypothetical component, 
calculated as the extent the β-sheet was 
“staggered”. The simplest way to calculate the 
shear number would be to start at a random 

residue on the initial β-strand. From here, move around the presumed β-barrel in a 
uniform direction, the red path in Fig. 11, until returning to the original β-strand. 

Murzin et al. (1994) took this one step further and related the shear number and 
the number of β-strands to its radius, eliminating the need for the angle calculation 
entirely (Murzin, Lesk, & Chothia, Principles Determining the Structure of B-Sheet 
Barrels in Proteins, 1994) (Liu, 1998). These results produce an updated equation for 
the radius of a β-barrel as follows: 

𝑅 =
[(𝑆𝑎)2 + (𝑛𝑏)2]

1
2

[2𝑛 sin (
𝜋
𝑛)]

  

  

Figure 11. Schematic representation of a 
β-barrel with the components needed to 
perform the radius calculation (adapted 
from Murzin et al., 1994). 
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2.5 Protein Topology and Structural Motifs 

Proteins, much like other three-dimensional objects, can be described in various 
ways. They could be described geometrically as the cumulation of various shapes; or 
they could be described computationally as described in the algorithms mentioned 
previously. Whichever way proteins are described, the fundamental definition of protein 
topology is simply put, the three-dimensional fold of the protein itself. However, protein 
topology is very complicated. While it is a known fact that there are only a limited 
number of ways secondary structure elements (SSEs) can theoretically be combined, 
understanding how these folds and conformations came to be within a single protein 
proves to be a very abstract concept (Levitt & Chothia, 1976). In suitable conditions, 
newly synthesized unfolded polypeptide chains spontaneously fold and assume their 
“structured” form through a series of intermediate folds rapidly and rather easily (Levitt & 
Chothia, 1976). To characterize every single fold possible for a single protein would 
require considerable computational power and time (Martin, 2000). However, the 
importance of understanding these structural folds and classify them in an orderly 
fashion remains an idealistic goal of many researchers. 

According to the Protein Data Bank, in 2009, the number of protein entries was 
61 798. Since then the number of protein entries has more than doubled, reaching 
approximately 140 000 structurally identified proteins (Berman, et al., 2000). This 
increasing growth of new structural data stresses the importance of well characterized 
protein classification, as whenever a new structure is solved, the most important 
question is to determine whether the protein fold has previously been discovered 
(Martin, 2000). While common folds such as the TIM barrel or the Rossmann fold are 
easily recognizable (Fig. 12), less common folds appear regularly and are very difficult 
to quantify and identify. Yet, these folds are important in the study of proteins due to the 
potential to not only relate remote homologues together, which are proteins that share 
similar roles and functionality with very low sequence similarity, but also give rise to 
functional inference and structural information. 

 

Figure 12. TIM Barrel (5BVL) and Rossmann Fold (3QVO) are two of the most easily identifiable protein 
folds. (Chan, 2018) 
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One of the very first mentions of structural motif classification still used today to 
assign protein folds was introduced by Levitt and Chothia (1976). Their structural 
classification assignment was based on the translation of visual inspected polypeptide 
chain topologies into a schematic two-dimensional representation  (Michie, Orengo, & 

Thornton, 1996). From their schematics, 
Levitt and Chothia classified four clearly 
defined classes: all-α, all-β, α+β, and α/ 
β proteins. All-α and all-β proteins have 
only an α-helix or β-sheet secondary 
structure (Fig. 13) respectively, although 
it was later changed to mainly-α and 
mainly-β proteins due to almost all 
empirically determined proteins 
possessing small amounts of α-helices 
and β-sheets (Levitt & Chothia, 1976). 
α+β proteins have an α-helix and β-
strand secondary structure segments 
that do not mix but tend to segregate 
along the polypeptide chain (Fig. 13) and 
α/β proteins have mixed or 
approximately alternating segments of α-
helical and β-strand secondary structure 
(Fig. 13) (Levitt & Chothia, 1976). 

Levitt and Chothia (1976) defined the very first “folding units” which were repeating 
structural motifs found in various proteins. These motifs were not only the first attempt 
at simplifying the complexity of the three-dimensional fold, but it also revealed the 
importance of connectivity between various SSE suggesting that the arrangements of α-
helices and β-strands are important in identifying specific folds within the overall protein 
structure (Michie, Orengo, & Thornton, 1996). These class definitions have been 
generally accepted, and are still in common use, although slight changes have been 
made. However, when concerning both α and β structures, only a small fraction of 
existing proteins follow the given classification definition proposed by Levitt and Chothia 
(1976). 

2.6 CATH 

As mentioned before, the concept of structural classes is very important for 
various reasons. Not only will the proper classification of protein structures be useful for 
functional prediction and evolutionary purposes, but it may be critical in the prediction of 
full tertiary structures (Michie, Orengo, & Thornton, 1996). There have been many 
attempts to create accurate structure predictions from the primary amino acid sequence 
and compositions, but no such method has been successful in automating the entire 
process. A different direction proposed by many other research groups attempts to 
improve the classification process to provide more information and explore similar 

Figure 13. Topology packing diagrams of all four 
classes along with an example protein defined by 
Levitt and Chothia (1976). A) An all-α protein Myogen, 
B) An all-β protein immunoglobulin, C) An α+β protein 
lysozyme, and D) an α/β protein triose phosphate 
isomerase. (Adapted from Levitt and Chothia, 1976) 
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motifs within various proteins. One of the most successful classification method is 
known as CATH. 

2.6.1 Methodology 

In CATH there are five major levels that build up the entire database – class, 
architecture, topology, homologous superfamily, and sequence family. The first level, 
class, describes the relative content of α-helices and β-sheets using the same 
definitions that Levitt and Chothia (1976) had used in their structural motif classification 
(Orengo, et al., 1997). Membership within this level are therefore classified depending 
on the four major classes of all-α, all-β, α+β, and α/ β proteins. However, as discussed 
previously, the definition used by Levitt and Chothia (1976) has small errors regarding 
the differentiation between α+β and α/β proteins. As such, CATH combines those two 
together and splits them later in the hierarchy when connectivity becomes more relevant 
(Orengo, et al., 1997). New proteins entered into the database would be assigned into 
one of the four existing categories by their SSEs. 

The next level, architecture, adds an additional level of complexity to the definition 
by describing the general protein-fold shape. The membership classification at this level 
is very general, mainly describing the general discernable features of the overall protein 
itself such as whether a mainly-α protein has α-helices organized in a bundle or not, or 
whether an α-β protein, exhibits a barrel-like structure or a sandwich-like structure 
(Orengo, et al., 1997). New proteins entered into the database would be assigned 
based on similar physical descriptions. Additionally, if a motif does not currently exist to 
describe the protein’s general structure, new categories would be created, or existing 
definitions changed to better fit the new information. To further differentiate between 
these general descriptions, membership at this level also starts to consider the number 
of SSE as well as the total number of layers involved with each major fold such as the 
layers found in sandwich folds. It should be noted that at the architecture level, CATH 
still does not consider secondary structure connectivity.  

The third level, topology, finally accounts for connectivity and addresses the 
number and arrangement of secondary structures (Orengo, et al., 1997). Members 
within the same groups not only have the same overall architecture (general shape), but 
the manner of their SSE connectivity is also the same. This means that a new protein 
entered into the database would have its topology examined (Fig. 15) and based on the 
organization of the SSEs the protein would be placed into whichever category best fit 
the given topological structure. The membership of the topology level is also split into 
well known observed structures such as the TIM-barrel and jelly roll as well as well-
known folds frequently discussed in literature.  

The fourth level, homologous superfamily, starts to concern itself with evolutionary 
or functional similarities. Proteins that have similar structural similarities and perform 
similar functions suggest that they have evolved from a common ancestor, which adds 
an additional layer of depth to explore the complexity involved with how the folding of 
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proteins matches their functionality (Orengo, et al., 1997). Membership within the 
homologous superfamily classification is determined based on proteins with similar 
functional roles and evolutionary origins, like the methodology used in another database 
known as SCOPe, discussed later. Lastly, the last level, sequence family, examines the 
folds in relation to their primary amino acid sequence to explore highly similar structures 
and are assumed to be closely related in terms of function and evolution (Orengo, et al., 
1997). Membership within this final level is mainly determined based on sequence 
alignment scores and other sequence comparison metrics. 

2.6.2 Success 

CATH revealed that while there are over 140 000 known protein structures, there 
are only a small limited amount of folds that are adopted by these structures. Within the 
topology level of classification, there exists nine T-level folds that are highly populated, 
containing approximately 43% of all the folds found within the CATH database. These 
nine populated groups, denoted as “superfolds” are not only common folds exhibited by 
proteins, but the members within these nine groups bears no significant sequence 
similarity with one another nor have any relatable functional similarities either. In 
contrast, the other T-level folds have much smaller populations within each group and 
have higher sequence similarity as well as functional similarity. CATH also revealed 
that, of the popular superfolds, the folds were mostly composed of particularly 
symmetrical arrangements of common motifs found in the literature (Orengo, et al., 
1997). It was hypothesized that these generic motifs are probably favoured due to 
nucleation sites for folding or be associated with energy minima for the complete tertiary 
structures, achieved by optimizing contacts between neighbouring secondary structures 
(Orengo, et al., 1997). 

The existence of CATH not only helps prediction-based algorithms based on fold 
recognition, but since it is grouped by common motifs, researchers can easily explore 
related proteins without having to look too hard. It may also give insight into which 
combinations of motifs generate stable protein architectures. And due to the 
organization of CATH identifying each protein as a specific numerical value to denote 
each categorization within the various levels, new additional structures which are 
categorized can be referenced quickly and compared or contrasted against common 
recognizable folds, allowing for the detection of new motifs to be easily discernable. 

2.6.3 Criticism 

CATH, however, is not devoid of any faults. The authors themselves have stated 
that there are several limitations with their implementation and design. While many of 
these were amended in later releases of the database, four main criticisms stated by the 
authors remain. The first criticism is the subjective classification used by the authors 
regarding their architecture classification. As mentioned before, membership within the 
architecture classifications were primarily based on the description of the general 
protein shape. In earlier implementations of CATH, these descriptions were done 
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through manual identification and subjected to human-bias when examining the overall 
shape (Orengo, et al., 1997). This form of human-bias becomes apparent when 
comparing folds that had “similar shapes”, which would have been classified under the 
same architectural group regardless of the SSE within the protein itself.  

 

Figure 14. 3x2mA00 (Left) a 5-stranded barwin-like β-barrel fold and 5fvnA00 (Right) a 17-stranded 
porin-like β-barrel fold contrasted side by side showing the broadness of the architecture membership. 

(Chan, 2018) 

An example being the 5-stranded barwin-like β-barrel fold and the much larger 17-
stranded porin-like β-barrel fold (Fig. 14), which under CATH’s classification, are in the 
same architecture simply because they have a single β-sheet that make up the barrel 
(Orengo, et al., 1997). The authors commented that this was deliberate in the 
classification protocol as specificity and differentiation between these distinct protein 
structures was meant to increase with each category level, as opposed to discerning 
definitive groups so early at the second level. As such, the architecture level was meant 
to be a form of preliminary classification in preparation for the implementation of greater 
structural differentiation. While other databases such as SCOPE and DIAL also perform 
the same general classification in their lower-levels of classification, the authors of 
CATH speculate that general and broad classifications may potentially give rise to 
greater specificity at the architectural level if further research concerning common 
protein architectural features were explored (Orengo, et al., 1997). 

However, the authors did state that many fold definitions were not detailed enough 
to discern common structural motifs from one another at the superfold level, until the 
introduction of more structural properties (Orengo, et al., 1997). The authors suggested 
that to amend these large groupings, it would be worth considering raising these motifs 
to an architectural level split, to give rise to more even classification distribution; noting 
that within superfolds there were distinctive groups that would later be split due to 
functionality and evolutionary origins. As seen in the highly populated superfolds 
mentioned earlier. 

Another issue that the authors had about CATH was the possibility of various folds 
potentially belonging to multiple classification groupings, also known as the Russian doll 
effect. Due to the prevalence of common motifs, as discussed earlier in the superfolds 
and various architecture groups, the differentiation between the internal superfold 
families became very difficult. Normally, each group could be represented by a set 
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definition which uniquely classified the protein folds into its own category. However, 
rather than seeing each motif form distinctive groupings, the motifs could be better 
explained as a continuous spectrum of protein folds, each differing slightly from its 
neighbours. Not enough to allow a definitive classification grouping, but also not similar 
enough to classify each fold as a stand-alone group. An example of this can be seen in 
Fig. 15, where each structure shown can be related to the central protein, tenascin, 
defined as a motif containing at least four β-strands with an upwards of seven β-strands 
in the case of plastocyanin and immunoglobulin (Fig. 15). 

 

Figure 15. Illustration of ‘motif” overlaps found in the β-sandwich architecture within the CATH database. 
Transthyretin and tumour necrosis factor are two protein folds found within the jelly-roll architecture. 

Plastocyanin and IG variable domain are two protein folds found within the immunoglobulin architecture. 
Tenascin is another protein fold that could potentially belong in either architecture groups or could 

potentially create a single architecture group if the definition was changed slightly to incorporate both 
existing groups. (adapted from Orengo et al., 1997) 
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In these structures, the topology of the structures is relatively similar, suggesting 
that these structures could be combined into a single definitive group. However, in 
CATH these structures are divided into the immunoglobulin fold family (Fig. 15) and the 
jelly-roll (Fig. 15) fold family simply due to the literature and a widely-known and 
accepted structural motif. 

In the original work submitted by Orengo et al. (1997), the authors described a 
“complex bin” which was used to sort complex shapes and folds that did not currently fit 
in the given definitions until alternative methods were developed. In successive 
publications of the CATH databases, new techniques as well as properties were 
amended, such as linking structure with function as a main source of fold differentiation 
(Cuff, et al., 2011) as well as tightening their classification protocol to explore greater 
evolutionary details within protein families (Greene, et al., 2007). Other techniques such 
as introducing machine-learning based approaches have also been considered to 
explore classification based on other undiscernible features.  

Lastly, while CATH’s current implementation is successful in their design, there 
are other limitations within the CATH methodology which decreases the efficacy and 
functionality of their system, as compared to the proposed prototype covered in Chapter 
1. The producers of CATH as a rule, assume that each fold is only allowed to exist in a 
single category. As stated previously, the differentiation between the internal superfold 
families are very difficult, citing the jelly-roll fold and immunoglobulin fold examples 
within the current system. This rigid methodology may be effective in determining 
relational information such as evolutionary differences or structural differences, but 
proteins are variable in their design. A single protein can possess multiple motifs and 
physical attributes, which may be a combination of various sets and should not be so 
easily defined by a single physical definition. If proteins could belong in multiple 
categories however, then the initial problem of proteins potentially belonging to multiple 
definitions would become an asset. CATH could explore combinations of categories, 
exploring proteins which may overlap and those that do not. This type of analysis could 
introduce further specificity and may be more useful in the overall classification. 

 The rigidity of CATH’s categories reflects their objective of creating a well-defined 
uniform classification system. By having a rigid classification method that does not 
change, additional information would only create new nodes, rather than change 
existing definitions. Only when certain motifs are recognized by the greater scientific 
community would definitions be adjusted to account for the new information. This 
control over what categories are used and which proteins belong to those categories is 
critical in creating a single uniform classification system, but it reduces the possibilities 
of the system to cater to the needs of the user. If CATH had categories that were initially 
rigid but had the potential to change instantly whenever new information was presented, 
then it would allow the system to be ever evolving, adapting to new information, or 
reverting to older classifications if the new information was irrelevant. Users would be in 
control of the classification, and the whole system would by flexible and continually grow 
to suit what users are interested in rather than maintaining predefined categories.  
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2.7 SCOP/SCOPe 

Another classification process that also explores protein folds and protein structure 
is known as SCOP, or the extended version SCOPe that uses much of the same 
groupings as SCOP but incorporates more automation and corrects various errors 
found in the original database. 

SCOP, or the Structural Classification of Proteins was created to understand the 
evolution and functional differentiation of proteins. The idea of SCOP comes from the 
notion that nearly all proteins have structural similarities at various levels with one 
another. It is widely accepted that protein structure is more conserved and changes 
much slower than its primary sequence. As such, proteins that share similar motifs and 
general characteristics should be evolutionarily related sharing either a recent or distant 
evolutionary ancestor (Murzin, et al., 2009). 

2.7.1 Methodology 

Much like CATH, SCOP utilizes a hierarchy for its classification system that 
reflects both tertiary structure and evolutionary relatedness. There are four main levels 
within SCOP: class, fold, superfamily, and family. The sets found within each 
successive level in SCOP progressively becomes more differentiated from one another 
due to the increase in specificity with its structural motifs and fold classification. In 
addition to the increase in differentiation, the proteins found within the sets theoretically 
also increase in evolutionary relatedness. At the highest level, there are five classes 
that are based purely on structural differentiation. Membership within these five classes 
are based on the SSEs within the protein using the same structural motif definition as 
Levitt and Chothia mentioned earlier: all-α, all-β, α+β, and α/ β proteins. However, while 
CATH addresses the inherent problem between differentiating α+β and α/β proteins, 
SCOP decides to leave their definitions as is and build upon Levitt and Chothia’s work 
(Murzin, Brenner, Hubbard, & Chothia, 1995). Additionally, SCOP decided to add a fifth 
class called “multi-domain” for proteins that do not have another homologue or 
structural fold. All proteins would theoretically fall into these five structural categories 
unless a new secondary structure was discovered. New proteins that are added to the 
database would be assigned a specific category based on the composition of its SSEs, 
like the classes in CATH. 

The next level is known as the common fold, which seems to have similar 
elements of architecture found in CATH but some additional properties. SCOP chooses 
to classify common folds in the same manner as CATH, by giving each fold a 
description of its main structural features. However, unlike CATH, these descriptions do 
not necessarily coincide with scientific literature, preferring to use a more 
straightforward descriptive approach. Examples such as long α-hairpin shape, DNA-
binding domain, globin-like, as to the traditional complete definitions found in CATH 
such as the jelly-roll fold or the Rossmann fold (Murzin, Brenner, Hubbard, & Chothia, 
1995). These definitions are descriptive, yet broad enough to allow proteins which have 
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these regions differing in size and conformation to still be grouped together. Protein 
membership at this level is based purely on its general features and how the protein 
looks at the most surface level. The classification of proteins at this level uses a mix 
between automation and human classification. Some folds which are popular and have 
very distinct definitions such as the β-barrel or the β-sandwich are easily automated. 
However, other folds which may not be well studied would be manually classified into its 
supposed category. The categories within this level are well-defined but could be 
expanded if a new motif or fold is discovered that does not fall under the current existing 
categories. Additionally, SCOP chooses to incorporate connectivity between the SSEs 
in accordance to Levitt and Chothia’s work indicating the importance of connectivity and 
the role they play in the intermediate stages of protein folding (Levitt & Chothia, 1976). 

Finally, the last two levels have almost the same classification technique but differ 
slightly on their parameters. Superfamily and family classifications explores the protein 
sequence identities, matching proteins whose tertiary structure and functional features 
suggest a common evolutionary origin. In the family, SCOP chooses to examine 
proteins with sequence identities of 30% and greater, or in the case of proteins with 
similar structural functionality, at 15% and greater. For superfamilies, the definition is 
slightly more relaxed placing structures that have similar functional roles or shape, but 
do not fit the sequence identity threshold. For example, if a protein was entered into the 
database whose functional role was to transport oxygen in a hagfish, then the 
superfamily it would belong to would be the globin-like superfamily, since globins are 
defined as heme-containing proteins responsible for the transportation or binding of 
oxygen. Furthermore, within the family classification, this new protein would be 
classified based on the origin of which it was found, the hagfish. The classification of the 
superfamily and family categories considers well-studied functional groups such as 
DNA-binding proteins, ribosomal proteins, specific digestive enzymes, virus coating 
proteins, and many more. Each membership utilizes a plethora of external information 
not limited to structural information to look for possible evolutionary relatedness not 
found within sequence identities or structural conservation. Therefore, depending on 
how well studied the protein’s functional role is, a new protein being entered into the 
database would have varying levels of characteristics to help classify its membership.  

2.7.2 Success 

The original objective for the creation of the SCOP database was to develop a tool 
which not only provides a strong overview for the diversity of proteins currently 
available, but also aid in the understanding of protein evolution through sequence-
structure relationships (Murzin, Brenner, Hubbard, & Chothia, 1995). Each level in 
SCOP sought to show relationships between various proteins at varying levels of 
specificity. It is already well known that protein folds do not have an infinite number of 
combinations, but a finite amount of known preferred intermediate folds that result in 
similar structures within various proteins (Levitt & Chothia, 1976). SCOP, at the highest 
level, takes this a step further, suggesting that the reason why proteins have a finite 
number of plausible folds is not only due to chemical or physical restraints, but because 
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all proteins have relatively similar evolutionary origins, and the variation seen is a result 
of years of evolution and functional requirements (Murzin, Brenner, Hubbard, & Chothia, 
1995). Additionally, all new sequences and structures released would belong to a 
subset within previously identified structures as either a physical mutation that leads to 
a potential new function or the connection between several previous known structures 
as an intermediate fold between the two known structures. SCOP is widely used by 
various researchers and students alike exploring varying levels of protein structures and 
their evolutionary relatedness. 

2.7.3 Criticism 

It is clear to say that SCOP can get confusing at times with definitions for their 
various sets being vague and ever changing depending on the literature available. As 
mentioned previously, each superfamily and family are created based on the literature 
and their specificity depends greatly on how well each function is studied or explored. 
This, coupled with an entirely automated system, introduces human bias within the 
higher levels of SCOP, mainly concerning common folds, families, and superfamilies. 
Andreeva (2016), an original author to SCOP critiqued the database noting that while 
the classification protocol has changed to allow better evaluations of the sequence to 
structure relationship, there are numerous exceptions within the defined rules 
(Andreeva, 2016). This is not only a sentiment shared by Andreeva, but other authors 
as well, also critiquing the lack of automation and heavy human-biased quality control 
through manual and visual inspection to be cluttered with biases. Furthermore, SCOP 
does not reflect the possibility of large protein folds that may have occurred throughout 
evolutionary history that could have altered stable states changing certain proteins that 
should theoretically belong in Family A to be mislabeled as Family B (Hadley & Jones, 
1999) (Day, Beck, Armen, & Daggett, 2003). 

Previously, it was stated that an ever-changing system would provide more 
flexibility and usability for users as compared to utilizing a rigid static system. However, 
this methodology utilized by SCOPe was met with numerous critiques citing the bias of 
utilizing human identification, the presence of vague definitions, and a lack of a truly 
automated system. I believe, the main reason why SCOPe’s implementation was not 
successful, was not because utilizing an ever-changing system is incorrect, but because 
the definitions that SCOPe had used in their lower-level classifications were subjective. 
Subjective attributes such as the overall shape and similarities to known motifs lead to 
confusing categorization when certain components of said shape are no longer present 
or multiple motifs are found. If the definitions utilized by SCOPe were not subjective but 
based on objective attributes such as geometric properties like curvature, radius, or 
twisting angles, then the resulting categories would no longer be vague in their 
definitions since the definition would be rooted in mathematical concepts. This 
methodology not only decreases the vagueness of the categories, but also allows for 
easier automation eliminating the human bias since algorithms could easily be made to 
detect objective parameters within a protein rather than subjective details. 
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2.8 Protein Data Bank and PDB File 

The Protein Data Bank (PDB) is an open access, online database and resource 
that allows researchers to access thousands of high-quality 3D biological structures and 
their structural data. Initially PDB was a small archive that was limited to a few experts 
involved with structural research. However, as technology advanced and information 
concerning biological molecules became increasingly important in various research and 
experiments, PDB suddenly grew into a modern resource built upon the use and 
analysis of structural data (Berman, et al., 2000). The website allows researchers to not 
only submit their experimentally determined molecule, but also allows researchers and 
public users to search for specific proteins or molecules depending on their interests 
and needs. Proteins are searchable through a variety of categories such as taxonomic 
species, specific sequences, ligands, chemical components, etc. Each protein 
submitted to the Protein Data Bank is pruned and validated according to a series of 
guidelines and techniques to ensure proper structure determination and prevent falsified 
information (Berman, et al., 2000). Once a structure has been validated, the website will 
assign a specific identifier to the protein known as a PDB ID (e.g. 1GZX) that allows 
quick access to the structure itself. The proteins submitted within PDB are solitary, 
meaning there are no specific pre-defined groupings or definitions placed onto the 
structures themselves. PDB does not seek to organize the structures the same way 
CATH and SCOPe do, but rather wishes to provide a powerful resource for those 
interested in structural research. 

Information stored on the server comes in the form of a comprehensive file known 
as a PDB File. Every detail concerning the protein’s biological structure can be found 
within this specific file which contains information regarding the individual protein 
including atomic coordinates and crystallographic structure (Berman, et al., 2000). The 
PDB file consists of mainly the atomic coordinates of the protein itself numbering each 
individual atom starting from the N terminal to the C terminal. The atoms are defined 
based on an orthogonal coordinate system which gives the x, y, and z positions of each 
atom in Angstroms. These specific values are determined based on experimental 
techniques discussed previously and give an accurate empirical layout of the entire 
protein itself. By utilizing these coordinates, various modeling software such as PyMOL 
or JMOL can accurate depict the entire structure of the protein in any orientation which 
gives users a clear depiction of the actual protein itself. In addition to the atomic 
coordinates, other relevant information found on the PDB file include the names of 
detected molecules, primary and secondary structures, active site information, bond 
information, and sequence information (Berman, et al., 2000). Users who wish to 
explore additional information about the protein can refer to the ligand and biological 
assembly information, or explore the details about the data collection and structural 
solution, or read about the protein through the publication references (Berman, et al., 
2000).  
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2.9 Set Theory 

Most of the databases currently available to the public eye have many different 
things in common. Most databases seek to organize proteins in an orderly manner, 
utilizing a variety of different characteristics and measurements. While the methodology 
between these databases differ, their goal is to formulate a standard identification 
process and place all existing proteins as well as future proteins into well defined and 
rigorous categories. Organizing anything into categories has been wired into the human 
brain since early primitive days. By creating categories, such as dangerous and 
harmless, humans have been able to learn and react to different situations accordingly. 
Today, by organizing objects into familiar groupings also known as sets, it not only aids 
in understanding and learning, but by creating well-defined sets, the relationship and 
interaction between members of differing sets further increase the amount of 
information that can be perceived before categorizing their membership. In the following 
section, set theory and the underlying mathematics will be explored to create a formal 
framework and extend a bit of the notions of the categories used later. 

A set in its most basic form is a well determined collection that is characterized by 
its members. The objects or members that make up a set can be anything, if the set 
itself is well-defined. For example, the numbers, 1, 3, and 5 are fundamentally distinct 
objects. However, when combined into a collective whole, these three numbers form a 
single set of size three denoted as N = {1, 3, 5}. This set can be defined as: 

a) The set of three numbers 
b) The set of three odd numbers 
c) The set of three numbers whose relation is a difference of two 

However, while these definitions are 
correct, their specificity leaves much to be 
desired. Multiple other sets could also fit 
these proposed definitions, which defeats 
the purpose of creating a specific set. A 
better definition would have been, “the set 
whose members are the first three positive 
odd integers”. This leaves little room for 
error and will always result in 1, 3, and 5. 
Similarly, in the work presented in this 
paper, the attempts to create each 
category to be as unique and 
mathematically specific as possible, with 
their own specific algorithms, is to replicate 
this type of specificity found in normal sets. 
Once the sets have been defined and 
created, the basics of set theory can 
therefore be applied.  

Figure 16. A) Intersection between two sets. B) 
relative complement between two sets. C) 
complement of two sets. D) Symmetric Difference 
between two sets (Chan, 2018) 
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Set theory begins with a fundamental binary relation between an object, O, and 
the set, S. If O is a member of the set A, then the notion O∈A is used. This relation of 
elementhood, or membership form the entirety of set theory and gives rise to other 
derived binary relations within sets and between sets, also known as set inclusion. For 
example, if all the members of set A, are also members of another set, B, then A is a 
subset of B denoted as A⊆B. This type of binary relation forms the core set of theory 
with other relations including union, intersection, set difference, symmetric difference, 
complements, cartesian product, power set, etc. From these simple basic relations, the 
core of virtually all mathematical concepts can be derived and used. Structural relations 
between sets such as graphs, manifolds, rings, and vector spaces can all be derived 
from the common set.  

2.10  Chapter Summary 

The contents of this chapter form the necessary foundation and background 
information required to understand a majority of they key concepts within the remainder 
of this thesis. In addition to providing a stable groundwork, this chapter also sought to 
give a brief historical cumulation of the work and success that has allowed structural 
research to thrive. Proteins in their simplest form consists of a long, continuous, 
unbranched peptide chain which form local distinct conformations known as secondary 
structures. The two conformations that will be discussed throughout this thesis are the 
α-helix and the β-sheet. The α-helix and the β-sheet are typical conformations for 
polypeptide chains due to the physical limitations on their bond angles known as the 
dihedral angles which play a key role in limiting the number of structural formations that 
can be formed by proteins. This physical limitation suggests that the total number of 
possible protein folds is attainable given enough time and research and thus, the 
exploration into solving protein structures began.  

Most notable, the three most popular and effective methods of determining protein 
structures are NMR spectroscopy, x-ray crystallography, and cryo-electron microscopy. 
However, the techniques involved with solving a protein’s structure requires time and 
specific physical conditions to be met. Computerized methods such as DSSP and 
STRIDE arose attempting to speed up the overall process. These methods utilized 
simple yet rigorous definitions for their algorithms, quantifying the core features of 
secondary structures such as the hydrogen bonds and the dihedral angles. This notion 
of looking for objective definitions that can classify entire sets of specific structures will 
be extensively discussed throughout this thesis and will be a core theme in the 
development of the classification algorithms used within the final prototype. Another 
theme that will be reiterated multiple times is the objective classification of the structures 
themselves similar to the classification methods seen in CATH and SCOPe. However, 
unlike CATH and SCOPe, the classification system that will be shown in the final 
prototype will primarily focus on utilizing sets that are flexible, defined by objective 
definitions, and can be further applied with set theory, which was the final section within 
this chapter. 
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3 Chapter 3: Methodology 

3.1 Introduction 

In the previous chapter, the secondary structures α-helix and β-sheet, as well as 
their mathematical representation was introduced and expanded. In addition to 
providing a background into the various geometric attributes, the previous chapter also 
explored briefly an example of researchers utilizing these geometric attributes to create 
equations capable of theoretically predicting other attributes, such as the radius on a β-
barrel. Within the contents of this chapter, these relevant ideas of utilizing the physical 
attributes of secondary structures and developing algorithms capable of representing 
these attributes will be expanded upon and applied towards the creation of a working 
prototype that accomplishes the goals and objectives previously discussed in Chapter 1.  

The previous chapter also touched upon the success and shortcomings of two 
popular protein databases, CATH and SCOPe. These two databases are successful 
and useful in their own rights, but this chapter will explore how the overall system and 
the resulting prototype that will be built may not only provide similar usability, but in 
some cases, prove to be better than the existing methodology. This chapter will 
primarily focus on building the system of algorithms and scripts necessary for the 
categorization of the secondary structures, how the system meets the main objectives, 
and the eventual prototype design. The chapter will mainly expand upon the data that 
was used, as well as the procedures necessary to formulate both the classifications and 
the algorithms, as well as the refinement process necessary to create the working 
prototype. Finally, the chapter will end on relating the concept of set theory and how it 
improves the design of the prototype as opposed to the design used in CATH and 
SCOPe. 

3.2 Design 

In Chapter 1, the main objectives and the overall goal of this thesis was explored. 
The objectives were to create a series of non-exclusive categories which represented 
the secondary structures found within proteins. Then, give each category a well-defined 
definition and transition these definitions into an algorithm which could later be 
developed into computer scripts that would be able to read and categorize new 
secondary structures. Finally, the last objective was to take these computer scripts and 
build a working prototype capable of showcasing the identification potential. 

However, there were also several minor objectives discussed within the main 
objectives that build upon the original requirements. To meet all the necessary 
requirements, various design choices must be considered within this system. For 
example, to create a system that meets the various applications and contexts of the 
users, means that the users themselves would need to be the ones developing their 
own categories of interests. Set categories, like the ones seen in CATH and SCOPe, 
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would still exist as a general benchmark for comparison, but the system should be able 
to accept any categories created by its users, if the categories created are flexible to 
account for other user’s needs and primarily built using objective definitions rather than 
subjective ones. In addition to accepting unique categories from users, the system 
should also be able to accept algorithms that define those categories.  

The overall concept of creating the unique categories, was not only to organize the 
secondary structures into subjective sets, but also use these sets to develop an 
algorithm that can be used to define itself. This would result in the category no longer 
depending on human subjectivity to determine its members, but instead depend on the 
objective definitions within the algorithm to determine membership. Once an objective 
algorithm has been defined and created, the sets would now be defined, not by 
subjective attributes such as its general shape, but now be defined by objective 
parameters such as its curvature, radius, or residue count. 

Continuing along the idea that the system should accept both categories and 
algorithms from users, this would mean that users who submit algorithms must also 
provide the computer scripts that simulates their objective algorithm which the system 
would then be able to use and produce the defined sets. Both the algorithm and the 
script would need to be rigid to prevent falsely identifying structures that do not appear 
to belong, yet flexible enough to account for biological variability. Once these scripts 
have been implemented into the system, the resulting sets could be applied with set 
theory to further explore specificity by examining intersection between sets, or perhaps 
be generalized to explore supersets or subsets which will be explained later. 

By promoting users to be the main developers of this system, the overall goal is to 
create a community of researchers and public users that would continually add 
information and build the system into an ever-evolving network of categories, 
algorithms, and sets. As such, to showcase the potential of this system, a working 
example or prototype should be built to test whether the implementation of such a 
system is possible. The prototype in question, should not only be able to implement the 
design choices stated above, but also promote the communal growth of the system. The 
prototype should allow users to submit their categories as well as scripts and algorithms 
for their specific needs and allow users to view, explore, and download other scripts and 
categories submitted by other users for personal or educational purposes. Furthermore, 
the prototype should also allow users to communicate with one another giving input, 
design critiques, and suggestions to further better the existing design. 

For the remainder of this chapter, the workflow involved for a typical user 
preparing their own submission will be explored, as well as the work involved with 
designing and building the prototype. The sections will cover the specifics involved with 
selecting data, categorizing the dataset, giving the categories a working algorithm, 
further refining the algorithms in preparation for the transition to a computer script, and 
the refinement necessary to meet all the necessary requirements of the system. 
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3.3 Data 

While it would be optimal to build a fully functioning implementation of the design 
specified earlier, it is not feasible due to the amount of work involved and limited time 
constraints. As such, the prototype developed only considered β-sheets within its 
implementation due to the innate variability found within β-sheets (Ramachandran, 
Ramakrishnan, & Sasisekharan, 1963). The protein structure data considered in this 
prototype utilizes 1000 structures found in the Brookhaven Protein Data Bank (PDB) 
downloaded on the 20th of June 2016 (Berman, et al., 2000). The criteria for which 
proteins were chosen utilized SCOP and CATH classification of all-β proteins due to the 
class containing mostly β-sheets, which was the primary focus of this prototype. Other 
secondary structures including α-helices, turns, and coils were not considered for this 
prototype due to the limitation of having only a single individual analyzing every 
structure. 

3.4 Dataset 

Originally, 1000 proteins were downloaded from PDB. 58 proteins from the original 
1000 selected proteins were deemed unsuitable. Many files were excluded due to 
difficulties found when parsing their information, either possessing amino acid 
substitutions e.g. selenomethionine replacing methionine, or they belonged to the DNA 
binding class, which the parsing algorithm had difficulty distinguishing between the DNA 
information and the protein itself. Additionally, other files were excluded if they were 
missing vital secondary structure information, which was integral in many of the 
calculations performed in each respective algorithm. Of the remaining 942 proteins, 484 
proteins were separated initially as a training set to categorize and build the respective 
algorithms, while the remaining 458 proteins were left as the test set to determine 
whether the algorithms had unknown biases within the initial training set. 

3.5 Manual Classification 

One of the main objectives was to build a system that developed and grew through 
communal based efforts. One of the most basic limitations of CATH and SCOP is the 
fact that their categories are rigid and rarely change to fit the need of the user. These 
categories are defined based on established literature but may not always fit the desired 
context or application for certain users. It would be far more effective to build a system 
in which the users define the categories and other members of the community who may 
find their work useful be allowed to explore the classification or perhaps expand and 
contribute their own meaningful structural classification. In this prototype, several 
structural classifications were developed to demonstrate a working example of a user 
contributing their own work to the system. 

To build the classification tool, the proteins had to be divided into their initial 
categories. Each PDB file was loaded into PyMOL, a versatile visualization molecular 
graphics system, which can view molecular structures in 3D as well as possessing 
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several other useful applications for analysing protein structures (Schrodinger, 2015). 
Using PyMOL, structures were isolated into each individual β-sheet, ignoring all other 
structural components including connectivity due to the same reasons stated by CATH, 
which treated the connectivity information as a higher-level property (Orengo, et al., 
1997). While higher-level properties are important for the analysis of folding patterns, 
protein topology, and protein domain classification the prototype presented here 
focused on the analysis of the physical geometries and secondary structures at a lower-
level (Orengo, et al., 1997) (Levitt & Chothia, 1976). 

 Each β-sheet within the protein was identified and 
placed into an initial labelled set depending on their 
given structure. These initial sets were preliminary 
categories, being very general in their definitions as 
the initial population of structures was very minimal. 
As more β-sheets were revealed, many of the 
original β-sheets were relabelled as the identification 
process continued due to better fitting sets being 
revealed or the initial definition becoming stricter as 
more examples were identified. This process of 
continual refinement and development proceeded 
throughout the entire prototype development, 
definitions were changed and adjusted to account for 
variability or unique outliers, large categories 
containing evident divisible subsets were separated, 
and new categories were created when new 

structures were discovered. Many of these divisions occurred naturally as the broad 
definitions became more specific. The importance of continual refinement is important to 
the uniqueness of this system. Users may want to examine specific categories unique to 
their own research, or perhaps wish to explore the possibility of a new subset within a 
well-established fold. While CATH and SCOP do sometimes change their definitions to 
reflect new discoveries, their rigid groupings make it difficult for a variety of users to 
explore their own interest. By having a system that continually refines itself, this 
prototype can easily account for both user specific issues by allowing user defined 
categories be part of the system, while still maintaining rigid groups by continually 
developing better definitions for more general use. β-sheets that had unique unmatched 
structures or could not be identified as a specific category were placed in a “complex 
bin” like that of CATH, in hopes that other structures with similar properties would be 
found later and yield a comprehensible set. However, many proteins such as Fig. 17 
were never labelled due to the small training set used in this prototype. 

3.6 Algorithm Workflow 

As defined earlier, a set is not only a collection of related members but must also 
be well defined to prevent incorrect membership. In this section, there will be three main 
parts covered. The first part will discuss the development of the algorithms that were 

Figure 17. 1BOS exhibiting a unique 
unmatched structure (Chan, 2016) 
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used to define set membership. Each algorithm was created by exploring the overall β-
sheet and relevant physical characteristics, which was then used to develop strict 
objective definitions to represent the physical patterns found within the β-sheets. The 
next part of this section will cover the work involved with converting these definitions 
into computer scripts, as well as the refinement needed to either extend the definition, 
or contract the definition depending on the training set results. Finally, the last part of 
this section will discuss the back and forth workflow needed to fully refine the definition 
to be both flexible and strict to account for possible false negatives and positives, while 
still producing visually correct members.  

In the case of this working prototype, there were 20 categories identified that had 
unique distinguishing characteristics which were used to develop algorithms. These 20 
categories were used to test the functionality of the prototype and determine the 
feasibility of creating, developing, refining detection algorithms for meaningful protein 
structures. 

Table 1. The list of all the sets used in the development of the prototype along with a brief description of 
the unique characteristic that defined each set. 

Small β-sheets that are as the name suggests, relatively small. 

Medium β-sheets that are between the small set and the large set. 

Large β-sheets that as the name suggests are relatively large. 

TwoTwo Small β-sheets made up of four β-strands arranged in two 
distinct pairs of two β-strands which are connected at each 
pair’s end. 

90Twist β-Sheets exhibiting a 90° twist down its central axis 

180Twist β-Sheets exhibiting a 180° twist down its central axis 

Flat β-Sheets that do not exhibiting much of a twist down its axis 

Bulge β-sheets whose center β-strands are larger than the 
peripheral β-strands, giving a sense of the β-sheet having a 
large bulge in the middle of the structure 
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Generic β-sheets whose structure is almost textbook in terms of how 
they look, exhibiting a mirrored structure if divided in half 

Curve β-sheets who have β-strands that are curved or form 
distinctive arcs 

Gradual β-sheets whose β-strands decrease or increase gradually in 
size over the entirety of the β-sheet 

Bridge β-sheets that have connecting or overlapping β-strands that 
cause two or more individual β-sheets to either appear like 
they are a larger connected β-sheet 

Connector β-sheets that are connected by a connecting β-strand 

Cylindrical β-sheets that form a cylindrical shape 

β-Barrel β-sheets that form the typical β-barrel 

β-BarrelExt β-sheets that not only possess the β-barrel structure, but 
also possesses an extension of β-strands from the β-barrel  

U-Barrel β-sheets that form the cylindrical shape, but the last β-
strand that forms the hydrogen bond with the first β-strand is 
missing 

U-BarrelExt β-sheets that possess both the U-barrel structure as well as 
an extra set of β-strands 

Spiral β-sheets that form the cylindrical shape, but the β-strands 
within the cylinder are curved in a spiral pattern 

Comeplex No distinguishing characteristics or had no other member 
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3.6.1 Geometric or Mathematical 

Every set that was created, accounted for various structural patterns found within 
each β-sheet. For each set to remain a well-defined object, the members of those sets 
had to be easily distinguished given a basic geometric or mathematical property, like 
how an area of a circle can be represented by 𝐴 = 𝜋𝑟2 or how a square can be defined 
as a quadrilateral shape with four equal sides and four 90° angles. Geometric based 
algorithms were created to be very similar to the geometric shapes previously defined. 
Given a set of properties, these should be 
applicable to the entire geometric shape of the β-
sheet. For example, if the β-sheet was perfectly 
square with each strand being the same length 
and the size of the sheet was proportional to this 
length, its classification would have been a square. 
However, nature never tends to be perfect. The 
geometric based algorithms had varying levels of 
complexity. Some β-sheets had simple definitions 
such as the “gradual” set, seen in Fig. 18, which 
relied on a comparison between the lengths of 
each β-strand and their relative sequential lengths relative to one another. 

One the other hand, complex algorithms such as the angled twist compared the 
initial β-strand orientation and compared the angle of rotation towards the final β-strand 
(Fig. 19a). These twists are formed due to the dihedral angles and the chirality of the 
amino acid components. However, when compared to normal sheets (Fig. 19b), the 
twist is much more pronounced which gives rise to its own individual set definition. 

 

Figure 19. A) A “twist” β-sheet 1AZD, which has a distinct rotation from the beginning β-strand to the last 
β-strand. B) As opposed to a “generic” β-sheet 1AUN which does not have an as noticeable rotation 

(Chan, 2016) 

If possible, it would be ideal to use strict objective definitions to define each set 
which the computer algorithms would be able to define as a series of mathematical 
calculations rather than subjective estimations, as seen in geometric sets. For the case 
of the β-barrel, there has been a lot of work published in the realm of mathematically 
determining its structure. Murzin et al. (1994) derived an equation relating a β-barrel’s 
shear number, along with number of β-strands to the hypothetical radius of the entire β-

Figure 18. Members of the set known as 
gradual, 1BD7 and 1A6P (Chan, 2016) 
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barrel. This mathematical relation gave rise to the “β-barrel” set definition where the 
same variables could be obtained, and a theoretical radius could be calculated. 
Additionally, as the coordinates of each β-strand is known, it is possible to empirically 
calculate the actual radius, thus making the comparison between the two radii plausible 
and by using their similarities as a benchmark, the definition for β-barrels could be 
determined. 

 

Figure 20. Flowchart diagram representing the general workflow for each algorithm. Algorithms were 
designed based on unique distinguishable characteristics for each set. Afterwards, each algorithm was 

run on the initial training set to determine the overall accuracy. If the accuracy was at an acceptable level, 
the algorithms were then applied to the test sets, which were then individually checked to see the validity 

of the detection (Chan, 2017). 
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3.6.2 Scripting and Refinement 

With the distinguishing characteristics defined for each specific category, the next 
step of the process is to determine the specific defined parameters and characteristics 
using computer scripts. As mentioned before, the initial goal of dividing the β-sheets into 
categories was to explore the possibility for a single detection algorithm for each 
specific category. In the case with many of the categories, these algorithms sought to 
explore specific physical attributes and parameters that made each category unique. 
For example, both 90° twists and 180° twists have the unique rotation about their central 
axis. As such, the algorithm for detecting their existence would be to determine if the β-
strands rotate from a starting point along the central axis. If it does, then the β-sheet in 
question would be classified as a twist. 

These distinguishing characteristics formed the basis behind each detection 
algorithm that was written. Using the powerful multi-paradigm programming language, 
Python, various computer scripts were written to perform the necessary mathematical 
and geometric calculations needed to categorize a protein’s secondary structure. The 
statistical programming language, R, was mainly used for mathematical visualization 
and data analysis for certain structures that required more precise mathematical 
calculations. 

Algorithms were initially written assuming perfect mathematical models, having 
little flexibility. However, as nature has shown, variability is a common theme in biology. 
As such, algorithms were fine-tuned and adjusted to account for variation with each 
successive iteration. Fig. 20 shows the general workflow behind the creation of each 
script. When the first iteration of a script had completed, the script was run through the 
training set to determine if the algorithm could detect the structures that intuitively 
belonged to the notion of the set that was being defined. If the detection accuracy was 
far too low, the algorithm would be refined or even changed to account for biological 
variation. 

Within the development process, there were some cases where false negatives 
were detected because of human error and not computational error. For example, some 
datasets possessed β-sheets that seemingly looked like they belonged to a particular 
given set. However, computationally, no matter how lenient the parameters, the 
program refused to give these β-sheets the visually defined category stating that they 
simply did not belong. Upon closer inspection, these β-sheets were in fact incorrect and 
had only visually appeared to possess the subjective characteristics but lacked the 
actual objective parameters. For example, in a relatively large set known as “bridges”, 
there were three β-sheets (Fig. 21a) that had initially been classified as “bridges” (Fig. 
21b), but further inspection revealed that there had been human error when classifying 
these structures and they belonged in an entirely different set. Once again, this is a 
perfect example of the necessity behind shifting the categorical definitions from being 
based on subjective views, which are prone to human bias and errors, towards a more 
mathematical and programmatic definition. By purely examining the objective traits of 
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the β-sheets, the initial misidentification would have never occurred because the pattern 
which was defined in the mathematical definition was never initially present. Thus, every 
algorithm iteration had to be carefully judged and inspected. Not only was each negative 
result carefully checked to determine if it still belonged in the given set, but each 
positive result was also checked to ensure that the algorithm was still rigorous and not 
misidentifying β-sheets when more flexibility was given. 

 

Figure 21. 1ASP (left) was previously identified through visual inspection to be a “bridge” due to the red 
highlighted portion thought to have been a separate β-sheet connected to the green β-sheet. This 

connection was very common in most “bridge” β-sheets as shown in 1A8J (right) where the pink β-sheet 
was connected to the cyan β-sheet. However, upon further inspection, the red portion of 1ASP was not 

actually an individual β-sheet but was part of the green β -sheet. Thus, would not be classified as a 
“bridge” which required two individual β-sheets being connected by a β-strand (Chan, 2016). 

3.6.3 Test Cases 

After an algorithm had successfully passed the initial checks on the training set, 
the algorithm was then run against the testing set to determine if it can accurately 
categorize β-sheets into the corresponding category, as well as filter out incorrect β-
sheets that did not belong to that defined set. Again, because of the possibility for false 
positives as well as false negatives, every single β-sheet was checked within the testing 
set after each run to determine if the algorithm had misinterpreted certain parameters. 
For example, when writing the detection algorithm for the “β-barrel”, the algorithm had 
successfully passed the initial training set phase. However, once the algorithm was run 
on the testing set, there was a surprising number of false negatives. Carefully checking 
each β-sheet to ensure that it wasn’t human error, there was no indication of improper 
identification. In the end, the reason for the low detection rate was due to the 
parameters predicting the possibility of a hydrogen bond being far too strict since many 
of the β-sheets used for training were relatively small, and the β-sheets used in the 
testing set were much larger. Thus, the parameters had to be adjusted to account for 
this new information. This refinement went on repeatedly and whenever possible, would 
constantly be improved upon. Certainly, if more proteins were added, the variation seen 
in the β-sheets would greatly increase, potentially leading to the need to differentiate the 
original set into smaller sets with various degrees of leniency to account for the 
biological variation. But, as this prototype only included the evaluation of 958 proteins, 
this remains to be proven. 
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3.7 Set Design 

A set is just a well-defined group of objects that are related to one another. The 
actual power of organizing information and object into sets or categories comes from 
the use of set theory, as previously discussed in Chapter 1. Throughout the 
development process of the prototype, it was realized that the categories that were 
created, were rigid in their definition, but also flexible in their membership. Unlike CATH 
and SCOPe, the categories within this prototype did not necessarily have to only house 
a specific type of β-sheet. There were many examples of β-sheets that belonged to 
multiple sets due to their physical attributes matching with multiple objective definitions. 
This was not an error, but a design choice of the system to utilize set theory to 
potentially examine specificity, through intersections, and generalization, through 
supersets and subsets, when higher-level structures such as motifs were concerned. As 
such, the application of set theory and graph theory was a potential avenue of 
exploration for this prototype. 

 CATH and SCOP/SCOPe had both decided to utilize a hierarchal based 
classification system, which stems from the concept of graph theory. Graph theory in its 
most basic form is made up of vertices connected by edges. Formally, a graph is 
defined as a pair of sets (V, E), where V is the set of the vertices connected by the set 
of edges, E (Ruohonen, 2013). The set of vertices can be whatever needs to be there, 
as long as the set of edges can form a definitive relation between the vertices or 
objects. For example, a simple website can be explained in terms of graph theory. Each 
vertex in the graph represents a webpage. Multiple webpages are connected to each 
other through various hyperlinks, or edges. Therefore, the entire design of a website 
could easily be represented through a graph of the connections made between each 
webpage. 

Graphs have many other useful properties as well such as paths, walks, 
operations and connectivity (Ruohonen, 2013). These properties are useful in 
representing large informational systems like the webpage example. It may also 
potentially be used to represent and explain something much more complicated such as 
protein folding, if the vertices and edges are well defined. The beauty of graph theory is 
its simplicity with the relation between sets, while the amount of information can be 
presented is completely general.  
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Figure 22. Three basic labelled undirected graphs adapted from Ruohonen et al. (2013). 

Graph theory has a wide spectrum of applications. They can be used to model 
many different types of relational information found in physical and biological sciences, 
social and information systems, as well as other practical problems due to the simplicity 
of the graph. For the specific case of this prototype the sets that were created can be 
modeled as a graph due to the specific relationship found in the intersection of certain 
sets. However, the organization for the sets is not limited purely to intersections, the 
edges or relations could be anything. The edges could range from physical differences 
and size comparisons, to attributes such as evolutionary relationips and 
transformational differences. If a relationship exists, and the categories are in place, any 
graph could potentially be useful. 

Choosing the correct graph, however, remains difficult. There are many graphs 
that could potentially work. Utilizing trees and forests for example for their unique 

hierarchal relation could be useful to 
determine how each set of β-sheets 
relate to one another in a single path. 
The tree would start with a very generic 
root that encompasses all β-sheets, 
which as the graph expands becomes 
more specific to each category, 
therefore forming distinct clades, 
groupings and lineages (Fig. 23). This is 
very similar to how phylogenies or family 
trees are constructed. As the tree 
extends and grows bigger, the 
relationships between more apparent 
where nodes the far branches, for 
example “small” and “U-barrels” are 
more unrelated to their counterparts 
than the central nodes, like “flat” and 
“cylindrical”. 

Figure 23. An example of a tree that could be formed 
using 6 sets that were categorized in the prototype. 
The graph demonstrates relational information like that 
of a family tree or a phylogeny (Chan, 2018). 
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Another possible way of organizing the sets could be using an undirected graph. 
Having no orientation places more emphasis on the edge itself and the paths 
connecting multiple vertices. For example, the edge between two similar sets would be 
relatively close, possible a single path. However, the edge between two dissimilar sets 
would be much longer, representing the distances between the two sets. 

A directed graph could also be used to examine the same hierarchal relation 
mentioned in trees, but instead of having a singular node represent all β-sheets and 
increasing in specificity, each edge would be a single transformation required to move 
from one set to another. For example, if one of the sets described β-barrels with 4 β-
strands, and another set described β-barrels with 5 β-strands, then the transformation 
between the two sets would be the removal of one β-strand. However, if one set was 
cylindrical in shape and the other set was a small square shape, then the transformation 
would be much more complicated, which could easily be represented by the directed 
graph through its nodes. 

Weighted graph would also be strong candidates depending on the methodology 
used to organize the sets. With a weighted graph, each weight could potentially be a 
constant or value that determines the relational strength between each set. Certain 
nodes that are close such as the U-barrel and the β-barrel, both being cylindrical in 
shape would have a larger weight value compared to unrelated sets. Each graph has its 
own strengths and weaknesses, but the correct graph is highly dependent on the type of 
application that is being developed. Information regarding the implementation, category 
organization, and what information should be representation will differ between different 
applications. The correct graph that was chosen for this prototype will discussed later, 
once more information regarding the sets and the information that the system wishes to 
display is discussed. 

3.8 Chapter Summary 

The information presented in this chapter laid a foundation for the development 
process needed to build a working prototype by discussing the overall requirements for 
the system and the prototype, the necessary workflow and refinement required to 
produce categories and algorithms suitable for the system, as well as introduced the 
idea of utilizing graphs and sets to represent the categorical data.  

The overall requirements for the system and prototype was explored within the 
design portion of this chapter, specifically discussing what the users may want the 
system to do. These requirements included: allowing the users to submit their own 
categories, design their own algorithms, educate other users about their unique 
categories, and explore other categories found within the system. To help prove that 
this system could work, this chapter explored the prototype that was developed using 20 
categories as an example for other users to do the same. For the 20 categories 
developed in the prototype, each possessed a unique characteristic that was common 
to all the β-sheets. It was further discussed that utilizing mathematical or objective 
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based parameters would be preferred as human biases and subjective attributes are 
prone to errors and mistakes. The notion of transitioning the sets into being purely 
defined by its objective definition will be a repeating trend in the next chapter where the 
details of each defined set will be explored. 

Also discussed within the chapter was the continual refinement required to 
produce an accurate system. While the categories developed utilized strict objective 
approaches, they did not reach their final state within the first iteration. Each algorithm 
was tested repeatedly on seen data and checked multiple times to ensure that the 
algorithm in question could account for biological variability while still maintaining a rigid 
definition. 

The repeated refinement process was expected of users who wished to help 
evolve the system. As the system is user defined, users would need to help add new 
categories and maintain existing categories, updating algorithms and sets whenever 
new information is presented. This type of work discussed in the chapter aids in keeping 
the algorithms specific to each user’s requirement, but still introduces flexibility and 
leniency within the system. However, a unique outcome of the increased leniency of the 
system was that some β-sheets did not adhere to a single category, but rather they 
were members of multiple sets. This gave rise to the idea of utilizing intersections, 
supersets, and subsets to explore the relationship between the sets. How exactly this 
information should be represented was also discussed exploring the basics of graph 
theory and the various applications it provides. Though it was not yet discussed, the 
exact implementation of graph theory will be examined in Chapter 5 once the details of 
the algorithms have been fully explored. 
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4 Chapter 4: Algorithm Details 

4.1 Introduction 

In the previous chapter, the foundation for the prototype was laid out discussing 
various components and the methodology required to make a fully functional prototype. 
Most importantly, the previous chapter discussed quite heavily the importance of 
identifying key objective characteristics within the identified categories and how these 
objective characteristics played a vital role in the development of computer scripts. This 
chapter will continue and expand on the previous topic, specifically on the transition 
process involved in creating the computer scripts. The main objective of this chapter is 
to explore in detail, each unique category, as well as showcasing how and why each 
category was developed. Furthermore, this chapter seeks to show that each algorithm 
developed possesses a high degree of specificity, while accounting for potential 
biological variability. Each algorithm will also adhere to the original objective of utilizing 
mainly geometric and mathematically defined concepts to further comply with an 
objective-based detection method. 

This chapter will extensively discuss each of the 19 unique categories that were 
identified and the algorithms that were developed to create each respective computer 
script. Each section within this chapter will be a specific category that was identified. 
Within the sections, specific examples of β-sheets found within each category, a light 
digested pseudocode, and an in-depth algorithm discussion will be provided to explain 
the functionality and details of each algorithm. It is important to note that the purpose of 
this chapter is to further complete the necessary objectives stated at the beginning of 
the thesis and was mainly used as a starting point for the development of the working 
prototype with room for improvement.  

The algorithms that will be discussed in this chapter are as follows: 

1. Small 
2. Medium 
3. Large 
4. TwoTwo 
5. 90Twist 
6. 180Twist 
7. Flat 
8. Bulge 
9. Generic 
10. Curve 

11. Gradual 
12. Bridge 
13. Connector 
14. Cylindrical 
15. β-Barrel 
16. β-BarrelExt 
17. U-Barrel 
18. U-BarrelExt 
19. Spiral 
20. Complex 
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4.2 Small 

4.2.1 General Description 

This set of secondary structures encompasses β-sheets that are as the name 
suggests, relatively small. The exact function of these β-sheets is not yet known, but 
many of these β-sheets serve small structural roles within the protein itself such as 
1B61 and 1AWO. Β-sheets in this set are no larger than four β-strands containing less 
than four residues in each β-strand. 

 

Figure 24. Three β-sheets found in the small set: 1B6J, 1BU8, and 1AWO 

4.2.2 Pseudocode 

algorithm detect_if_small(sheet) is 

    if sheet.strand_number <= 4 then 

 if every_strand.length <= 4 then 

     return sheet 

 end if 

    end if 

4.2.3 Algorithm Details 

The algorithm for the “small” set is very straightforward, for the sheet itself, 
determine if the number of β-strands is less than four. If this is the case, then check the 
length of the strand and how many residues make up the specific β-strand. If the 
number of residues exceeds four, then the structure is no longer considered small. The 
value of four was an arbitrary cut off based on visual inspection of β-sheets initially 
categorized as “small”. For example, most average “small” β-sheets like the ones seen 
in 1B6J and 1BU8 had one to two residues within each β-strand. A larger “small” β-
sheet seen in 1AWO has its longest β-strand possessing three residues. This was a 
common trend in the initial visually categorized set, which was why the arbitrary value of 
four was chosen 
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4.3 Medium 

4.3.1 General Description 

The medium set encompasses the β-sheets that are between the “small” set and 
the “large” set. Many of the β-sheets found in this set potentially serve functional roles 
or play a large part in the structural integrity of the entire protein. 

 

Figure 25. Three β-sheets found within the medium set: 1A6C, 1AXY, 1BTU 

4.3.2 Pseudocode 

algorithm detect_if_medium(sheet) is 

    if sheet.strand_number > 4 and sheet.strand_number < 10 then 

 return sheet  

    else if sheet.strand_number <= 4 then 

 if every_strand.length > 4 then 

     return sheet 

 end if 

    end if 

4.3.3 Algorithm Details 

In the “small” set of β-sheets, the number of residues within the β-strand was an 
important property. The main reason for this was the possibility of β-sheets possessing 
only a few β-strands but being relatively large by having five or more residues within 
each β-strand. However, for the medium definition, the number of residues within the β-
strands no longer plays a critical role in the size.  
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4.4 Large 

4.4.1 General Description 

The large set encompasses the β-sheets that as the name suggests are relatively 
large. Most of the β-sheets found in this set play a large role in the protein’s overall 
structure. 

 

Figure 26. Two β-sheets found within the large set: 1APN and 1D3S 

4.4.2 Pseudocode 

algorithm detect_if_large(sheet) is 

    if sheet.strand_number >= 10 then 

 return sheet 

    end if 

4.4.3 Algorithm Details 

The average number of β-strands found within the visually inspected proteins was 
relatively small. Over 2511 “small” β-sheets were found in the training set alone, 
indicating that a large majority of β-sheets in many proteins are small. This suggests 
that very large β-sheets such as the ones found in this set to be anomalies, which was 
the justification behind the creation of this stand-alone set, rather than leaving the 
“medium” set as any β-sheet not encompassed by the “small” set.  
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4.5 TwoTwo 

4.5.1 General Description 

The “twotwo” set consists of small β-sheets that are made up of four β-strands 
arranged in two distinct pairs of two β-strands which are connected at each pair’s end. 
Furthermore, the ending residue from the initial pair of β-strands will always be 
connected to the third residue of the other opposing pair of β-strands (Fig. 28). 

 

Figure 27. Three β-sheets found within the twotwo set: 1A8G, 1BFF, and 1AZ5 

1A8G 

D1                 018 --> 019 --> 020 --> 021 --> 022 --> 023 

D2                 015 <-- 014 <-- 013 <-- 012 <-- 011 <-- 010 

D3 062 --> 063 --> 064 --> 065 --> 066 

D4 073 <-- 072 <-- 071 <-- 070 <-- 069 

 

1BFF 

C1 112 --> 113 --> 114 --> 115 --> 116 

C2 106 <-- 105 <-- 104 <-- 103 <-- 102 <-- 101 

C3                         070 --> 071 --> 072 --> 073 --> 074 --> 075 

C4                         067 <-- 066 <-- 065 <-- 064 <-- 063 <-- 062 <-- 061 

 

Figure 28. The distinctive visible pattern witnessed in the “twotwo” set in a 2D representation. Highlighted 
in purple is the ending residue from the first initial pair of β-strands, D2 015 and C2 101, which is 
connected to the third residue from the next pair of β-strands D3 064 and C3 072. 
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4.5.2 Pseudocode 

algorithm detect_if_twotwo(sheet_of_size_4) is 

    if strand_one.length and strand_two.length are “similar” then 

 if strand_one is “adjacent” to strand_two then 

     # Check if the END residue is connected to the third residue 

     if strand_two.res[END] connected strand_three.res[2] then 

  strand_one_and_two_check = True 

     end if 

 end if 

    end if 

    if strand_three.length and strand_four.length are “similar” then 

 if strand_three is “adjacent” to strand_four then 

     # Check if the END residue is connected to the third residue from  

     # the END of the second strand. Left to Right is Beginning to End 

     if strand_three.res[END] connected strand_two.res[-3] then 

  strand_three_and_four_check = True 

     end if 

 end if 

    end if 

    if strand_one_and_two_check and strand_three_and_four_check then 

 return sheet 

    end if 

4.5.3 Algorithm Details 

The algorithm checks to see if the lengths of the pairs are “similar” and “adjacent”. 
In the prototype, there was an allowed cut-off for an extra residue on either ends. 

algorithm similar_and_adjacent(strand_one, strand_two) is 

    num_res_until_end_1 = (strand_one.res[END].pos – bonded_residue_one.pos) 

    num_res_until_start_1 = (strand_one.res[0].pos – bonded_residue_one.pos) 

    num_res_until_end_2 = (strand_two.res[END].pos – bonded_residue_two.pos) 

    num_res_until_start_2 = (strand_two.res[0].pos – bonded_residue_two.pos) 

    return (abs(num_res_until_end_1) – abs(num_res_until_end_2)) <= 1) and 

           (abs(num_res_until_start_1) – abs(num_res_until_start_2)) <= 1  

    else return False 
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The above algorithm checks to see that the number of residues between the 
bonded residues (provided by PDB) and the end, as well as the bonded residue and the 
beginning are within the cut-off range. This accounts for both similarity in length as well 
as adjacency. If the β-strands are not the same length, this function would catch the 
anomaly. Additionally, as the algorithm checks to see the number of residues from the 
bonded residue to the end and beginning, this would mean that the β-stands that return 
true must be adjacent or else would have extra or missing residues at either ends. 

A1 112 --> 113 --> 114 --> 115 --> 116 

A2 106 <-- 105 <-- 104 <-- 103 <-- 102 <-- 101 

A3                         070 --> 071 --> 072 --> 073 --> 074 --> 075 

A4                                         067 <-- 066 <-- 065 <-- 064 <-- 063 <-- 062 

Figure 29. An example 2D representation of a β-sheet 

In Fig. 29, the residues marked in red are the bonded residues. The distance from 
the end to the bonded residues for A1 is 2 residues. For A2, the number of residues 
until the end of the β-strand is 3 residues. This is within the desired range. However, 
visually, A3 and A4 are not adjacent to one another. Following the algorithm, the 
number of residues from the bond to the end of A3 is 2 residues. However, for A4, the 
number of residues from the bond to the end is 4 residues. This is not within the desired 
range and thus, this would not be considered a plausible “twotwo” β-sheet. 

For the next part of the algorithm, when checking for whether the ending residue 
from the second β-strand is connected to the third residue from the third β-strand, the 
algorithm will check to see if the adjacent residue for the END of the second β-strand, 
101 in A2 (Fig. 30) is the third residue in the third β-strand, 072 in A3 (Fig. 30). This 
algorithm assumes that the leftmost residue is the beginning and the rightmost residue 
is the end (Fig. 30). This method of orientation does not vary even if the β-strand is anti-
parallel or parallel (Fig. 30). 

    1       2       3       4       5       6 

A2 106 <-- 105 <-- 104 <-- 103 <-- 102 <-- 101 

A3                         070 --> 071 --> 072 --> 073 --> 074 --> 075 

                            1       2       3       4       5       6 

 

    1       2       3       4       5       6 

A2 106 <-- 105 <-- 104 <-- 103 <-- 102 <-- 101 

A3                         075 <-- 074 <-- 073 <-- 072 <-- 071 <-- 070 

                            1       2       3       4       5       6 

Figure 30. An example 2D representation of a β-sheet showing the directionality numbering. 

Hence why in the pseudocode, when checking to determine if the same pattern 
appears on the reciprocal end, the algorithm checks to see if the END residue of the 
third β-strand is connected to the third residue from the end of the second β-strand. If 
these conditions are met, then the β-sheet is a “twotwo” β-sheet. 
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4.6 90Twist 

4.6.1 General Description 

β-sheets are rarely ever perfectly flat. This is due to the chirality of their amino acid 
components in which the dihedral angles formed from the peptide chain within the β-
strand prefers angles near (Φ, Ψ) = (-135°, 135°) (Ramachandran, Ramakrishnan, & 
Sasisekharan, 1963). If the conformation were perfectly straight, the expected angles 
would be (Φ, Ψ) = (-180°, 180°). Scientifically speaking, this twist plays a fundamental 
role in keeping larger β-sheets from spreading apart (Weatherford & Salemme, 1979). It 
is also this twist in the β-strands that ends up twisting the entire β-sheet itself to about 
15 to 20° per strand (Weatherford & Salemme, 1979). However, this twist is usually only 
present in the β-sheets that have all parallel β-strands. In the β-sheets with reoccurring 
anti-parallel β-strands, the twist is generally compensated by the adjacent β-strand 
twisting in the opposite direction. As such, the 90twist set explores the β-sheets that do 
not have the proper compensation and produce a visible twist within the overall β-sheet. 
As most β-sheets do possess a small twist, the angle of 90° was chosen as the most 
visually obvious cut-off that can be easily recognized. 

 

 

Figure 31. Two β-sheets found within the 90twist set: 1AZD (top) and 1BN4 (bottom) 
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4.6.2 Pseudocode 

algorithm detect_if_90twist(sheet) is 

    for strand in sheet do 

 # The vector that represents the line of best fit through all the 

 # backbone atoms (N, Cα, C) is a vector that best represents the   

 # β-strand 

 regression_vector = OrthogonalDistanceRegression(backbone_atoms_coord) 

    end for 

    for regression_vector in list_of_regression_vectors do 

 if nxt_strands_orientation is anti_parallel then 

     # Due to vectors being specific with direction, if β-strands are 

     # anti-parallel, then the vector is facing the wrong direction 

     regression_vector = regression_vector*-1 

 end if 

 angle_btwn_strands = signedAngle(cur_regres_vect, nxt_regres_vect) 

 overall_angle_change += angle_btwn_strands 

    end for 

    if overall_angle_change >= 90 and overall_angle_change < 180 then 

 return Sheet 

    end if 

4.6.3 Algorithm Details 

The algorithm performs an orthogonal distance regression, which simply put, 
minimizes the sum of the squared perpendicular distances from the given points to the 
regression line, which in this algorithm represents the center axis of the β-strand. 

algorithm orthogonal_distance_regression(list_of_coordinates) is 

    centroid = weighted_average(list_of_coordinates) 

    # Perform an SVD on the mean centered data 

    pc = singular_value_decomposition(list_of_coordinates – centroid) 

    first_pc = pc[0]  #This is the first principal component 

    start_point = first_pc * distance_from_centroid 

    end_point = first_pc * negative_distance_from_centroid 

    orthogonal_distance_regression = calculate_vector(start_point, end_point) 

    return orthogonal_distance_regression 
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 In the prototype, the orthogonal distance regression was calculated by taking the 
list of backbone atom coordinates and performing an SVD on the mean-centered data. 
The resulting SVD results in multiple principal components. The first principal 
component in this case is the direction vector of the “best fit” line. However, as this is 
only a direction there is still no generated vector. Instead, the vector is created by 
estimating the length of the β-strand and applying spread to the mean centroid using the 
direction of the first principal component. Once the two points have been obtained, a 
simple vector calculation can be performed to calculate a vector that best represents the 
orthogonal distance regression line. 

These lines are calculated for every single β-strand within the β-sheet giving a 
relatively good image of the β-strands and their relative vectors to one another. From 
here, it is a simple matter of calculating the signed angle between the list of vectors and 
determining the sum of all the angles to see if the β-strands have increased over 90° 
throughout the entire β-sheet. 
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4.7 180Twist 

4.7.1 General Description 

It is well known that β-sheets that have only parallel β-strands produce very 
noticeable twists due to the under compensation of the β-strand chirality and dihedral 
angles. However, in the 90twist, many β-sheets detected by the algorithm did not have 
mainly parallel β-strands. In fact, there were many β-sheets detected by the algorithm 
that had only anti-parallel β-strands. Interestingly, there was a set of β-sheets that did 
possess the general twist seen in parallel β-strands as described. These β-sheets when 
utilizing the algorithm for 90twist had their overall angles measuring higher than 180°. 
As such, these specific sheets were split from the 90twist and given their own set known 
as the 180twist. 

 

Figure 32. Two β-sheets found within the 180twist set: 1A71 (top) and 1AXG (bottom) 
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4.7.2 Pseudocode 

algorithm detect_if_180twist(sheet) is 

    for strand in sheet do 

 # The vector that represents the line of best fit through all the 

 # backbone atoms (N, Cα, C) is a vector that best represents the   

 # β-strand 

 regression_vector = OrthogonalDistanceRegression(backbone_atoms_coord) 

    end for 

    for regression_vector in list_of_regression_vectors do 

 if nxt_strands_orientation is anti_parallel then 

     # Due to vectors being specific with direction, if β-strands are 

     # anti-parallel, then the vector is facing the wrong direction 

     regression_vector = regression_vector*-1 

 end if 

 angle_btwn_strands = signedAngle(cur_regres_vect, nxt_regres_vect) 

 overall_angle_change += angle_btwn_strands 

    end for 

    if overall_angle_change >= 180 then 

 return Sheet 

    end if 

4.7.3 Algorithm Details 

The algorithm for determining 180twist is the exact same as the algorithm used for 
detected 90twist. The only difference between the two is the value of the overall angle 
change being greater than 180° as compared to only ranging from 90° to less than 
180°. 
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4.8 Flat 

4.8.1 General Description 

90twist and 180twist explores β-sheets that do not have the proper compensation 
for the chirality and dihedral angles of most β-strands. The set “flat” explores the β-
sheets that do have the proper compensation for the β-strand chirality and dihedral 
angles. The name “flat” is a bit of an overstatement as no β-sheet is perfectly flat, but 
their β-strands do not twist as much as the ones seen in the 90twist or 180twist. 

 

 

Figure 33. Two β-sheets found within the flat set: 1AXY (top) and 1AQH (bottom) 

4.8.2 Pseudocode 

algorithm detect_if_180twist(sheet) is 

    for strand in sheet do 

 regression_vector = OrthogonalDistanceRegression(backbone_atoms_coord) 

    end for 

    for regression_vector in list_of_regression_vectors do 

 if nxt_strands_orientation is anti_parallel then 

     regression_vector = regression_vector*-1 

 end if 

 angle_btwn_strands = signedAngle(cur_regres_vect, nxt_regres_vect) 

 overall_angle_change += angle_btwn_strands 

    end for 

    if overall_angle_change < 90 then 

 return Sheet 

    end if 
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4.8.3 Algorithm Details 

The algorithm for determining flat β-sheets is the same as the algorithm used for 
detecting both 90twist and 180twist. However, in this set, the overall angle must be 
lower than 90° 
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4.9 Bulge 

4.9.1 General Description 

The middle bulge or the bulge set is the set of β-sheets whose center β-strands 
are larger than the peripheral β-strands, giving a sense of the β-sheet having a large 
bulge in the middle of the structure. Most of these structures are relatively small and 
vary in their overall look with some obvious structures like 1BJK or 1BM3 having large 
distinctive β-strands in the middle while the remaining β-strands decrease in size (Fig. 
34). Others are not as obvious and do not appear as gradual, such as 1A8Z (Fig. 34). 

 

Figure 34. Three β-sheets found within the bulge set: 1A8Z, 1BM3, and 1BJK 

4.9.2 Pseudocode 

algorithm detect_if_bulge(sheet) is 

    if sheet.strand_number mod 2 != 0 then  # Odd Number of Strands 

 middle_pos = sheet.number_of_strands/2 

    else      # Even Number 

 middle_pos = sheet.number_of_strands/2 

 # Since even β-strands do not have a proper “middle” either β-strand 

 # that is in the middle can be the longest 

 if sheet.strand_list[middle_pos]< sheet.strand_list[middle_pos-1] then 

     middle_pos = middle_pos-1 

 end if 

    end if 

    left = traverse_strand(sheet, middle_pos, left) 

    right = traverse_strand(sheet, middle_pos, right) 

    if left and right then 

 return Sheet 

    end if 
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algorithm traverse_strand(sheet, middle_strand_pos, direction) is 

    middle = sheet.strand_list[middle_strand_pos] 

    length = middle.length 

    if direction is left then 

 number_of_strands = middle_strand_pos - sheet.strand_list[0].position 

    else 

 number_of_strands = sheet.strand_list[-1].position – middle_strand_pos 

    for strand in number_of_strands do 

        move direction from middle_strand_pos #Either +1 or -1 

        next_strand = sheet.strand_list[direction] 

        if next_strand.length <= length then 

     length = next_strand.length 

     #Either +1 or -1 depending on direction, left(-1) or right(+1) 

     increment direction   

        else 

     return False 

        end if 

    return True 

4.9.3 Algorithm Details 

The algorithm for the bulge set is straightforward. Starting from the middle of the β-
sheet, determine if the successive β-strands starting from the middle on either side (left 
and right) gets progressively shorter. An example can be seen using 1BJK (Fig. 35) 
where the middle β-strand would be B3 at a length of 7 residues. Going towards the left 
side, or in this specific case towards B1, each successive β-strand is either the same 
length or smaller. Similarly, moving towards B5, the β-strands also progressively get 
smaller. If at any point the β-strands become larger, then the middle bulge definition 
would no longer apply and the β-sheet is not considered to be a part of the bulge set.  

B1         298 --> 299 --> 300 --> 301 --> 302 

B2 256 --> 257 --> 258 --> 259 --> 260 --> 261 --> 262 

B3         149 --> 150 --> 151 --> 152 --> 153 --> 154 --> 155 

B4                 186 --> 187 --> 188 --> 189 --> 190  

B5                 216 --> 217 --> 218 --> 219 

Figure 35. The 2D representation of the β-sheet 1BJK sheet B. 
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4.10 Generic 

4.10.1 General Description 

The generic set contains the β-sheets whose structure is almost textbook in terms 
of how they look. Not only are these β-sheets generally made up of anti-parallel β-
strands, the β-strands are also mirrored if a line was drawn down the center of the β-
sheet. Additionally, due to their mirrored look, the angle of inclination between the β-
strands are similar on either side of the mirror and the β-strand length is also similar. 

 

Figure 36. Three β-sheets within the generic set: 1BM7, 1A6C, and 1A7H 

4.10.2 Pseudocode 

algorithm detect_if_generic(sheet) is 

    if sheet.strand_number mod 2 != 0 then  # Odd Number of Strands 

 # However, the middle β-strand in the odd β-sheets are important 

 mid_pos = sheet.number_of_strands/2 

 left = sheet[:mid_pos] 

 right = sheet[mid_pos:] 

    else      # Even Number 

 left_mid = (sheet.number_of_strands/2)-1 

     right_mid = (sheet.number_of_strands/2)+1 

 left = sheet[:left_mid] 

 right = sheet[right_mid:] 

    end if 

    is_left = traverse_strand(left, right, go_left) 

    is_right = traverse_strand(left, right, go_right) 

    if left and right then 

 return Sheet 

    end if 
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algorithm check_sheet(left_sheet, right_sheet, direction) is 

    # Needs to be reversed because the left sheet starts at mid and goes 

    # towards the beginning, rather than right sheet which starts at mid 

    # and goes towards the end 

    list_of_left_angles = angle_calculation(reversed(left_sheet)) 

    list_of_right_angles = angle_calculation(right_sheet) 

    for left_strand, right_strand in reversed(left_sheet) and right_sheet do 

 if left_strand.legnth != right_strand.length then 

     return False 

        else if abs(list_of_left_angles[i]-list_of_right_angles[i]) > 5 then 

     return False 

 end if 

    end for 

    return True  

 

algorithm angle_calculation(sheet) is 

    for strand in sheet do 

 # The vector that represents the line of best fit through all the 

 # backbone atoms (N, Cα, C) is a vector that best represents the   

 # β-strand 

 regression_vector = OrthogonalDistanceRegression(backbone_atoms_coord) 

    for regression_vector in list_of_regression_vectors do 

 if nxt_strands_orientation is anti_parallel then 

     # Due to vectors being specific with direction, if β-strands are 

     # anti-parallel, then the vector is facing the wrong direction 

     regression_vector = regression_vector*-1 

 end if 

 angle_btwn_strands = signedAngle(cur_regres_vect, nxt_regres_vect) 

 push(angle_btwn_strands) onto list_of_angles 

    end for 

    return list_of_angles 
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4.10.3 Algorithm Details 

The algorithm for the generic set contains multiple different functions and concepts 
that have already been used in various other set algorithms. To determine if the β-sheet 
is a generic β-sheet, the algorithm initially splits the β-sheet into two sides, a left side 
and a right side. Odd β-sheets are given the same middle β-strand while even β-sheets 
are divided into their proper halves. Once the halves are obtained, the algorithm 
calculates the angles between the β-strands using the same algorithm found in 90twist, 
180twist, and flat. These angles are not added together but kept as a list to be 
compared. The algorithm then moves to compare the properties of both sides to 
determine if they are almost the same. The algorithm first compares the lengths of the 
β-strands within each side. The definition of generic clearly states that β-sheets are only 
considered generic if their sides are an almost exact copy of one another, hence why 
their lengths should be the same. Furthermore, the algorithm also checks to compare 
whether the angles between two consecutive β-strands are similar.  

For example, if there were a β-sheet of size 6, the two sides would be three β-
strands each. The algorithm would calculate the angles between the three β-strands for 
each side resulting in two lists that contain two angles e.g. left_angles = [15.64°, 13.68°] 
and right_angles = [14.88°, 13.97°]. These hypothetical values are the angles between 
the first two β-strands and the last two β-strands. As their absolute difference is less 
than 5, it means that their angles are similar enough to be considered “the same”. 
Furthermore, if their lengths are also the same, then this hypothetical β-sheet would be 
considered generic. If at any point these conditions are not met, the β-sheet cannot be 
considered a generic β-sheet. 
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4.11 Curve 

4.11.1 General Description 

Many β-sheets that have been seen so far possess β-strands that appear to be 
relatively straight with only a few small bends and twists within them. However, there 
are some β-sheets that have very interesting shapes due to the nature of their β-
strands. The curve set possess β-sheets that have β-strands that are curved or form 
distinctive arcs as seen in the below examples. As a result, the β-sheets then have very 
undistinguishable shapes which differ greatly in both their overall appearance and size. 

  

Figure 37. Three β-sheets found within the curve set: 1BK1, 1BNC, and 1BRB 

4.11.2 Pseudocode 

algorithm detect_if_curve(sheet) is 

    for strand in sheet do 

 regression_vector = OrthogonalDistanceRegression(backbone_atoms_coord) 

 push(regression_vector) onto list_of_regression_vectors 

    end for 

    for strand, regression_vector in sheet and list_of_regression_vectors do 

 for backbone_atom in list_of_backbone_atoms do 

     distance = point_to_line_dist(backbone_atom, regression_vector) 

     total_distance += distance 

 end for 

 if total_distance > cutoff_value then 

     return Sheet 

 end if 

    end for 
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4.11.3 Algorithm Details 

Utilizing the orthogonal distance regression equation, the algorithm calculates the 
regression vector for each of the β-strands within the β-sheet. However, instead of 
calculating the unsigned angle between each of the β-strands, the algorithm checks the 
shortest distance between the backbone atoms and the regression vector. The logic 
here being that for curved β-strands, the overall distance between backbone atoms and 
the regression will be much larger than the overall distance between the backbone 
atoms and the regression vector of a non-curved β-strand (Fig. 38). In the algorithm, 
only a single curved β-strand needs to be found. The consensus for a large majority of 
the curved β-sheets was because whenever one of the β-strands was curved, the other 
β-strands would have to accommodate for this curve and they themselves would also 
be curved, resulting in the entire β-sheet to be curved. 

 

Figure 38. The backbone atoms (red points) would theoretically be farther away if the β-strand was 
curved (left) than compared to the backbone atoms (red points) on a non-curved, more normal looking β-

strand (right) (Chan, 2018). 
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4.12 Gradual 

4.12.1 General Description 

The gradual set contains the set of all β-sheets whose β-strands decrease or 
increase gradually in length over the entirety of the β-sheet. If at any point the β-sheet 
increases or decreases in β-strand length when the pattern dictates otherwise, the β-
sheet is not considered a part of the set. Furthermore, if the β-sheet maintains the same 
β-strand length throughout the β-sheet, it also cannot be considered a part of the set. 

 

Figure 39. Three β-sheets found within the gradual set: 1BD7, 1A6P, and 1AWU 

4.12.2 Pseudocode 

algorithm detect_if_gradual(sheet) is 

    starting_strand = sheet.strand_list[0] 

    next_strand = sheet.strand_list[1] 

    if next_strand.length > starting_strand.length then # Decreasing 

 for strand in sheet.strand_list[1:] do 

     if starting_strand.length – strand.length > 1 then 

  starting_strand = strand 

     else return False 

 end for 

 return sheet 

    else if next_strand.length < starting_strand.length then # Increasing 

 for strand in sheet.strand_list[1:] do 

     if starting_strand.length – strand.length < -1 then 

  starting_strand = strand 

     else return False 

 end for 

 return sheet 

    end if 
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4.12.3 Algorithm Details 

The algorithm for the gradual set is very straightforward, starting from the middle 
β-strand, the algorithm checks to see whether the β-sheet decreases or increases in β-
strand length. Once the pattern has been discerned, the algorithm then proceeds to 
check the rest of the β-sheet to confirm if the pattern has continued throughout. If at any 
point the pattern breaks or the β-strands are the same length, then the algorithm will 
reject the β-sheet as a part of the gradual set. 
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4.13 Bridge 

4.13.1 General Description 

The bridge set contains β-sheets that have connecting or overlapping β-strands 
that cause two or more individual β-sheets to either appear like they are a larger 
connected β-sheet. Most of the β-sheets contained within this set is a result of the 
classification algorithm used by the PDB to distinguish β-sheets. For certain β-sheets, 
such as 1BEC, the classification occurs due to smaller β-strands appearing at the ends 
of larger β-sheets. For example, in 1BEC (Fig. 40), the blue area denotes the β-sheet F, 
while the green area denotes the β-sheet D. Visually, β-sheet F should not exist and the 
β-strands should theoretically belong entirely to β-sheet D. However, because the 
DSSP algorithm dictates that a ladder can only have one continuous rail, β-sheet F 
must be created to account for the extra β-strand. 

 

Figure 40. Three β-sheets found within the bridge set: 1BEC, 1A8J, and 1AVL 

4.13.2 Pseudocode 

algorithm detect_if_bridge(sheet_one, sheet_two) is 

    for sheet_one_strand in sheet_one do 

 for sheet_two_strand in sheet_two do 

     one_beg = sheet_one_strand.beginning_position 

     one_end = sheet_one_strand.ending_position 

     two_beg = sheet_two_strand.beginning_position 

     two_end = sheet_two_strand.ending_position 

     case 1(one_beg–1 == two_end) or (one_end+1 == two_beg)then 

      return sheet_one, sheet_two 

     case 2(one_beg >= two_beg and one_beg <= two_end) or  

    (one_end >= two_beg and one_end <= two_end) then 

      return sheet_one, sheet_two 

     case 3(one_beg <= two_beg and one_beg >= two_end) or  
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    (one_end <= two_beg and one_end >= two_end) then 

      return sheet_one, sheet_two 

  starting_strand = strand 

     else return False 

 end for 

 return sheet 

    end if 

4.13.3 Algorithm Details 

A bridge β-sheet can be identified by three different methods depending on how 
the bridge is structured within the PDB file. The β-sheets identified by the three different 

methods are visually the same, however it is 
important in their determination to consider 
all three of these cases. The first case is 
when the end of one sheet connects to the 
start of another sheet. As such, the 
algorithm checks to see if the starting of 
Sheet One connects to the ending of Sheet 
Two, or in another possibility, whether the 
ending of Sheet One connects to the 
beginning to Sheet Two (Fig. 41). 

 

The next possible case is if the two 
β-strands that are forming the bridge 
between the two β-sheets overlap one 
another as seen in Fig. 42. The algorithm 
checks once again for the two possibilities 
of case 2, where Sheet One has the 
starting position within Sheet Two, or 
where Sheet One has its ending position 
within Sheet Two. 

Finally, the last possibility for β-strands to 
form the distinctive bridge is less about 
the physical characteristics of β-strands, but the organization of the PDB files. 
Directionality within β-strands is important. Normally speaking, the directionality of a β-
strand depends on its initial β-strand, this initial β-strand does not care which direction it 
is facing. Generally, within the PDB file, it will be organized with the start being the lower 
residue position and the end being the higher residue position. However, the second β-
strand has its directionality depending on the first, being either anti-parallel or parallel, 

Figure 41. Visual representation of both 
possibilities found in Case 1 bridges (Chan, 2018). 

Figure 42. Visual representation of both possibilities 
found in Case 2 bridges (Chan, 2018). 
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which leads to possible data problems where the starting of a β-strand is the higher 
residue position, whereas the ending of the β-strand is the lower residue position (Fig. 
43). As such, the algorithm will look for bridges where Sheet One resembles the normal 
expected orientation, but Sheet Two is backwards, having the larger residue position as 
the starting value and the lower residue position as the ending. Additionally, the 
algorithm will also look for the opposite case where Sheet One is the abnormal 
orientation and has its start and end values switched due to the directionality of the β-
strand. Case 3 also accounts for the case where a β-strand is fully enveloped by 
another β-strand (Fig. 43). 

 

        

Figure 43. Visual representation of both possibilities found in Case 3 bridges (Chan, 2018). 

1A8J 

                   118 --> 119 --> 120 --> 121 --> 122   C1 

E1 143 <-- 142 <-- 141 <-- 140 <-- 139 <-- 138 <-- 137 <-- 136 <-- 135 C2 

E2         176 --> 177 --> 178             180 --> 181 --> 182 --> 183 C3 

                                           165 <-- 164 <-- 163  C4 

1BEC 

                           126 --> 127 --> 128 --> 129 --> 130 --> 131 D1 

           152 <-- 151 <-- 150 <-- 149 <-- 148 <-- 147 <-- 146 <-- 145 D2 

F2         189 --> 190 --> 191 --> 192 --> 193 --> 194 --> 195 --> 196 D3 

F1 182 <-- 181 <-- 180 <-- 179                     174 <-- 173 <-- 172 D4 

 

1A8D 

C1                 050 --> 051 --> 052 --> 053 --> 054 

C2 063 <-- 062 <-- 061 <-- 060 <-- 059 <-- 058 <-- 057     024 <-- 025              D3 

C3 220 --> 221 --> 222 --> 223 --> 224             229 <-- 228 <-- 227              D2 

C4         095 <-- 094 <-- 093 <-- 092 <-- 091 <-- 090 <-- 089 <-- 088 <-- 087      D1 

C5                         169 --> 170 --> 171 --> 172 --> 173 --> 174 --> 175 

C6                                         185 <-- 184 <-- 183 <-- 182 <-- 181 <-- 180 

C7                                 188 --> 189 --> 190 --> 191 --> 192 --> 193 --> 194 

 

Figure 44. 2D representation of the three separate cases. 1A8J resembles a case 1 bridge due to strand 
C2 ending on residue 139, while strand E1 starts on residue 140. 1BEC resembles a case 2 bridge as 
strand F2 ends on residue 191, but strand D3 starts on residue 190. Finally 1A8D resembles a case 3 
bridge as strand C4 starts on residue 095 and ends on residue 087, while strand D1 follows the normal 

pattern starting on residue 088, and ending on 090. 
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4.14 Connector 

4.14.1 General Description 

The connector set is the set of all β-sheets or separate β-sheets that are 
connected by a connecting β-strand. These connectors are a subset of the bridge set 
due to most connectors possessing a “bridge”. However, they are given their own 
individual set because rather than having a single bridge connecting two β-sheets 
together, the connector appears to be three separate β-sheets whose bridges connect 
to form a singular long β-strand, as seen in 1AIG and 1BVP. 

 

Figure 45. Two β-sheets found within the connector set: 1AIG and 1BVP 

4.14.2 Pseudocode 

algorithm detect_if_connector(list_of_bridge_pairs from bridge_algorithm) is 

    for key, value in list_of_bridge_pairs do 

        if key or value not in hash_table then 

            hash_table[key] = ‘’ 

            hash_table[value] = ‘’ 

        hash_table[key] += value 

        hash_table[value] += key 

    end for 

    for key in hash_table do 

        if length of hash_table[key] >= 2 then 

     key_and_first_bridge = detect_bridge_in_sheet(key, first_value) 

     key_and_second_bridge = detect_bridge_in_sheet(key, second_value) 

            if key_and_first_bridge is the same as key_and_second_bridge then 

                push(key, first_value, second_value) onto list_of_connector 

            end if 

        end if 

    end for 
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algorithm detect_bridge_in_sheets(sheet_one, sheet_two) is 

    for sheet_one_strand in sheet_one do 

 for sheet_two_strand in sheet_two do 

     one_beg = sheet_one_strand.beginning_position 

     one_end = sheet_one_strand.ending_position 

     two_beg = sheet_two_strand.beginning_position 

     two_end = sheet_two_strand.ending_position 

     case 1(one_beg–1 == two_end) or (one_end+1 == two_beg)then 

      return sheet_one_strand 

     case 2(one_beg >= two_beg and one_beg <= two_end) or  

    (one_end >= two_beg and one_end <= two_end) then 

      return sheet_one_strand 

     case 3(one_beg <= two_beg and one_beg >= two_end) or  

    (one_end <= two_beg and one_end >= two_end) then 

      return sheet_one_strand 

4.14.3 Algorithm Details 

As the connector set is a small subset of the bridge set, a large part of the 
algorithm utilizes the results obtained from the bridge set. This is used to cut down the 
potentially large number of comparisons. As the connector definition is based on three 
connected β-sheets, the algorithm runs the bridge detection algorithm on the given 
protein to identify all possible bridges within the protein. Once this has been completed, 
the algorithm then creates a hash map of the results. By performing the hash on the 
paired list, bridges that share a common β-sheet will have multiple values within their 
keys indicating that the specific β-sheet is connected to two or possibly more β-sheets 
as opposed to other β-sheets that generally only form bridges with one other β-sheet. 

Using an example from a hypothetical protein (Fig. 46), the bridge detection 
algorithm will return a list of pairs that form bridges e.g. {(B, D), (E, G), (A, F), (C, F), 
…}. Using this list as a hash map of these pairs will result in a dictionary that places two 
values within the Sheet F key: both Sheet A and Sheet C. This indicates that Sheet F 
forms bridges with two separate β-sheets. However, the algorithm still needs to 
determine if the β-strand that connects the initial two β-sheets are the same as the β-
strand connecting the other two β-sheets. If they are not then the connector definition is 
incomplete, and the set of β-sheets are not considered as a part of the set.  

      Sheet C                           Sheet F                           Sheet A 

115 --> 116 --> 117             119 --> 120 --> 121 --> 122             124 --> 125 

143 <-- 142 <-- 141 <-- 140 <-- 139 <-- 138 <-- 137 <-- 136 <-- 135 <-- 134 <-- 133 

176 --> 177 --> 178             180 --> 181 --> 182 --> 183  

                                        165 <-- 164 <-- 163 

Figure 46. A hypothetical 2D representation of a connector β-sheet 
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4.15 Cylindrical 

4.15.1 General Description 

The cylindrical set is a larger set that separates itself from the β-sheets forming the 
flat or twisted sets. As the name suggests, the cylindrical set identifies all β-sheets that 
form a cylindrical shape, like that of the easily recognizable β-barrel. However, not all 
the β-sheets found within this set are β-barrels. Some are cylindrical, but do not fit the 
β-barrel definition. Others are β-barrels, but they are made of two β-sheets, rather than 
a single continuous β-sheet. Whatever the case may be, all cylindrical β-sheets can be 
easily identified within this set. 

   

Figure 47. Three β-sheets found within the cylindrical set: 1A1R, 1A58, and 1BRU 

4.15.2 Pseudocode 

algorithm detect_if_cylindrical(sheet) is 

    if sheet.size > 4 then  # Small sheets cause problems 

        center, centroids = center_of_sheet(sheet) 

        radius = radius_calculation(center, centroids) 

        for centroid in centroids do 

            distance = vector_distance_calculation(center, centroid) 

            if (distance < radius + 2 and distance > radius -2) then 

                return sheet 

            end if 

        end for 

    end if 
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4.15.3 Algorithm Details 

The cylindrical algorithm is based on the idea that the radius of the β-sheet can be 
calculated. As all the β-strands form the outside ring of the cylinder, the distance from 
these β-strands to the approximate center of the cylinder should be relatively close to 
the theoretical radius. In contrast, in a flat β-sheet, some of the β-strands would be 
closer to the center of the β-sheet, while some of the β-strands would be much farther 
away. These values would be dissimilar to the theoretical radius. 

The algorithm therefore, looks for β-sheets with four or more β-strands. β-sheets 
with four or lower β-strands causes problems with the algorithm. Given their naturally 
small shape, there would not be a large enough range to discern these small β-sheets 
from actual cylindrical β-sheets. Additionally, β-sheets with less than three β-strands 
simply cannot form a cylindrical shape due to the dihedral angle definition of a β-sheet.  

The algorithm then determines the center of the β-sheet as well as the centroids 
for each β-strand. In this work, the algorithm finds the average of all the atoms within 
each β-strand and assumes that point is the centroid for each β-strand. Furthermore, 
once all the centroids for each β-strand has been determined, the center of the β-sheet 
is assumed to be the center of those centroids. 

algorithm center_of_sheet(sheet) is 

    for strand in sheet do 

        for atom in strand do 

            totalx += atom.x_coord 

            totaly += atom.y_coord 

            totalz += atom.z_coord 

        strand_centroid = (totalx, totaly, totalz) # Point in 3-D         

        push(strand_centroid) on list_of_centroids 

    for centroid in list_of_centroids do 

        totalx += centroid[0]  # x-coordinate 

        totaly += centroid[1]   # y-coordinate 

        totalz += centroid[2]   # z-coordinate 

    end for 

    number_of_centroids = len(list_of_centroids) 

    totalx = totalx/number_of_centroids 

    totaly = totaly/number_of_centroids 

    totalz = totalz/number_of_centroids 

    center = (totalx, totaly, totalz) 

    return center, list_of_centroids 
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Now that the centroids and center of the β-sheet are known, all that is left is to 
calculate the empirical radius of the circle using the centroids and center and determine 
whether the distance between the centroids and the center is within that defined radius. 
If the calculated radius and the distance between all the centroids and center are 
relatively the same, the β-sheet can therefore be assumed to be cylindrical in shape. 
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4.16 β-Barrel 

4.16.1 General Description 

The β-barrel set is the set of all β-sheets that form the typical β-barrel. Formed by 
a single β-sheet that wraps around in a cylindrical fashion. The resulting hydrogen 
bonds resulting from this structure connects the last β-strand with the first β-strand. The 
β-strands in this structure are typically anti-parallel and are responsible for many 
functional roles within proteins that are found within cell membranes as well as many 
structural roles due to the rigidity of the structure. 

 

Figure 48. Three β-sheets found within the β-barrel set: 1A2U, 1A5I, and 2JMM 

4.16.2 Pseudocode 

algorithm detect_if_betabarrel(sheet) is 

    if sheet.size > 4 then  # Small sheets cause problems 

        center, centroids = center_of_sheet(sheet) 

        shear_number = shear_number_calculation(sheet) 

        emperical_radius = emperical_radius_calculation(center, centroids) 

        calculated_radius = theoretical_radius_calc(shear_number, sheet) 

         

        if abs(calculated_radius – empirical_radius) < 3 then 

            return sheet 

        end if 

    end if 

4.16.3 Algorithm Details 

The algorithm for the β-barrel calculation is adapted from Murzin et al. (1994) which built 
on McLachlan’s work in 1979 which derived two equations relating the mean angle of 
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the β-strands and the shear number of the β-sheet to the hypothetical radius of the β-
barrel. Murzin et al. (1994) eliminated the need to calculate the mean angle of the β-
strands by performing a series of calculations relating the number of β-strands to the 
overall mean angle, thus eliminating the need for the angle calculation. The calculations 
are as followed: 

Z = Beta Barrel Axis  S = Shear Value 

C = Strand Axis  n = Number of Strands 

H = Hydrogen Bond Axis α = Angle between Z and C 

tan 𝛼 =
𝑆𝑎

𝑛𝑏
  𝑅 = 𝑏/[2 sin (

𝜋

𝑛
) cos 𝛼]  𝑅 =

[(𝑆𝑎)2+(𝑛𝑏)2]
1
2

[2𝑛 sin(
𝜋

𝑛
)]

  

In the equation, the angle α and the value of b are defined as constants of 3.3 and 
4.4 respectively (Murzin, Lesk, & Chothia, Principles Determining the Structure of B-
Sheet Barrels in Proteins, 1994). The value of n can easily be calculated through the β-
sheet information provided by PDB, leaving the only value that needs to be calculated 

as shear value, S. The shear 
value is the absolute difference 
between the starting residue 
and the final residue determined 
by choosing an arbitrary starting 
residue, B and following the 
perpendicular hydrogen bond 
path from B all the way through 
the β-strands until returning to 
the original starting β-strand. 
The resulting residue, A’ would 
be the ending residue and the 
absolute distance between A’ 
and B resulting in the shear 
value.  

The algorithm, uses the equations derived by Murzin et al. (1994) to calculate a 
hypothetical radius for the given β-sheet and compares the resulting number with the 
empirical radius, calculated using the same method as the cylindrical determination 
algorithm to determine whether the β-sheet is a β-barrel or not. This algorithm is 
simplistic as β-sheets that do not fully close and come full circle can never have a 
proper shear value, resulting in an incorrect hypothetical radius. Only β-sheets that fully 
connect and come full circle can have their shear value calculated, and of those β-
sheets, the ones whose hypothetical radius closely matches the empirical radius is 
categorized into this β-barrel set. 

Figure 49. An example of how to obtain the shear value. 
Starting at B, follow the perpendicular residues until arriving 
back to the initial β-strand. The absolute difference between A’ 
and B is the shear value (adapted from Liu, 1998). 
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4.17 β-BarrelExt 

4.17.1 General Description 

The β-barrelExt describes the set of β-sheets that not only possess the β-barrel 
structure, but also possesses an extension of β-strands from the β-barrel forming a new 
set. Interestingly, the β-sheet is not considered two separate sheets as one would 
expect, similar to how β-sheets can be split into two as the case in the bridges set. Each 
β-barrel with an extension is an entire β-sheet of itself, resulting in half of the β-sheet 
forming a cylindrical shape and the other half forming a normal β-sheet. 

 

Figure 50. Two β-sheets found within the β-barrelExt set: 1PBN and 1BOQ 

4.17.2 Pseudocode 

algorithm detect_if_betabarrelext(sheet) is 

    length = sheet.strand_number  # Total number of strands 

    for strand_number in sheet.strand_list do 

        part_sheet = sheet[:strand_number] 

        if strand_number > 4 then 

            center, centroids = center_of_sheet(part_sheet) 

            shear_number = shear_number_calculation(part_sheet) 

            emperical_radius = emperical_radius_calc (center, centroids) 

            calc_radius = theoretical_radius_calc(shear_number, part_sheet) 

         

            if abs(calc_radius – empirical_radius) < 3 and  

                strand_number < length then 

                return sheet 

            end if 

         end if 

    end for 
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4.17.3 Algorithm Details 

The algorithm for determining β-barrels with extensions utilizes much of the same 
calculations performed in the β-barrel determination algorithm. However, the algorithm 
checks to see if the β-barrel exists within a partial component of the whole β-sheet. If 
the β-barrel exists within a subset of the whole β-sheet then it would fulfill the 
requirements for being a β-barrel, possessing a closed circular loop and having a 
cylindrical shape. Any further β-strands that are remaining in the other subset would be 
the extended part, regardless of size. There could be a single β-strand attached to the 
edge of the β-barrel, or an entire structure. The definition only categorizes β-sheets that 
possess both a proper β-barrel and an extension. 
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4.18 U-Barrel 

4.18.1 General Description 

β-barrels are cylindrical β-sheets that wrap around entirely and close themselves 
by forming hydrogen bonds between the first and last strands. However, there exists a 
set of β-sheets that form the cylindrical shape, but the last β-strand that forms the 
hydrogen bond with the first β-strand is clearly missing. These β-sheets would never be 
detected by the β-barrel algorithm because the shear value cannot be calculated as the 
entire path is incomplete. However, these structures still play important structural roles, 
and therefore was categorized as U-barrels for their distinguishable missing portion 
seen in 1AWT. 

   

Figure 51. Three β-sheets found within the U-barrel set: 1AMO, 1ANE, and 1AWT. 

4.18.2 Pseudocode 

algorithm detect_if_ubarrel(sheet) is 

    isCylindrical = False 

    if sheet.size > 4 then  # Small sheets cause problems 

        center, centroids = center_of_sheet(sheet) 

        emperical_radius = emperical_radius_calculation(center, centroids) 

 for centroid in centroids do 

            distance = vector_distance_calculation(center, centroid) 

            if (distance < radius + 2 and distance > radius -2) then 

                isCylindrical = True 

            else 

                isCylindrical = False 

            end if 

        end for 

        if isCylindrical then 
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            shear_number = shear_number_calculation(sheet) 

            if shear_number == NULL then 

                closed_path = generate_closed_path(sheet) 

            if closed_path != NULL then 

                shear_number = shear_number_calc_with_path(closed_path) 

                calc_radius = theoretical_radius_calc(shear_number, sheet) 

            if abs(calc_radius – empirical_radius) < 3 then 

                return sheet 

            end if 

        end if 

    end if 

4.18.3 Algorithm Details 

The algorithm for detecting a U-barrel is slightly more complicated than detecting a 
cylindrical β-sheet or a β-barrel. This is mainly due to the creation of a closed path such 
that a shear number can be calculated. At first the algorithm determines if the β-sheet is 
a cylinder or not. If the β-sheet is a cylinder then the shear number is calculated. 
However, as stated before, the shear number cannot be calculated because there is no 
closed path from the beginning strand to the ending strand. As such a closed path must 
be generated. Liu (1998) created an algorithm for determining the shear value of a β-
sheet without having a full closed path. 

The algorithm requires the directionality of the β-strands as well as the hydrogen 
bonds between β-strands (Liu, 1998). The path is then calculated as a function of the 
directionality on the pairs of residues that are connected by hydrogen bonds (Liu, 1998). 

However, as the hydrogen bonds do not exist between the last β-strand and the 
first β-strand for U-barrels, the hydrogen bond connection must therefore be artificially 
created. This is done by finding the shortest distance between the last β-strand and the 
first β-strand. This distance is divided by two and compared with the average hydrogen 
bond distances found within the rest of the β-sheet. If the artificial distance is within the 
average range of hydrogen bonds then hypothetically speaking, if a β-strand was to be 
in the empty spot, then a closed path could be created, allowing the proper calculation 
of the theoretical radius. However, if the shortest distance between the last β-strand and 
the first β-strand does not fall within the acceptable hydrogen bond distances, then even 
the forced closed path is still far too wide and therefore would not be considered a U-
barrel. 
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4.19 U-BarrelExt 

4.19.1 General Description 

The set β-barrelExt exists to describe the set of β-sheets that possesses both the 
β-barrel structure as well as an extra set of β-strands separate from the β-barrel. If the 
β-barrel possesses these extensions, then U-barrels should also be capable of 
producing the same structural complexities. U-barrelExt as the name suggests is the set 
of β-sheets that possess both the U-barrel structure as well as an extra set of β-strands, 
like the β-barrelExt set. 

 

Figure 52. Two β-sheets found within the U-barrelExt set: 1BNK and 1BRU. 

4.19.2 Pseudocode 

algorithm detect_if_ubarrelext(sheet) is 

    length = sheet.strand_number  # Total number of strands 

    for strand_number in sheet.strand_list do 

        part_sheet = sheet[:strand_number] 

        if strand_number > 4 then 

            result = detect_if_ubarrel(part_sheet) 

            if result != NULL then 

                return sheet 

         end if 

    end for 

4.19.3 Algorithm Details 

Like the algorithm for determining β-barrels with extensions, the U-barrelExt 
algorithm utilizes the same calculations performed in the U-barrel calculation. Like the 
β-barrelExt algorithm, the algorithm only needs to check if a U-barrel exists partially 
within the β-sheet. If the U-barrel exists as a subset of the whole β-sheet, then the β-
sheet would be categorized as a U-barrelExt. 
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4.20 Spiral 

4.20.1 General Description 

The final family of the cylindrical set belongs to the spiral set. The spiral set is 
composed of β-sheets which resemble β-barrels, however there is a noticeable 
difference. While most β-barrels have their β-strands angled slightly forming the 
distinguishing angle of β-strands or the shear, the spiral β-sheet has β-strands which 
curve around the cylinder resembling the spiral pattern found on barber’s poles. 

 

Figure 53. Two β-sheets found within the spiral set: 1AQT and 1BBU 

4.20.2 Pseudocode 

algorithm detect_if_spiral(sheet) is 

    if sheet.size > 4 then  # Small sheets cause problems 

        center, centroids = center_of_sheet(sheet) 

        shear_number = shear_number_calculation 

        emperical_radius = emperical_radius_calculation(center, centroids) 

        calculated_radius = theoretical_radius_calc(shear_number, sheet) 

         

        if abs(calculated_radius – empirical_radius) < 3 then 

            if detect_if_curve(sheet) != NULL then  

                return sheet 

            end if 

        end if 
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    end if 

algorithm detect_if_curve(sheet) is 

    for strand in sheet do 

 regression_vector = OrthogonalDistanceRegression(backbone_atoms_coord) 

 push(regression_vector) onto list_of_regression_vectors 

    end for 

    for strand, regression_vector in sheet and list_of_regression_vectors do 

 for backbone_atom in list_of_backbone_atoms do 

     distance = point_to_line_dist(backbone_atom, regression_vector) 

     total_distance += distance 

 end for 

 if total_distance > cutoff_value then 

     return Sheet 

 end if 

    end for 

4.20.3 Algorithm Details 

The algorithm for determining the spiral set is a combination between the 
algorithm for determining a cylindrical β-barrel and the algorithm for determining curved 
β-strands. The spiral β-sheets are essentially β-barrels, but rather than having their β-
strands shear slightly, the β-strands wrap around the cylindrical structure, as such the 
spiral β-sheets still possess the same properties as other β-barrels with an additional 
property in their curved β-strands. 
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4.21 Complex 

4.21.1 General Description 

The complex set does not have any distinguishing characteristic. The set exists to 
place β-sheets that could not be placed into the other 19 categories. Some structures 
that were initially in this category were later placed into other sets as the definitions for 
each set became more lenient to account for biological variation. However, some β-
sheets such as 1BFG and 1BOS which had unique structures could never be 
categorized unless more β-sheets resembling the same pattern is found. 

 

Figure 54. Two β-sheets placed in the complex set awaiting further categorization: 1BFG and 1BOS 

4.21.2 Pseudocode and Algorithm Details 

As the complex set was reserved for β-sheets which could not currently be 
grouped or placed into any of the existing sets, there is no definable algorithm that can 
be used to detect or categorize β-sheets into this set. As such, there was no computer 
script written to categorize these structures. However, should more β-sheets arise that 
possess similar attributes as the β-sheets placed within the complex bin, then a new 
category or set would be created and the entire process for defining objective 
characteristics and translating those objective parameters into computer scripts would 
be applied. 
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4.22 Chapter Summary 

Within this chapter, all 19 unique categories and the additional complex category 
was explored in detail. Information presented in this chapter revealed the development 
and implementation of each of the 19 specific algorithms, which will now be referred 
collectively as the CHOPSS algorithms (Categorizing Higher-Order Protein Secondary 
Structure). This chapter specifically sought to give greater insight and clarity into the 
general functionality of the CHOPSS algorithms. Throughout the entirety of this thesis, 
the CHOPSS algorithms were labelled simply as algorithms or computer scripts. 
However, with the information explored in this chapter, the 19 algorithms are broken 
down into manageable components. A general description was given to explain the 
initial subjective parameters used to detect the members within each initial set. Specific 
examples of the β-sheets for their respective categories was also given as a visual 
representation of the categories and to show the variability found within each specific 
set. Furthermore, condensed pseudocode was outlined allowing users the ability to walk 
through the algorithm in a logical form to better understand the implementation of each 
algorithm. Finally, a full detailed write up of each algorithm was given exploring the 
specifics as well as the objective parameters that were used to classify each category. 

Each of the algorithms within CHOPSS furthers the completion of the original 
objectives set out at the beginning of this thesis. Each algorithm was specific in their 
detection rules yet allowed for flexibility. For example, the β-barrel or curve categories 
looked for specific values such as the radius of the barrel or the curvature of the β-
strand. However, these algorithms still allowed variability as seen by the implementation 
of possible accepted ranges to account for the biological diversity of the secondary 
structures. It should be noted that while the CHOPSS algorithms have been refined 
through multiple iterations, there are constant potential improvements that can be made.  
However, the purpose of these algorithms was not to create computer scripts with a 
hundred percent accuracy, but to develop initial algorithms for the creation of the 
working prototype. 

This information concerning the CHOPSS algorithms will be relevant throughout 
the remainder of this thesis, as details of how each algorithm functions will be 
continually referenced throughout the next few chapters. Details specifically about how 
each algorithm functions, what objective parameters were used in their development, 
and the logic behind each algorithm will be major discussion points within Chapter 5. 
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5 Chapter 5: Results 

5.1 Introduction 

Now that the details and implementation of each specific CHOPSS algorithm has 
been explored and dissected, the discussion for potential improvements, notable flaws, 
and results can be discussed. As mentioned in the previous chapter, each individual 
CHOPSS algorithm attempted to be as rigorous as possible, utilizing mainly objective 
attributes and allowing small leniency for biological variations. The previous chapter 
should have formed the groundwork required for this discussion as the previous chapter 
provided a comprehensive discussion about how each algorithm functioned and 
detailed the logic behind the implementation decisions. This information will be crucial in 
understanding where the potential improvements for each algorithm lie as well as 
provide greater insight into the results of the algorithms themselves.  

The discussion into possible improvements, results, and flaws are only one of the 
two main topics covered in this chapter. The other topic that will be touched upon is the 
implementation of set theory that has been hinted towards throughout Chapter 2 and 
Chapter 3. In Chapter 2, the foundation for set theory was explained and a brief 
overview was given to explain the benefits of utilizing set theory. This idea was further 
explored in Chapter 3, when the initial notion of β-sheets belonging to two different sets 
was discussed and various graphs were introduced as potential relations that could be 
made with the application of set theory. Within this chapter, the full application of set 
theory and the relational organization of the categories as graphs will be analyzed. 
Finally, there will be a full discussion at the end of the chapter about the resulting 
discoveries obtained from utilizing set theory. 

5.2 Algorithm Results and Statistics 

Before diving into the results for the CHOPSS algorithms. I would like to reiterate 
the methodology used in the refinement process. At the start of the prototype 
development, a total of 484 proteins was separated into the training set and 458 
proteins were left as the testing set. The training set was the set of proteins that the 
initial 19 categories was developed on. It should be noted that the 458 testing proteins 
were never organized and left as a single set to test the accuracy of the algorithms after 
their implementation. Therefore, all algorithms that were developed had initially used the 
training set for their refinement. If a specific algorithm could not detect more than 60% 
of the β-sheets within a specific category, then the algorithm was reworked until it 
achieved a detection rate of higher than 60%. β-sheets that were incorrectly identified 
were detected at this point and removed from the set, which will be discussed later. 
Since all the β-sheets in the training set were categorized, the algorithms were only 
tested on their respective categories as a means of determining whether the algorithm 
could correctly classify correct β-sheets (true positives) as members as well as β-sheets 
that were not identified initially (false negatives). 
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To determine if the algorithm could correctly differentiate between the true 
positives and β-sheets that did not belong in the set (true negatives) as weak as those 
that appeared to belong (false positives), the testing set was used since the testing set 
we not divided into separate categories and the β-sheets within the testing set were 
unseen. Once the algorithms had finished their analysis, every single β-sheet was 
examined to determine if it was correctly identified (true positive) or incorrectly identified 
(false positive). If false positives were occurring, then the algorithm would once again be 
subjected to refinement to decrease the number of β-sheets that were being incorrectly 
identified. However, due to time constraints, the algorithms could only be improved so 
far. These were the results: 

Table 2. Total amount of β-sheets detected by various algorithms in both the training and testing set. The 
detection rate was only available for the training set as the testing set was never divided into specific 
categories, thus the total number of actual β-sheets for each category was unknown; furthermore, since 
the algorithms were run on their respective categories in the training set, there were no incorrectly 
labelled β-sheets due to the false positives being removed throughout the development process. As such, 
the information for incorrectly labelled β-sheets in the training set and the detection rate for the testing set 
is unavailable. 

  

β-Sheets 
Detected in 
Training Set 

Training Set 
Detection 

Rate 

β-Sheets 
Detected in 
Testing Set 

Incorrectly 
Labelled β-

Sheets 

Small 2511 1 2146 0 

Medium 839 1 943 0 

Large 6 1 16 0 

TwoTwo 29 0.6592 12 0 

90Twist 839 0.857 730 121 

180Twist 271 0.8416 442 9 

Flat 2227 0.8468 1998 44 

Bulge 421 0.8627 420 7 

Generic 1964 0.8354 2179 0 

Curve 298 0.6119 301 85 

Gradual 257 0.6523 513 0 

Bridge 605 0.7148 1032 0 

Connector 105 0.7095 94 5 

Cylindrical 252 0.863 205 0 

β-Barrel 237 0.9151 348 0 

β-BarrelExt 12 0.8334 11 0 

U-Barrel 316 0.9028 441 0 

U-BarrelExt 28 0.8234 21 12 

Spiral 4 0.5 2 0 

Complex 79 n/a 62 n/a 
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5.3 Discussion of Results 

The data presented in Table 2 is a summary of the overall success for the 
algorithms presented in this work. It should be noted that many algorithms only 
achieved higher detection rates through multiple iterations, manipulating various cut-off 
ranges and variables. Algorithms that utilized much simpler approaches such as the 
“gradual” or the “twotwo” sets, had much lower detection rates than their more difficult 
counterparts. This may be a result of the leniency in simpler approaches where the wide 
cut-off values or the estimations allowed for greater possibility of false positives or 
negatives. On the other hand, these simpler approaches perhaps did not encapsulate 
the full definition of the given sets and therefore would not be able to distinguish the 
variability found in the set itself. Perhaps, a third reason may be because the set itself 
should be further divided into smaller categories, each being more specific, thus 
creating more properties to void the biological variance found in most β-sheets. 

While 13 of the 19 algorithms managed to achieve a detection rate above 80%, it 
cannot be stressed enough that these algorithms were initially made to support the 
development of the prototype and to demonstrate the feasibility of the system. The 
algorithms were created to explore the possibility of utilizing python code to represent 
three-dimensional structures as well as explore the possibility for code to accurate 
describe the unique structural components. The system is always open to future 
improvements and suggestions by future users who wish to further refine or develop 
their own definitions and code to better match the intuitive notions of particular shapes 
and structures. 

Small β-sheets play a very minor role for structural importance. However, the small 
β-sheets make up nearly 75% of all the β-sheets detected by the CHOPSS algorithm. 
Many of the algorithms presented in this prototype sought to identify proteins of size 
medium or higher, while ignoring the classification of the numerous small β-sheets. In 
an earlier version of the CHOPSS algorithms, a set known as “twothree” was initially 
being developed. However, as time progressed, a suitable definition could no longer be 
determined that would allow the identification of the β-sheets within that set. This 
suggests that within the “small” set, there is potential for greater diversification and 
classification. It is very difficult to explore this idea however, due to small β-sheets 
having very little discernable features that distinguish individual sets, unlike the larger β-
sheets which have clear physical features such as the “β-barrel” or the “gradual” set. 
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The “90twist” set had 121 incorrectly labelled β-sheets accounting for 16% of the β-
sheets detected by the algorithm. The reason for the large error rate for the “90twist” set 
is an artifact of the regression line calculation and the natural shape of the β-strands. 
Due to the natural chirality and dihedral angles found in β-sheets, many β-strands have 
a noticeable right-handed twist. These small variations can compile into larger variations 
which make the determination of some structures rather difficult as in the case of the 
“90twist” which assumed that β-strands within the β-sheet are straight and not curved. 
This curvature affects the detection rate of the “90twist” algorithm because there were 
some β-sheets that looked much like normal flat β-sheets (Fig. 55). However, due to 
how the regression line was calculated through each β-strand, some values were much 

more skewed than 
others. The β-sheet in 
Fig. 55 was identified as 
a member of the 
“90twist” set due to the 
small bend in the final β-
strand, causing the 
regression line to be 
slightly more inclined 
than it should visually 
appear to be. This slight 
inclination was more 
than enough to push the 
overall change in the 

angle to be greater than 90°, thus marking the relatively flat β-sheet as a member of the 
“90twist” set. Similarly, the β-barrel structure in Fig. 55 was also detected as a twist. 
However, the structure is visually a β-barrel and was detected by the “β-barrel” 
algorithm. There is no reasonable explanation as to why it could potentially be a 
member of the “90twist” set. Perhaps if the β-barrel was opened and laid about along a 
central axis, the overall rotation for the β-strands would be greater than 90°, but this has 
yet to be determined.  

Small variations within β-strands or within each specific residue can result in a 
myriad of issues due to the increased variation. Decisions had to be made to either 
decide to account for these variations and address edge cases as part of the set or 
remove the edge cases as unrelated. It is these small variations and decisions that 
result in potential problems in some algorithms. For example, in the “bulge” algorithm, 

Figure 55. A pair of β-sheets identified as 90twist. A) 1AZD which visually 
appears to be a flat β-sheet lacking the 90° β-strand rotation and B) a β-
barrel that should not possess the β-strand rotation (Chan, 2018) 

A B 
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the definition states that the central β-strands are the longest 
while the concurrent β-strands branching outwards 
incrementally decrease in size. However, to account for the 
biological variation, the decision was made to have the 
algorithm check for if the next β-strand was smaller or if it 
was similar in size. The reasoning for this decision was due 
to many β-sheets that had a few β-strands in the central 
region possessing similar lengths before tapering off near the 
edges. However, it is entirely possible with the current 
iteration of the “bulge” algorithm to detect β-sheets that have 
all similar β-strand lengths, resulting in a possible rectangular 
shaped β-sheet. Of the current 7 incorrectly identified β-
sheets, none of them were perfectly rectangular, though they 
were square-like, only differing by having a singular side of 
their β-sheet smaller than the rest (Fig. 56). While no 
rectangular β-sheet has been detected so far, it is always a 
possibility as more and more β-sheets are introduced. 

In addition to the “bulge” algorithm, the “curve” algorithm also opens possibilities 
for having incorrect classifications when more β-sheets are added. Within the curve 
algorithm, the curve is denoted by the increase in distance from the β-strand to the 
regression line. The logic being that β-strands which are more curved have greater 
distances as compared to relatively flat β-strands. However, there are other 
permutations of β-strands that could also result in greater distances such as β-strands 
that may be “wavy” or “bent” (Fig. 57). As it currently stands, the algorithm for the curve 
algorithm may be far too lenient as seen in the testing set incorrectly identifying 85 β-
sheets as curved when they were bent (Fig. 57). In the future, the curve algorithm 
should be reconsidered with a better more rigid definition for the curve set as the current 
iteration of the curve algorithm has one of the lowest detection rates, second only to the 
spiral set. 

 

Figure 57. Two possible permutations of β-strands that could potentially lead to the classification of a 
curve, even though the β-strands resemble other geometric shapes (Chan, 2018). 

 

 

Figure 56. 1AZZ identified as 
a bulge, but upon further 
inspection, three β-strands 
were the same length (Chan, 
2018). 
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Biological variation plays a large role in the low detection rates as well as the 
incorrectly labelled β-sheets. However, there are some issues within the algorithms that 
are not noticeable through false positives, but rather through the inspection of false 
negatives. Statistically speaking, the β-barrel algorithm had the highest detection rate 
compared to the rest of the algorithms, partly caused by the mathematical definition 
provided by Murzin et al. (1994). Consequently, this detection rate produces a side 
effect of multiple potential false positives. 

 

Figure 58. 1A2D and 1AIX which both appear to be β-barrels to not identify as such (Chan, 2018). 

Due to the rigidity of the algorithm requiring a closed path to exist to determine the 
shear value, many β-sheets such as 1A2D and 1AIX which initially appeared to be β-
barrels were not identified as such. Upon further inspection, this was due to a slight 
physical variation within the sheets causing their last β-strand to not fully connect to the 
initial β-strand. Hence, these β-sheets were, by definition, not β-barrels. While the β-
barrel algorithm is efficient in identifying edge cases such as these, it may be worth 
considering allowing for these edge cases to be identified, as they visually appear to be 
β-barrels, and while lacking a proper closed path, every other property still resembles a 
β-barrel. 

Biological variation and lenient classification definitions yield the potential for false 
positives as seen in the bulge, 90twist, and curve. However, rigid definitions and strict 
classification result in the side effect of having multiple false negatives reducing the 
amount of coverage that could have occurred. For algorithms that are lenient, the 
potential for false positives is warranted due to the identification of all possible β-sheets. 
Conversely, algorithms that are strict, the potential for false positives is greatly 
decreased, but as a result, increases the possibility of missing all possible β-sheets. 
Each side has its merits, as well as its own disadvantages, but either methodology can 
be justified in their resulting classification. 
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Barring the stated issues with the algorithms presented in this work, all other 
algorithms returned values that were expected based on the initial visual inspection and 
categorization that was performed before and during the development of the algorithms. 
Small β-sheets were numerous in their presence across all β-sheets examined. A large 
majority of β-sheets were flat due to the anti-parallel correction from their β-strands, with 
a sizeable amount not possessing twists of any sort. A large majority of β-sheets were 
also deemed generic, which may indicate the need to introduce additional properties to 
further divide the group into smaller, specific sets. Complicated β-sheets such as the 
connector and spiral were rarely seen and only a handful of good examples were found. 
Other complicated β-sheets such as the β-barrel and U-barrel were more numerous, but 
were minor in comparison to the non-cylindrical β-sheets which made up for more than 
90% of the β-sheets detected. 

There was no large discrepancy between the identification found in the training set 
as well as the test set, suggesting that the variation in β-sheets may be much lower than 
initially anticipated. Furthermore, only 141 of β-sheets in total remained within the 
complex bin, and as mentioned before, certain sets could be divided into further groups 
each delving into greater specificity as compared to the combined set. 

5.4 The Tree 

In Chapter 3, the motivation behind utilizing graphs to relate the defined categories 
was briefly explored. To reiterate, a graph is simply a set of vertices connected by 
edges. These edges can be thought of as relations between the vertices or objects and 
can be anything at all. In the case of this prototype, these relations can be the 
intersections between various sets, the transformational differences between β-sheets, 
or anything else that is meaningful. Furthermore, within Chapter 3 a brief comparison 
between the variety of different graphs that could potentially work with this prototype 
and the motivation behind utilizing graphs to relate the series of sets were explored.  

Currently, the two databases CATH and SCOPe utilize a type of graph known as a 
tree to examine possible evolutionary relations between physiological characteristics 
found within proteins. This was the initial idea of organizing the sets within this prototype 
as it seemed like the best way to visually represent the categorical sets that were 
defined. The initial tree (Fig. 59) was built attempting the least conflict method of tree 
building. Each node represents a possible set in which subsequent sets are guaranteed 
to be a subset. The tree was mainly built utilizing information that was initially used to 
build the 19 sets. As mentioned before, the sets were initially differentiated based on 
basic preliminary sets that were later split into smaller sets when more information and 
structures had been obtained. The tree best represents this methodology as many of 
the nodes were the original set that the corresponding edges were derived from. 
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Figure 59. The proposed tree that was generated with the smallest possible conflicts and nodes which 
contained the greatest number of sets. The tree was built following the methodology used to build each 
individual set. At the beginning of the development process, preliminary sets were used to differentiate 
between β-sheets. These sets would later be further differentiated into smaller sets when more 
information was provided. This tree best represents this methodology and is a possible way to organize 
the relationships between the defined categories (Chan, 2018). 

As mentioned before, the advantages of using such a structure means that paths 
could be traced to form distinctive clades, groupings and lineages. An example of such 
a clade would be the cylindrical groupings containing only β-sheets which were 
cylindrical, avoiding all other non-cylindrical β-sheets. As obvious as this sounds, these 
clades are important for further investigation and grouping as seen in phylogenetic trees 
with their class, orders, and families. Furthermore, we see distinctive lineages occur as 
seen between the twist and its subsequent branches, splitting into its specific 
counterparts: curve, 90twist, and 180twist. 

However, as much as the tree provides its benefits with the relation between sets, 
this tree has many problems. One of the problems was the flexibility of each algorithm 
mentioned previously. In an ideal world, each algorithm should formulate a distinct 
group of β-sheets that only fall into that specific category. The notion of flexibility and 
multiple categories should not be possible. However, due to the imperfection of nature 
and the leniency of the algorithm, many β-sheets have multiple classification as 
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discussed previously, which the tree does not account for. CATH had also discussed 
this problem in their models citing that various folds had the potential to belong to 
multiple folds (Fig. 15) and to amend these issues, the set itself would have to be 
changed to a lower level and then be specified even further (Greene, et al., 2007) 
(Orengo, et al., 1997). The sets detected by the CHOPSS algorithm was littered with β-
sheets that belonged to more than a single classification, due to the algorithms 
exploring individual β-sheet properties such as their curvature, length, or angle of 
inclination. Each of these factors are not specific to any singular group of β-sheets but 
can apply to a wide spectrum of β-sheets, thus rendering the use of a tree to be useless 
due to the variation seen in the sets. 

In the end, the best solution was to explore other methods of relating sets to one 
another that did not constrain itself like graphs do and return to basic set theory. With 
basic set theory, having β-sheets fall under multiple categories would not be a problem 
as seen in graph theory, but in fact reveal the possibility of increasing specificity without 
removing the necessary flexibility. 

5.5 Back to Set Theory 

As mentioned previously, to fully utilize set theory requires much more precise 
algorithms with less variability. This is due to the applications of set theory where 
utilizing the sets in structures such as graphs, rings, or vector spaces have very specific 
axioms that must be followed, which is why more precise sets were required to fully 
apply all avenues of set theory. However, just purely utilizing set theory and the basic 

set inclusions shouldn’t have any 
problems compared to using 
graphs. As a matter of fact, the 
multi-categorized β-sheets help 
serve a greater purpose in 
determining specificity from 
variability. An example is as 
follows: β-barrels connect their last 
β-strand with their first β-strand. 
However, in β-barrels that are 
slightly malformed, the hydrogen 
bonding that occurs between those 
β-strands leads to the possibility of 
bridges to form. In contrast, β-
barrels that are not “malformed”, do 
not suffer the same hydrogen 
bonding pattern, which leads to a 
further classification of β-barrels 
that was not previously determined 
prior to the combination of the two 
sets.  

Figure 60. Contrasting 1A1R and 1A5I. In 1A1R, the second 
last β-strand connects to the longer β-strand marked in teal 
and blue. However, because the smaller β-strand does not 
fully connect to the full β-strand, the ladder is only assumed 
to be half of the β-strand in length. This means the 
connection between the last and first β-strands are where 
the cyan and blue colours separate which can also be the 
same definition as a bridge. In 1A5I, the first and last β-
strands are the two small β-strands seen in the foreground. 
As they connect fully to one another, their connection is 
dictated by the hydrogen bonds between the two β-strands 
and not the bridge connection seen in 1A1R. 
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Figure 61. A comparison chart showing the relations between the various sets with other sets, resulting in 
intersections and subsets. Common and expected intersections are denoted with “I”. Interesting 
intersections, are denoted with a specific number, corresponding to the temporary unnamed set. Subsets, 
denoted with “S”, are organized where the set on the left column is a subset to the set on the top row 
(Chan, 2018). 

Multiple sets were explored to determine which sets could form intersection with 
other sets as well as which set is an entire subset of another set. The information 
presented on the tree that was generated is still preserved in a set table, where each 
node has become the superset for multiple other sets, as seen with cylindrical being the 
superset to: β-barrel, β-barrelExt, U-barrel, U-barrelExt, and spiral. Other set inclusions 
such as the disjointed set or the complements were not included as their results were 
expected to not yield any meaningful results. However, perhaps they can be further 
explored in the future. In addition, exploring the intersection between three sets or newly 
defined sets with other newly defined sets were not considered due to the small sample 
size for a large majority of the newly defined sets. 
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5.6 Set Case Discussion 

Specificity from variability is the focus of the intersection sets within the CHOPSS 
algorithms. The example presented previously with the β-sheet further specifying into a 
smaller set when intersected with the bridge set is a perfect example of achieving 
greater specificity from a set that was quite large and variable. However, there are many 
sets though that do not achieve greater specificity simply because their intersections are 
to be expected. For example, almost all β-sheets fall into either the small, medium, or 
large category. As these sets were the three initial starting sets, it would make sense for 
all other sets to either be a subset or have an intersection with one of these sets, e.g. 
every β-sheet detected in the twotwo set would also belong in the small set or a large 
portion of β-sheets detected in the flat set would either be small or medium. However, 
when an intersection is found between two sets that should not have any similarities 
appear, that is where the power of using this method of organization outshines the 
traditional tree and graph methodology. 

5.7 Intersection Set Cases 

5.7.1 Intersection Set 01 – 90Twist and TwoTwo 

A large majority of the twotwo β-sheets are typically flat. Being in a twotwo 
orientation results in an almost anti-parallel conformation, which should theoretically 
correct for the overall change in the β-strand angle. There were a notable number of β-
sheets that were found within this intersection, which was surprising, as many 90twist 
only formed in larger β-sheets which had more β-strands over the entire β-sheet to twist 
the entire structure. Unsurprisingly, there was a sizeable amount of the intersection set 
which expressed the problems initially presented within the 90twist, where the variability 
in the β-strands caused errors in the regression line calculations, resulting in β-sheets 
which are notably flat to be considered 90twist. However, many β-sheets that were 
detected were obvious as why they belonged within the intersection (Fig. 43) suggesting 
this to be a legitimate set and not one derived of false positives and calculation errors. 

 

Figure 62. 1B6K and 1AAQ were found to be an intersection between twotwo and 90twist (Chan, 2018). 
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5.7.2 Intersection Set 02 – Bulge and 90Twist 

Much like the intersection set 01, a large majority of β-sheets classified under the 
bulge set are flat. Furthermore, the number of β-sheets found within this set was notably 
less than the intersections between 90twist and other sets suggesting that there are 
only a few β-sheets that contain both physical properties. Interestingly, none of the β-
sheets which were found in the intersection set had signs of incorrect regression line 
calculations suggesting that their determination was unique and could potentially be a 
set of its own given a larger data set with more examples. 

 

Figure 63. 1A8Z was found to be an intersection between middle bulge and 90twist (Chan, 2018) 

5.7.3 Intersection Set 03 – Curve and 90Twist 

One of the more interesting intersection sets was found between the curve set and 
the 90twist set. In the earlier development stages of the CHOPSS algorithms, there was 
a set of β-sheets that had a distinctive shape seen in 1BVE. However, due to lack of 
enough structures, the initial choice was to place them under 90twist and determine 
later if there was a further subset placement. With the introduction of the intersection 
sets, the previously identified β-sheets that was considered to only be 90twist uniquely 
identified itself, forming a large majority of the intersection set. The remainder of the 
intersection set did not appear to have any uniform representation, being mostly a result 
of slightly malformed 90twists which had bent endings as discussed previously. 

  

Figure 64. 1BVE and 1BVV, a previously identified subset of 90twist which manifested itself as a unique 
set resulting from the intersection of the 90twist and the curve set 
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5.7.4 Intersection Set 04 – Gradual and 90Twist 

Once again, this intersection set was interesting because a large majority of 
gradual β-sheets are flat, however, much like bulge and twotwo, there were some β-
sheets that were detected in both sets, leading to the existence of the intersection set. 
Upon further inspection, it appears as if the intersection set should not exist as an 
individual set due to the prevalence of false positives resulting from minor hooks or 
curves within the β-sheet, forcing the angle of inclination. Looking at the example 1A72, 
the third β-strand does not appear to be fully connected, while the other two β-strands 
are curved slightly suggesting the entire set being a result of calculation error rather its 
own stand-alone set. 

 

Figure 65. 1A72 was found to be both a gradual β-sheet and a 90twist, though the physical 
characteristics of the β-sheet suggests calculation error rather than an actual full subset (Chan, 2018) 

5.7.5 Intersection Set 05 – Bridge and Bulge 

The intersection between bridges and any other set is slightly different than the 
other sets. This is due to the bridge definition resulting in the combination of two β-
sheets that appear to be a single β-sheet. When one of the β-sheet becomes 
categorized independently as a set, the other side of the bridge will automatically follow 
the classification as well through the intersection set. Therefore, many of the β-sheets 
found within the intersection set are within the set due to their bridge attachment and 
not because they are independently expressing the given characteristic trait. In the case 
of the bridge and the bulge, using 1A8D as an example, the blue β-sheet is clearly not a 
bulge, but the green β-sheet expresses bulge characteristics, assuming there is an 
overlap between the blue and green bridge, resulting in the intersection placing both β-
sheets within the intersection. 

 

Figure 66. 1A8D, an example of a gradual and a middle bulge forming a bridge (Chan, 2018) 
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5.7.6 Intersection Set 06 – Connector and Gradual 

As connectors are a subset of the bridge set, the intersection sets between the 
connector set and any other β-sheet set, works the same as how intersection sets work 
between bridges and other β-sheet sets. As such, when one of the β-sheets within the 
three that make up the connector is identified as a specific set, the remaining two β-
sheets will follow the identification, resulting in the intersection set being filled with 
various β-sheets that do not fall within a given definition. For example, in 1BVP, the 
central β-sheet is a gradual β-sheet. The other two β-sheets attached to the side are not 
necessarily gradual β-sheets, but they are still classified within the intersection set, due 
to the unique relationship between bridges and connectors with their respective β-
sheets. 

 

Figure 67. 1BVP expressing a gradual β-sheet in the middle β-sheet, resulting in the other two β-sheets 
attached through the connector relationship to be identified as within the gradual intersection set. 

5.7.7 Intersection Set 07 – Bulge and Cylindrical β-Sheets 

The β-sheets that were prevalent in the intersection set 07 were mainly β-barrels, 
β-barrelsExt, U-barrels, and U-barrelsExt that were slightly malformed. The 
malformation within the cylindrical β-sheet resulted in a single β-strand within the β-
sheet being much longer than the rest of the β-strands within the cylindrical β-sheet. 
Interestingly, the malformed β-strand or the bulge was always within the middle few β-
strands. In the example 1A1R, the teal highlighted part is the hydrogen bond between 
the ending β-strand and the initial β-strand. Both the last and the initial β-strands are 
approximately 4 residues in length. However, their physical representation dictates a 
singular long β-strand, rather than two separate β-strands. It is due to the differentiation 
and split of this singular long β-strand that allows the long β-strand seen in the back to 
be defined as a bulge and placed within the intersection set. 

Not all malformed cylindrical β-sheets were included within this definition. For 
many of the cylindrical β-sheets, even though this elongated β-strand malformation was 
present, the PDB file definition dictated that the long β-strand as a single β-strand rather 
than splitting into two separate parts which rejects the definition of the bulge, preventing 
those cylindrical β-sheets from being included in the intersection set. Due to this 
discrepancy with the intersection set uniformity, this intersection set should not be 
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considered an entirely new set as some of the cylindrical β-sheets which look the same 
as 1A1R are not included in the intersection purely because their text-based 
representation chose to represent the β-strand differently. Until this anomaly can be 
addressed, neither case should be considered their own individual set. 

  

Figure 68. 1A1R was found to be an intersection between β-barrels and bulge and 1A0J which was a β-
sheet found in the intersection of U-barrels and bulge (Chan, 2018). 

5.7.8 Intersection Set 08 – Curve and Cylindrical β-Sheets 

The intersection set between the curve and the cylindrical β-sheets was another 
take on the malformations discussed previously. Many of the cylindrical β-sheets that 
were found within this intersection set had similar curved β-strands in a few of their β-
strands seen in 1ANE. As the algorithm for the curve was lenient as discussed 
previously, even if there was a single curved β-strand within the cylindrical β-sheet, the 
β-sheet would be placed within the intersection. In addition to having cylindrical β-
sheets which possessed a single curve, every single spiral β-sheet was also found 
within this intersection sets suggesting that the spiral set should not have been its own 
individual set, but an intersection set between the curve set and the cylindrical β-sheet 
set. 

 

Figure 69. 1ANE was found to be an intersection between β-barrels and curves (Chan, 2018). 
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5.7.9 Intersection Set 09 – Bridge and some Cylindrical β-Sheets 

The intersection set 09 was mentioned previously as an example of looking for 
specificity in sets with high variability. For many β-barrels, the connection between the 
final β-strand and the initial β-strand is typically a side-by-side relation where the 
hydrogen bonds connect through both β-strands as seen in 2JMM. However, in a large 
majority of “malformed” β-barrels the hydrogen bond that occurs between the last β-
strand and the initial β-strand is within the same β-strand forming a bridge as seen in 
1A1R represented by the teal section. As such, this intersection set divides the general 
β-barrel set into two definitive sets: one with hydrogen bonds and another with a bridge 
connecting the last and first β-strands. 

 

Figure 70. 2JMM representing the normal hydrogen bond connection and 1A1R representing the bridge 
connection (Chan, 2018). 

5.8 Chapter Summary 

In Chapter 4, the specific details behind the CHOPSS algorithms were dissected 
to remove the anonymity behind their implementation. Within this chapter, greater detail 
behind the functionality of the algorithms were explored, specifically discussing the 
results. While the majority of the CHOPSS algorithms were able to detect 80% or more 
of the β-sheets within their expected categories, there were some abnormal cases 
found even after multiple iterations of refinement. The overall goal of this chapter was to 
reiterate the notion that the algorithms designed for the prototype are still in their early 
stages and can always be further refined to improve their overall effectiveness. For 
example, in the first section of this chapter, a detailed explanation was provided to 
explain any abnormal results seen in the CHOPSS algorithms. Furthermore, this section 
also suggested possible solutions and fixes to correct them, ranging from adjusting the 
classification algorithm to account for greater variation to reconsidering the objective 
parameters initially used to identify specific categories. Other results were also 
discussed within this section, but the most interesting result was fully explored in the 
following section. 

Early in the development process of the prototype, the initial idea was to organize 
the categories into a tree, like that of CATH and SCOPe. Utilizing a tree meant that the 
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information could be organized using a unique hierarchal relation which could be further 
divided into clades and groupings. This idea was ultimately abandoned for the simpler 
set theory approach due to the CHOPSS algorithms organizing some β-sheets into 
multiple categories. Organizing the categories as simple sets removed the possibility of 
using relational information but opened the possibility of utilizing binary relations. Using 
binary relations can either create greater specificity by utilizing the combination of 
multiple sets as a new category, or it could explore generalization by looking for larger 
supersets which contained specific subsets. The intersection relation was specifically 
chosen due to the interest in exploring β-sheets that possessed multiple characteristics. 
As this system is catered towards a community-based approach, it is necessary to cater 
to as many users and be as flexible as possible. Having the possibility of intersections 
can lead to users exploring β-sheets with a specific set of characteristics without having 
to create their own category and algorithm. As such, any interesting sets that resulted 
from the set analysis was thoroughly analyzed. Hypotheses were introduced to explain 
why certain β-sheets were found within these new intersection sets while others were 
not and a discussion concerning whether these unique results were a case of 
computational error or actual new categories was provided.  
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6 Chapter 6: Tool Design 

6.1 Introduction 

The cumulation of all the work previously presented will finally be brought together 
within the contents of this chapter through the discussion of the tool design. In Chapter 
1, the objectives of a system capable of categorizing secondary structures that was 
made specifically for the user in a communal based approached was laid out. This 
proposed system was contrasted and compared to two existing databases in Chapter 2, 
critique the shortcomings of utilizing a non-communal based approach. Chapter 3, 
formed the foundation behind the process and creation of the 19 categories that would 
later be transformed in Chapter 4 into 19 unique classification algorithms known as the 
CHOPSS algorithms. The details behind the CHOPSS algorithms were further explored 
in Chapter 5 citing abnormal results, possible implementation changes, and introducing 
the intersection relation between the categories as a means of further exploring the β-
sheets. All the work within the previous chapters was done to test whether a system 
could be built that accomplishes all the objectives stated in the first chapter of this 
thesis.  

The tool made for this system is merely a demonstration. The tool was meant to 
display the possibility behind developing a system that would evolve through communal 
efforts, relying specifically on user submissions and definitions, as well as having the 
community evolve the classification system as opposed to the more traditional approach 
of having static categories. The implementation of this tool is just one of the many 
approaches that could be made to satisfy the original objective. Within this chapter, the 
considerations behind what type of tool would be created will be analyzed, considering 
the positives and negatives of each approach. Furthermore, the prototype will then be 
compared to existing tools and the possible growth of the tool will be explored. Finally, a 
small display of the final prototype will be presented, showcasing the functionality of the 
prototype and how the prototype accomplishes the objectives of the system. 

6.2 Creation of a Tool 

To cater to all the possible uses of this system, a tool needed to be created that 
could allow for all possible uses of the CHOPSS algorithms. There were various 
possible tools that could have been implemented, such as a stand-alone app like 
PyMOL, a downloadable script like DSSP, or even a plugin attached to one of the larger 
classification databases. The consideration for the specific tool was the ability to meet 
the original objectives stated earlier: to be a stand-alone system, provide educational 
resources, be user-driven, and grow through communal-based efforts. After considering 
the possible tools and weighing the benefits and advantages, the tool that was 
ultimately chosen was one of the many possible implementations of what the system 
would look like. 
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If a stand-alone app was created like PyMOL, the developed program would be a 
plausible and a reasonable solution to meet all the necessary requirements of the 
system outlined earlier. Users could install the program on their own machines and 
utilize the algorithms already loaded into the program to analyze their own β-sheets. 
Users could also create their own libraries and scripts, and perhaps visualize the 
resulting scripts. However, one of the main advantages of implementing the set 
combinations was the ability to share and grow the number of sets and algorithms within 
the database. By having more users submit sets and algorithms, the CHOPSS 
algorithms becomes more effective in its original intended role, which utilizing a stand-
alone program would be unable to provide. In addition, the public would be unable to 
have ease of access to the β-sheet definitions due to each program being specific to the 
user. Furthermore, the amount of work involved in creating, but more importantly 
maintaining an entire program would involve far too much time and experimentation. 
The user interface would have to be developed and tested, functionality and user 
experience would have to be accounted for, and the entire process would take far too 
much work for a single individual to perform within a reasonable time, hence why for this 
thesis, only a rough prototype was developed as a means of testing the efficacy of the 
system. 

Another possible implementation was to create a downloadable script much like 
DSSP or other stand-alone algorithms. The script implementation however, was not the 
best to fulfill the roles required by this system simply due to the limitation of users 
having to possess basic computer literacy skills which does not result in a user-friendly 
implementation. This would not only prevent many public users from exploring the β-
sheets, but also prevent a large majority of them who would rather utilize another tool. 
Additionally, the scripts used would be fairly limited depending on the implementation, 
as there would be no way for anyone to visualize the structures without utilizing a third-
party program. Furthermore, this method would still be ineffective for public resource 
sharing, which is what would make the system far more powerful. While the script 
approach would make creating the actual implementation plausible, given no user 
interface would have to be developed, and many of the additional programs would 
instead be implemented by the user. There were other negatives to creating a script 
such as version control, installation requirements, and file management that prevented 
this tool from being considered. 

The last implementation was a plug-in for a larger database. This solution made 
the most sense as the initial role for the classification was to increase the specificity of 
the protein folds used in CATH or SCOPe. Which meant that integrating the algorithm 
within their systems would be fulfilling the initial role of the tool in the first place. 
However, it would not fulfill any of the other requirements, as users would not be able to 
create their own algorithms, sets, or share their information with one another, again 
defeating the advantage of utilizing set combinations. 

At the current moment, the two largest protein fold databases, CATH and SCOPe, 
both utilize an online web server to display their classifications. Other smaller databases 
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such as DALI, ENTREZ, and HOMSTRAD also exist, but not as stand-alone web 
servers, rather accessed through varying sources such as the NCBI. Utilizing an online 
web server not only allows ease of access for users to explore the classifications 
determined by the algorithms, but users can also search for specific β-sheets that they 
want analyzed, as well as explore other algorithms and sets created by other users. A 
website also offers the ability to have forums where users can discuss certain sets or 
algorithms giving feedback, critique, or even advice. The forums may also be a place 
where users can ultimately decide which algorithms are best suited for their needs 
based on popularity, views, or even results. Furthermore, having a web server means 
users can easily upload their own sets and algorithms to the web server and the 
webpage would automatically be generated for them as well as other users to view. The 
web server would not only meet the initial requirements of creating more specific 
secondary structure motifs that could be used for protein folds, but also provide all other 
necessary requirements stated previously. While the implementation of the web server 
would also be harder than a simple script, the overall work would require less time than 
creating a stand-alone program.  

6.3 Compared to Other Tools 

There are other valuable traits for utilizing a web server over other traditional tools. 
Unlike traditional downloadable programs, a web server hosted online invites users to 
communicate, explore, and share ideas with other members of the community. Having a 
centralized place in which all the information is posted, curated, and organized 
discourages independent work and promotes collaboration. Various other web servers 
such as PDB, NCBI, and CATH have already paved the way for joint work efforts by 
various research groups and have shown the merits of collective data sharing. The 
prototype’s web server would be similar, allowing users not only the power to submit 
their proposed algorithms or data set for other users to critique, evaluate, and utilize, but 
also promote competition by offering a chance for other users to improve upon the 
submitted work. 

 Using online forums, user ratings, and public opinion, individual data sets and 
algorithms would be subjected to constant inspection. The algorithms or data sets which 
users find particularly useful would eventually distinguish themselves over their peers 
and a central group of well-constructed algorithms and organized data sets would soon 
cater to the needs of all the users in the community. As previously discussed, there are 
merits to creating various levels of leniency within certain algorithms. However, certain 
groups or users may value different types of information or different implementations. 
For example, the current algorithm for calculating β-barrels is to compare the 
hypothetical calculated radius with the actual radius of the β-sheet itself. This may 
appeal to users who are exploring the traditional β-barrel and users would be content 
with the current implementation. However, if another researcher or group wishes to 
explore β-barrels which are outside the general norm, this implementation would not 
cater to their specific needs.  The users are of course free to submit their own 
implementation, or perhaps another group interested in the same process has already 
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developed another working algorithm. Whichever the case, the prototype’s web server 
would be an optimal place for this type of collaboration.  

Unlike PDB, NCBI, and CATH, the work would be performed by the community 
as well as the web administrative group. No other current existing online tool allows this 
level of data sharing, generally promoting their own algorithms or work by interested 
research groups. This methodology is efficient as the amount of pruning and quality 
control is easy to manage. However, by allowing external users to submit their own 
ideas and work, the amount of pruning and quality control may rise drastically, but it 
may prove to be a better source of evolving information. As it currently stands, the 
prototype’s web server only explores β-sheets and their related components. However, 
as more and more users utilize the tool, interests with other secondary structures such 
as turns, or α-helices may become more popular. The shift in interest would start to 
push the web server towards that avenue of research as the availability of data is based 
on what the users want rather than only what the developers provide. 

6.4 Opportunities for the CHOPSS Algorithms 

At the simplest level, protein folds are secondary structures. Characterization of 
these secondary structures may provide more detailed methods in distinguishing protein 
folds into greater specificity than already attained. The CHOPSS algorithms would in a 
literal sense provide motifs within motifs, determining the physical properties of the 
secondary structures which build up protein folds, which in turn provide crucial 
information for the structure-function paradigm. The CHOPSS algorithms would provide 
an alternative method to breaking down protein folds into greater specificity, providing 
another layer to understanding protein structure and function. This relation is critical for 
larger databases such as CATH and SCOPe which have a large majority of their lower-
level classification in terms of class and architecture being based on visual inspection 
using “commonly used descriptions found in the literature” (Orengo, et al., 1997). The 
CHOPSS algorithms would help alleviate the issues experienced by these databases at 
the lowest-level, which have repeatedly cited that the similarity between most common 
motifs at the lowest-level become very difficult to distinguish due to the similarities 
presented in the motifs.  

It is important to note that the work presented here is not strictly a classification. 
The system leverages the power of set combinations, combining several properties 
together to yield fold combinations that may not be measurable in a graph. Rather than 
attempting to determine a single “classification” for every specific fold as CATH and 
SCOPe have done and have repeatedly stated problems with this methodology, the 
work presented here attempts to create a method that not only avoids these conflicts, 
but also opens avenues for exploration, creating possible secondary structure relations 
that may be unrelated other than by their mathematical definitions. 

Another area that the system can play an important role for is when a previously 
unknown protein fold is discovered. Currently, utilizing the SCOPe and CATH 
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methodology, the protein fold would be organized into the general tree and placed into a 
clade best matching the description. However, another way of exploring this physical 
relation would be to ignore the clade itself and search up possible matching secondary 
structure properties. For example, if the protein fold was a fold that was a β-barrel with a 
distinct curvature as well as possessing a distinctive twist, the CHOPSS algorithms can 
be used to evaluate these requirements as the system is not limited by the rigorous 
requirements placed on trees allowing comparisons between proteins that may not be 
evolutionarily homologous or structurally similar, but possess related motifs. 

The CHOPSS algorithms could be applied to more than just the determination of 
basic secondary structures and the improvement of protein fold classification. The 
prototype could potentially be used to help other researchers combine ideas or share 
common secondary structure motifs found in their various proteins. The current 
prototype already generates a set of specific β-sheets that each algorithm deems 
whether it has a given property. Researchers may find it useful to utilize these 
algorithms on their own proteins which they do not wish to publish yet to explore what 
secondary structure properties are located within their β-sheets. By identifying which 
properties are found within their motifs, researchers may be able to discern the proteins 
functional role through the comparison with other proteins possessing the same 
physical property by relating the structural similarities with the functional mechanism.  

There is also the possibility that the current user does not like the CHOPSS 
algorithms. As stated before, some algorithms are lenient, allowing for a plethora of 
biological variation while other algorithms are very rigorous. It is entirely possible for 
another researcher to develop a much different algorithm that may have increased 
leniency to encourage more biological variation, or perhaps decreased leniency to filter 
out “improper” β-sheets at the risk of losing various edge cases. Other researchers who 
are exploring the same set of proteins could potentially use the updated algorithm or 
perhaps decide the original algorithm was more suited for their needs. Whichever the 
case, the prototype would allow both algorithms and sets to be available for the public to 
decide. Furthermore, keeping these small variations would have no effect on the overall 
functionality of the prototype since everything is based on set combinations which 
means other set applications such complements, symmetric differences or even unions 
could be applied creating a much greater diversification of potential physical properties. 
The power of the prototype stems from the idea that more users and more algorithms 
will consequently increase the specificity or leniency of each algorithm depending on 
individual purposes and use.  

6.5 The Tool 

6.5.1 The Website 

The webserver that was built was designed to be a prototype of the actual system. 
While it would be preferable to have a fully working implementation of the system, the 
amount of work involved to design, create, and maintain such an implementation would 
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require far too much time given the scope of the system. As such, it should be reiterated 
that the prototype presented here is not a fully functional implementation, but merely a 
prototype that can showcase the general functionality of what could be possible. 

There are three main aspects of the prototype that adheres to the initial objectives 
of the system. The first main aspect is the ability to search and explore existing proteins 
as well as their β-sheets. Users can utilize the search function to explore specific 
proteins of interest. Every protein is linked directly with the Protein Data Bank, allowing 
the webserver to have access to all existing structures that exist within PDB. This allows 
the user to explore a variety of proteins, not just the ones used to create the initial 
categories.  

 

Figure 71. The general view of the prototype allowing the ability to search proteins of interest or exploring 
existing proteins within the database. 

For each specific protein, a visualization program known as Jmol is used to give a 
3D representation of the protein. Users are free to rotate and explore the protein 
through the interactive 3D viewer, selecting specific β-sheets to view and visualizing the 
protein in different orientations. A list of all the algorithms that have detected a β-sheet 
within the protein as a member of its set is displayed for the user to consider. This 
algorithm list not only contains the name of the classification algorithm, but also 
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provides the user with which specific β-sheet that was identified, along with a short 
description of the algorithm. Algorithms are ranked based on popularity, meaning the 
most popular algorithms which the community values as good will be presented first, 
while algorithms that are not as notable within the community will be presented last. 
Users can select specific β-sheets within the list of algorithms and the Jmol viewer will 
change accordingly to showcase the identified β-sheet. Users can rotate the β-sheet to 
consider the validity of the classification and if interested users can explore the specific 
algorithm in greater detail. 

 

Figure 72. The protein view of the prototype allowing users to use Jmol to view and explore the protein 
as well as presenting all the algorithms that are uniquely identified with respect to the protein displayed. 

The next main aspect of the prototype is the presentation of the algorithms. While 
only 19 algorithms were developed for the functionality of the prototype, an actual 
implementation should return hundreds of possible classification algorithms matching a 
variety of different β-sheets. Each specific algorithm has their own algorithms page 
displaying relevant information about the algorithm itself such as a general description, 
basic statistics, and a list of all the proteins that contain a β-sheet detected by the 
algorithm. The algorithms webpage also contains another Jmol viewer which should 
have three of the best β-sheet examples for that specific algorithm allowing users to not 
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only see the variability in the specific category, but also what would classify as a perfect 
β-sheet. Users can use this information to decide if they are interested in the category 
and can further explore by looking at the protein list provided by the webpage. Each 
algorithm also has the functionality to be “liked” which increases the overall rating of the 
algorithm allowing others who may be interested to see the algorithm at the top of the 
list rather than at the bottom of the list. Each user can only like a specific algorithm 
once, which further promotes the community driven approach. Furthermore, if interested 
users also have the capability of downloading algorithms that they are interested in and 
can use the specific algorithms they have downloaded for their own personal data set. 

 

Figure 73. The algorithm view of the prototype allowing users to view ideal β-sheets that match the 
specific algorithm as well as providing other useful information such as other detected β-sheets and the 
ability to download the algorithm. 

The last main aspect of the website is the set analysis and algorithm submission. 
The current iteration of the website utilizes all 19 classification algorithms discussed 
previously. However, behind the scenes the webserver is constantly making set 
analyses, running the algorithms on proteins found on PDB and updating the 
information on the website. Whenever a new algorithm is updated to the server, the 
server will immediately attempt to run all PDB files currently found on the server with the 
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new classification algorithm to create up to date information concerning the algorithm 
and for every individual protein. Currently, users can submit their own categories and 
computerized scripts, but the server is unable to process their submissions in this 
specific implementation. In a fully working system, the server should immediately prune 
and verify that the categories as well as the computerized script are working and queue 
the algorithm into the set analysis such that the algorithm can be analyzed, and the 
website can be updated as soon as the analysis is complete. 

 

Figure 74. The profile view of the prototype where users can submit their own algorithms and categories 
as well as view the algorithms which they find interesting or edit their own submissions. 

6.5.2 Current Situation 

As of August 2018, the prototype website that was previously discussed is 
currently unavailable and completely lost due to a hardware error in which the hard 
drive supporting the server had died. The website was initially built on a server hosted 
on a virtual machine within the Biodiversity Institute of Ontario framework and was 
initially set to be a temporary server for the development of this prototype. As the server 
was temporary, no backup was schedule to be made, which meant there was no 
recovery possible when the hard drive failed. There were external backups of the server 
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that was initially saved, but the external backups were from an older version of the 
website than the one discussed in the section above.  

6.6 Chapter Summary 

The main objective of this chapter was to highlight the advantages of building the 
prototype as a website compared to other possible tools. As discussed in previous 
chapters, the system needed to be a communal-based design, catering specifically to 
the needs of the user. In addition to utilizing classification algorithms provided by the 
user, the prototype also had to allow users to communicate, educate and explore with 
one another. This chapter primarily focused on this aspect going into detail about 
various other tools, highlighting the benefits and drawbacks of each design. While a 
large majority of the tools could work to provide some of the functionality needed for the 
system, no single tool was able to accomplish all the necessary objectives of the 
system. 

In the end, a website was chosen as one of the better options available, citing 
strong advantages for the ease of maintenance and set up, as well as the ability to 
provide users a centralized place to share ideas. The chapter then continued with this 
idea comparing the proposed webserver solution against existing systems and 
methodologies, stating that no current system accomplishes the same task and in the 
same manner as proposed by the system. This chapter also explored other potential 
possibilities the webserver as well as the CHOPSS algorithms could have, discussing 
the notion of having standardized motifs of structural motifs, leveraging set theory as an 
alternative form of classification, and the potential for future work in protein structure 
prediction.  

Finally, this chapter detailed the implementation of the existing prototype 
highlighting key functionality and displaying possible improvements and designs that 
could work. It should be noted that the webserver that was built is a prototype meant to 
prove the usability of the system and is in no way fully complete. While the current 
prototype lacks many critical functionalities such as a true discussion forum, instant 
script analysis, and a clean design, it still does well to show that a system where users 
are the main contributors could potentially work. 
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7 Chapter 7: Conclusion 

7.1 Summary of Work 

Protein folds have and will always be a central component within structural 
genomics. Using protein folds, inferences based on protein structure such as 
determining related or homologous proteins, evaluating protein function or energetics, 
as well as exploring evolutionary relatedness can be made with a definitive level of 
confidence. Protein folds are still not yet fully explored, generally relating a known 
functional role to a specific pattern detected within the protein. For example, a popular 
fold, Rossmann fold, is described as an α-helix connected between two β-strands 
forming a β-sheet. This motif is well-known because it has been found in many enzymes 
that have dinucleotide coenzymes such as FAD, NAD, and NADP. Due to the regularity 
of the motif appearing in these dinucleotide coenzymes, the appearance of this 
structural motif within a newly identified protein strongly indicates the possibility for a 
hypothetical functional role. While there could be proof otherwise denouncing the 
original hypothesis due to various other factors, patterns such as this are a strong 
building point for researchers to explore potential possibilities when addressing the 
structure-function relationship within proteins. 

In the work presented here, the CHOPSS algorithms explored secondary 
structures in a similar manner, by developing specific definitions and categorizing 
secondary structures based on these definitions within various proteins. Through the 
analysis of 942 proteins, over 3000 β-sheets were examined, identified, and recorded 
into their own unique definition. Each unique definition or pattern was based on the 
physical attributes seen within each β-sheet. Some β-sheets were circular, others were 
flat, while others had distinctive curves that allowed for the differentiation between 
individual β-sheets. Once these physical attributes had been identified and sorted, 
algorithms for each specific set were developed, tested, and further refined to create the 
final algorithms currently present in the CHOPSS algorithms.  

There were 19 unique algorithms that were developed capable of detecting their 
own physical attributes. Each attribute was defined in various ways. Some attributes 
such as those in the “gradual” or “twotwo” sets were defined based on the organization 
of their individual β-strands. Other attributes such as the twists or the curves were 
defined based on the geometric properties of their individual β-strands. A relative few, 
namely the cylindrical β-sheets utilized mathematically proven equations to discern their 
structural shapes. While some algorithms had room for improvement, the general 
reliability of the algorithms were notable through their high detection rate. Interestingly, 
a side effect of the work revealed that β-sheets possessed one or more of each physical 
property that was defined. This realization gave rise to the use and application of set 
theory as well as set combinations to further develop greater specificity within the 
secondary structures. Originally, all structures were believed to have a single definitive 
trait that defined their general shape, however with the application of set theory, the 
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intersection sets revealed greater variability within the initial 19 sets revealing 9 new 
sets that would not have been noticed previously. The 9 sets were only revealed 
through the combination of multiple definitions, revealing that rather than adhering to the 
hierarchal method of organizing proteins using graphs or trees, it would be entirely 
possible to utilize individual sets to group similar shaped β-sheets, and utilize the set 
combinations to pick specific qualities that were of interest.  

In addition to the creation of the CHOPSS algorithms, a tool was created in hopes 
of creating a community-based approach to the development of more sets and 
algorithms. The tool was designed to be a web server which would showcase the 
individually identified sets as well as the algorithms which could detect their presence 
within other β-sheets. Users would have the ability to comment on individual sets and 
algorithms perhaps suggesting improvements or changes that would improve upon the 
initial algorithm and design. In addition to being able to explore the algorithms, users 
had the ability to explore individual intersections, subsets, and supersets as well 
potentially revealing a combination of interesting properties. 

In time, as more data becomes available, the end goal of the tool as well as the 
CHOPSS algorithms is to create a central communal tool for researchers and students 
alike to explore and utilize the provided algorithms to better understand protein structure 
and its relation to structural motifs, protein function, or structure prediction.  

7.2 Contributions to Science 

7.2.1 Algorithms 

In the work presented here, a total of 19 algorithms were created that can classify, 
with varying degrees of success, specific secondary structure attributes found within β-
sheets. Throughout the development phase, the algorithms were refined, checked, and 
improved upon, which resulted in their current iteration. The algorithms can ultimately 
still be improved upon, exploring different solutions, varying cut-off ranges, and 
improving their efficacy. The algorithms serve their purpose and have been 
implemented into the CHOPSS algorithms as well as the hosted web server. 

7.2.2 Creation of a Community-Based Tool 

In addition to the creation of 19 algorithms, a tool was created as a prototype 
utilizing an online web server. The prototype was developed as a means of 
demonstrating the use of the developed algorithms and can perform basic functionality 
in a controlled environment. The prototype shows that users could download specific 
algorithms for their own use, potentially upload their own data sets as well as 
algorithms, and explore a wide variety of proteins found. The prototype currently has 
basic functionality running implemented algorithms on protein files from the Protein Data 
Bank and can perform basic intersection comparisons. The prototype also explores the 
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possibility of letting users comment and vote on well-implemented algorithms which 
suite their needs to prune out unnecessary sets or poorly implemented algorithms. 

7.2.3 Importance of Secondary Structure Motifs 

As stated previously, the protein structure-function relationship is mainly 
dependent on the existence of specific protein folds. Thus, secondary structure motifs 
introduce further specificity in a set of protein structures that have not previously been 
broken down. CATH has stated themselves that secondary structures as well as the 
topology perhaps should be treated as a spectrum rather than individual groups, 
however the work presented here has successfully laid the ground work for the 
possibility of creating specific sets of secondary structures which could potentially 
create an extra layer of classification which could potentially be used for aiding the 
identification of certain protein folds and consequentially protein structure and function. 

7.2.4 Distinct Differences 

Through the algorithms and the classification of the β-sheet sets, the work here 
has shown that β-sheets appear to have distinctive characteristics. Each individual set 
of β-sheets that had been identified possessed a unique physical attribute that allowed 
them to be differentiated from one another. While some β-sheets did share similar 
properties such as U-barrel and β-barrel being cylindrical, each set of β-sheets had 
been individually calculated utilizing their specific script which aimed to define the 
specific physical attribute within the β-sheets. The twist algorithms attempted to 
categorize the rotational angle witnessed between the β-strands, cylindrical algorithms 
attempted to classify the circular shape, and other algorithms such as gradual or bulge 
attempted to classify other unique properties seen in their β-sheets. The algorithms 
could correctly identify β-sheets in unlabelled data further proving that while each set of 
β-sheets were different from one another, there were still groups of similar looking β-
sheets that appear in different structures. 

7.3 Future Work 

7.3.1 Prediction of Function 

Certain protein folds are considered valuable motifs because of their relation to 
protein function. The Rossmann fold for example as previously stated usually signifies 
the possibility for the protein to be a dinucleotide-binding enzyme. Other folds such as 
the jelly roll or TIM barrel are other examples of folds that regularly appear in specific 
proteins. While the existence of a fold does not guarantee the exact predicted biological 
function, these folds still play a large role in connecting primary structure with tertiary 
structure. Given enough data and time, secondary structure elements may also 
eventually be used for similar purposes relating specific secondary structure attributes 
with specific folds, and by induction, relate to specific functions. 
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7.3.2 Secondary Structure Classification 

As it currently stands the power of the CHOPSS algorithms in terms of 
classification is nowhere near the same specificity as CATH and SCOPe. The CHOPSS 
algorithms have multiple overlapping structures due to the organization of the sets and 
some algorithms have the potential for false positives. However, the physical attributes 
and the definitions developed within the CHOPSS algorithms accurately describe the 
different types of β-sheets. There is currently no universal method to name various β-
sheets. Therefore, in due time, when the CHOPSS algorithms have been improved and 
the classifications are more rigid, the names and sets used to describe the β-sheets in 
the CHOPSS algorithms could potentially become the uniform norm for describing or 
explaining secondary structures, much like how Ramachandran plots are used to 
identify secondary structures or how specific protein folds are used to categorize 
proteins. 

7.3.3 Coils and Helices 

It is possible to organize β-sheets by their physical attributes due to the variability 
found within their dihedral bonds. β-sheets form structures like cylinders as well as 
sheets and can twist and rotate in varying angles. This variability was the main reason 
why β-sheets were initially considered for this system as the other secondary structures 
were either far too rigid or too random. However, if β-sheets could be organized and be 
given proper definitions for their seemingly random nature, it should be possible to 
explore helices, turns, and coils as well since they do have well-defined structures 
which could potentially have variations that may give rise to sets like β-sheets. While the 
overall rigidity in turns and α-helices are much tighter than in β-sheets, there have been 
cases where α-helices warp slightly or turns stretching to preserve the overall shape of 
the protein.  

7.3.4 Other Tools 

Finally, while the development of an online web server does meet all the 
requirements of the proposed objectives. Other tools such as a stand-alone program or 
even plug-ins used with other programs like PyMOL or BLAST could potentially be 
developed in the future to expand the usability of the CHOPSS algorithms. Another 
route that could possibly be explored would be the addition of more functionality within 
the web server, allowing users to not only inspect proteins and create their own 
algorithms, but also potentially load incomplete data from experimental techniques and 
aid in the structural determination of secondary structures rather than only depending 
on fully completed data pulled from PDB. 

7.4 Chapter Summary 

This chapter covered all the work that was presented and completed over the 
course of this Master’s degree, specifically citing notable achievements such as the 
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categorization and development of 19 specific algorithms to classify β-sheets, the 
development of a prototype capable of utilizing the algorithms and leveraging set theory, 
as well as exploring the importance of studying secondary structure motifs. This chapter 
also presented possible continued work that could result from this thesis such as the 
exploration into other secondary structures, the prediction of function based on 
secondary structure motifs, as well as the continued development of the webserver and 
possible expansions into other tools.  

Ultimately, the algorithms, tools, and ideas discussed throughout this thesis are 
only the beginning of what could potentially be a larger process. With time and 
development, the prototype and the CHOPSS algorithms may eventually become a fully 
functional tool in which researchers could offer their expertise and work together to 
create well designed and objectively based algorithms to detect secondary structures in 
a variety of different molecules. These definitions may then one day become a 
standardized notation like many well-established motifs are today, and perhaps improve 
the understanding and classification of secondary structures.  
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